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Abstract 
 
As long as there have been database search engines there has been the problem of what to present 
to the customer when there is no perfect match and how to present that query result to the cus-
tomer. Respecting the customer’s search preferences is the suitable way to search for best matching 
alternatives. Modeling such preferences as strict partial orders in “A is better than B” semantics has 
been proven to be user intuitive in various internet applications. The better the search result, the 
better is the psychological advantage of the presenter. Thus, there is the necessity to know the qual-
ity of the search result with respect to the search preferences. Moreover, for an e-procurement por-
tal it is necessary not only to personalize the composition of the shopping cart but also the price 
determination for an offer. 
 
This work introduces a novel personalized and situated quality valuation for query results. Based 
on a human comprehensible linguistic model of five quality categories a very intuitive framework 
for valuations is defined for numerical as well as for categorical search preferences. These quality 
valuations provide human comprehensible presentation arguments. Moreover, they are used to 
compute the situated overall quality of a search result. Then a flexible and situated filter decides 
which results to present, e.g. by respecting quality requirements of the customer. A so called pres-
entation preference determines which results are predestined to be especially pointed out to the 
customer. This unique framework, realized as the Preference Presenter technology for query result 
presentation, enables a search engine to proactively present search results by respecting an underly-
ing strategy, e.g. a special sales strategy. 
  
For the first time it is possible to build a personalized and situated e-procurement portal. Preference 
based components are combined to effectively manage the work of a human sales agent via internet 
application. For the modeling of a personalized automatic offer composition widespread IT product 
standards like BMEcat and eCl@ss are exploited. Two new and extensible e-commerce compo-
nents of flexible usage are designed, namely an electronic bargainer that is able to use techniques 
like up, cross, and down selling, and a personalized price offer including a flexible discount 
framework.  
 
With COSIMAB2B a use case is realized. In the evaluation it is shown that the duties of a human 
sales agent can be automated. Furthermore, experiments have shown that test customers react simi-
larly to sales strategies that are applied by a computer instead of a human.  
 
Moreover, the Preference Presenter enables lots of further e-commerce applications or advanced 
search engines to present their search results proactively and more comprehensibly. 
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1 Introduction 

The idea of procuring goods via internet is simple. A customer expects to have at least the service 
he or she has when directly contacting a human sales person. That means the customer wants to be 
treated individually according to his or her needs. But the misery already begins with the first step, 
the usage of the search engine. 
 

1.1 Database search engines – a continuing misery 

The lack of effectiveness of database search engines is as old as database search engines them-
selves. If there is no perfect match with respect to the search conditions a best alternative must be 
delivered. Even Amazon1, the market leader in the B2C (Business-To-Consumer [Hai02]) domains 
of books and audio CDs, is not able to present a simple alternative to the desired book “Diary for 
Robin” by the author “James Patterson”, although there is a book by this author with the similar 
title “Diary for Nicholas” (see Figure 1.1). This phenomenon is known as empty result effect. 
 

 

Figure 1.1 Amazon’s failing search engine 

 
As a solution, by now most search engines are equipped with the option to combine the search con-
ditions with a logical or. E.g. the search engine of the company B2B-Perfect2 uses this simple tech-
nology and promises a powerful search. Especially in B2B (Business-To-Business [Hai02]), where 
the goods are much more complex than books, the effect is clear, a flooding effect with lots of ir-
relevant results. Fortunately, the misery can be stopped by respecting the customer’s search prefer-
ences as soft conditions. Modeling preferences as strict partial orders as “A is better than B” se-
mantics ([Kie02]) has been proven to be user intuitive in various internet applications ([KK02]).  
                                                           
1 http://www.amazon.com 
2 http://www.b2b-perfect.com 
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1.2 Quality of a query result 

But more than this is necessary to provide a similarly good service as a human sales person. Since 
the customer wants to understand why the presented results are the best available ones for him, it is 
necessary to know about the quality of the query results with respect to the customer’s wishes. 
Normally, to be convinced of the presented preselection, as stated by the sales psychologist Becker 
([Bec98]), the customer wants an impression about the search quality of the presented query results 
as decision support. Some advanced search engines deliver ad hoc and very often not intuitively 
computed alternatives. The presentation of these results is often equipped with a, for human not 
comprehensible, valuation that aims to tell how close the result is to the search conditions. E.g. the 
search engine for the documentation of the Oracle3 database system scores the results with values 
between 1% and 100% and orders the results descending. Yet there are no arguments and no expla-
nation to convince the customer regarding the results.  
 
The search engine used by the portal of the scientific association ACM4 does a little better by valu-
ating the results within five categories (see Figure 1.2), which is the intuitive number of what a 
human being normally differentiates according to Zadeh, the founder of fuzzy logic theory 
([Zad73]). But the user of this search engine can hardly understand why he gets ratings of the sec-
ond and fourth category when searching only for the word “Kießling”. Taking a closer look into the 
first resulting paper shows that the work of Kießling is often cited which seems to be the reason for 
the second highest valuation. But it is not comprehensible why the second paper only gets a rating 
of the fourth category although Kießling is coauthor of the paper and his work is also cited very 
often therein. The problem of these valuation approaches lies in the non-personalized and non-
situated measurement of key data used in such technologies which obviously fail. A further prob-
lem is that all users are treated equally. In this example perhaps one user focuses the author, an-
other user considers citations. 
 
A further and for e-procurement very interesting aspect is that in a sales scenario of course the bet-
ter the search result, the better is the psychological advantage of the vendor. Therefore, an internet 
store should have the information about the quality of the search results for being able to provide a 
good reasoning when offering the results. Each of the well known sales psychology models 
([Nic66, HS69, EBK78, Han72]) emphasizes that the knowledge about the quality of the offered 
goods with respect to the customer’s preferences is a major factor for a sales dialog and for con-
sumer choice behavior. The preferences of each customer of course differ. They are even different 
for one customer in various situations, e.g. someone may in general prefer the color green, but not 
when considering the color of a car.  
 

1.3 Deficiencies of personalization within e-procurement 

E-procurement is the B2B (Business-To-Business) purchase and sale of supplies and services over 
the internet. The process of searching, presenting and offering goods is a core process of e-

                                                           
3 http://www.oracle.com 
4 http://www.acm.org 
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procurement ([ÖFA01]). Non-personalized state-of-the-art search engines prevent an effective ap-
plication flow of the interface between vendor and customer. Therefore, many e-procurement or-
dering portals do even not provide a search engine. The ordering portal only helps customers who 
exactly know what to buy. E.g. Hilti5, the world market leader in construction technology, only 
provides hierarchically listed product catalogs (see label 1 in Figure 1.3), where a customer must 
manually search through the e-catalog. Thereby, the customer does not know whether there is a 
desired product or whether the one he possibly found is the best matching alternative result with 
respect to his search preferences. Only if the customer knows exactly about the existence of a de-
sired product and its item number, he can search for it via one click (see label 2 in Figure 1.3). If he 
needs any help, he only can get instructions via phone (see label 3 in Figure 1.3). And moreover if 
the customer finally wants to know about a price for the arranged shopping cart, he only can send 
the shopping basket via e-mail and wait for an offline calculated personalized offer (see label 4 in 
Figure 1.3). 
 

 

Figure 1.2 Quality of search results at ACM 

 
Due to enormous costs of a human sales agent, the demand for effective automation is very high. 
Both, vendor and customer party would profit from such a technology. The customer would be able 

                                                           
5 http://www.hilti.com 
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to efficiently order 24 hours a day and he would immediately receive a personalized price. More-
over, the vendor would be able to grant a higher discount, because he can reduce the costs for hu-
man sales agents. 
 

 

Figure 1.3 Not personalized e-procurement 

 
For small and middle-sized deals with high personnel costs, automation is the logical consequence. 
According to a general rule in the B2B sector, 80% of the customers cause 20% of turnover and 
profit, but also cause 80% of the costs. Vice versa with 20% of the customers 80% of the profit is 
obtained and only 20% of the costs are induced by those customers (Figure 1.4).  
 

 

Figure 1.4 B2B customer pyramid - source: ITSMA6 

                                                           
6 http://www.itsma.com 
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A huge effort of personalization ([RSG01, KBK03]) with a flexible, component based, intuitive, 
and semantics based underlying model is necessary to make an electronic sales agent no longer a 
pie in the sky. 
 

1.4 Objectives and positioning of this thesis 

The fundamental work about preferences in databases introduced by Kießling ([Kie02, Kie04]) has 
led the basis for cooperative database search engines. To make search results in general and e-
procurement technology in particular more comprehensible and therefore more effective for the 
customer this interdisciplinary thesis will be based on the semantically rich preference model of 
[Kie02, Kie04]. In these foundations, preferences are modeled as strict partial orders in “A is better 
than B” semantics. Novel research aspects and engineering contributions, which will help to handle 
the above mentioned drawbacks, are the following: 
 

1. Personalized quality valuation and presentation of a query result 
The knowledge about the quality of the results with respect to the search preferences is an 
issue with regard to several aspects. E.g. the quality of a search result may support a cus-
tomer in his decision which search results might be relevant for him. A further example is 
that during a sales dialog, the quality of a search result delivers arguments for a vendor. In 
this thesis a novel personalized and situated quality valuation for query results will be in-
troduced. Based on a human comprehensible linguistic model, an intuitive and universal 
framework for valuations of query results will be defined. The design of the framework 
also respects filter conditions stating which results to present and which to hide. A presen-
tation preference applied to the query result set determines which results are predestined to 
be especially pointed out to the customer. This framework will enable a search engine to 
proactively present search results by respecting an underlying strategy, e.g. a special sales 
strategy ([Rac89, HS98]).  

 
2. Personalized offer composition 

To effectively automate the e-procurement ordering process for business transactions of 
small or middle size, a personalized business process will be modeled. In this preference 
technologies will be used, including two new technologies, designed for price fixing in e-
commerce that allow a personalized treatment for each customer in different situations. The 
first new technology will present a flexible discount framework. The second one will be 
based on a framework for multi-objective preference based bargaining. For modeling a per-
sonalized automatic offer composition current widespread IT product standards like BME-
cat and eCl@ss will be exploited. 

 
3. Engineering of an e-sales agent 

With COSIMAB2B a deeply personalized and situated prototype of an emotional sales agent 
will be presented. This autonomous sales agent is based on the above mentioned effective 
personalized offer composition. An evaluation will give evidence that the modeled frame-
works are applicable. Moreover, it will be shown that sales strategies applied by a com-
puter instead of a human also work effectively. Under usage of the above mentioned novel 
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preference technologies as well as of already existing preference technology components 
COSIMAB2B shows a real world use case how to effectively reduce costs in the fields of e-
procurement. 

 
Several different fields of research had to be regarded for this interdisciplinary work. The following 
diagram (see Figure 1.5) points out how to position and classify this thesis. 
 

This
Thesis

 

Figure 1.5 Fields of research of this thesis 

 
The valuation and presentation of query results constitute the main part. But also aspects from sales 
psychology are integrated into cooperative databases (see chapter 3). Sales psychology and results 
from price fixing as well as improvements in e-bargaining bring novel contributions for two fields 
of e-commerce, namely e-negotiations and e-procurement (see chapter 4). And, last but not least, 
there is a large engineering aspect (see chapter 5). A multi-agent platform based on the FIPA7 
([CP03]) standard is combined with a component based J2EE middleware platform ([HL03]). In 
that platform additional components for a better human-computer interaction are integrated, namely 
an embodied character agent ([AR00]), a natural language generation component ([RD97]), and a 
text-to-speech synthesis technology ([Dut96]). Moreover, interfaces are provided for further tech-
nologies like speech and mimic recognition.  
 
                                                           
7 http://www.fipa.org 
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A personalized approach naturally needs a lot of information. Hence, to apply the results of this 
thesis, a large amount of knowledge is necessary. The search preferences of a customer in a spe-
cific situation are needed as well as knowledge about his quality sensation. The detection of this 
knowledge is not part of this work, but there will be hints how to solve this separate problem. 
Search preferences will be considered for numerical and categorical values. For full-text search 
preferences see [LK02]. In terms of presentation the contribution of this thesis concerns the compu-
tation of valuable quality information for a good reasoning and the ordering of the results within 
the presentation. Moreover, criteria telling which results especially to point out will be given to 
admit a special presentation strategy with the aim to guide the customer. Not of concern are issues 
about layout or usability of the presentation. Regarding aspects of sales psychology, arguments for 
a smart presentation will be provided. Moreover, for aspects of sales strategies with respect to the 
proactive presentation of results, flexibly combinable selection criteria will be developed. How-
ever, the focus is not on a complete realization of a sales psychological model. The essential issues 
of this thesis are: 
 

 How to valuate the quality of a search result so that it is comprehensible for a human and that 
the human realizes the valuation as appropriate in a specific situation? 

 Which results should be presented to a user and which should be hidden? 
 In which order should the results be presented; which results are predestined to be pointed out 

proactively? 
 How can major aspects of sales strategies regarding the search result characteristics flexibly be 

regarded? 
 Is a computer system able to replace a human sales agent; is it possible to automate the e-

procurement sales process, namely to generate an automatic offer composition? 
 Is a computer system able to effectively apply sales strategies to a human customer? 

 
To reach the objectives of this work the proceeding will be as follows. At first the basic search 
preferences of the user must be considered to compute a comprehensible and correct quality. The 
preference model of [Kie02, Kie04] provides many basic constructs for formulating most cases in 
an intuitive and extensible manner. Therefore, these constructs are a suitable foundation for valuat-
ing base preferences of a human user. With that knowledge, the combination of base preferences 
can be valuated and therefore a reasonable overall quality valuation can be performed. The quality 
of a search result is one major aspect of sales strategies and can be exploited for this purpose.  
 
With that so far and some further preference based technologies an automatic offer composition 
can be designed. Some aspects of data integration will be elaborated. Finally, performance tests 
with a first prototype of an automated sales agent will show the applicability. Moreover, some ex-
periments with test customers will show that a computer system is able to effectively apply sales 
strategies to a human customer. 
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2 Fundamental Preference Concepts Revisited 

To handle user preferences, a comprehensive and theoretical well-founded framework is necessary 
for a flexible and intuitive usage. Therefore, the foundations of Kießling ([Kie02, Kie04]) for pref-
erences in databases are briefly repeated for this work. They are the basis for an intuitive and flexi-
ble valuation of search results as well as for further preference based technologies for e-
procurement. For discussion of different preference models and their deficiencies regarding intui-
tion see [Kie02, AW00, GL94, Cho02, Cho03]. Under the motto “It’s a Preference World” at the 
chair for databases and information systems of the University of Augsburg, several further tech-
nologies have already been engineered which are helpful for this thesis. They are briefly described 
in this chapter.  
 

2.1 Preference modeling - foundations 

People naturally express their wishes in terms like “I like A better than B”. This kind of preference 
modeling is universally applied and understood by everybody. People are intuitively used to deal 
with such preferences, in particular with those that are not expressed in terms of numerical scores. 
But there is also another part of real life primarily concerned with sophisticated economical or 
technical issues, where numbers do matter. One can easily recognize that numerical ranking can be 
subsumed under this heading, too. As shown and designed in [Kie02, Kie04], these wishes can be 
formulated as strict partial orders and can even be engineered to complex, multidimensional prefer-
ence constructs without loss of intuitive semantics.  
 

2.1.1 Preferences and its engineering 

In [Kie02, Kie04] a preference is formulated on a set of attribute names with an associated domain 
of values. When combining preferences P1 and P2, the attributes of P1 and P2 may overlap. This 
allows multiple preferences to coexist on the same attributes. This generality is due to the design 
principle that conflicts of preferences must be allowed in practice and not be considered as a bug.  
 

Definition 2.1 Domain values of a set of attributes 

Let A = {A1, A2,  …,  Ak} denote a non-empty set of attribute names Ai associated with domains of 
values dom(Ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The domain of A is defined as dom(A) :=  ×Ai ∈ A dom(Ai).                      ∗ 
 

Definition 2.2 A preference as strict partial order 

Given a set A of attribute names, a preference P is a strict partial order P := (A, <P),  
where <P ⊆ dom(A) × dom(A). The fact that elements x, y are unordered according to P is denoted 
as x ||P y.                                                                                                                                               ∗ 
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Being a strict partial order means that <P is irreflexive and transitive and thus also asymmetric. The 
intension is that 
 
       “x <P y” is interpreted as “I like y better than x”. 
 
Since preferences reflect important aspects of the real world a good visual representation is essen-
tial and can be given by the following ‘better-than’ graph. 
 

Definition 2.3 ‘Better-than’ graph, quality notions 

In finite domains a preference P can be drawn as a directed acyclic graph G, called the ‘better-than’ 
graph, which is also known as Hasse diagram ([DP90]). Given G for P the following simple quality 
notions between values x, y in G are defined: 
 

a) x <P y if y is predecessor of x in G. 
b) Values in G without a predecessor are maximal elements of P (max(P)), being at level 1. 
c) x is on level j if the longest path from x to a maximal value has j-1 edges. 
d) If there is no directed path between x and y in G then x and y are unranked.                       ∗ 

 
Complex wishes are abundant in daily, private, and business life, even those concerning several 
attributes. In [Kie02, Kie04] a powerful and orthogonal framework is given that supports the induc-
tive combination of single preferences into more complex ones. This model is the key towards sys-
tematic preference engineering. 
 
The goal is to provide intuitive and convenient ways to inductively construct a preference  
P := (A, <P). P is specified by a so-called preference term that fixes the attribute names A and the 
strict partial order <P. One distinguishes between atomic preference terms, the base preferences, 
and complex preferences. Since each preference term represents a strict partial order it is identified 
with a preference P.  
 

Definition 2.4 Preference term 

Given preference terms P1, P2, … Pw, a preference term is one of the following: 
 

♦ Any base preference:   P := baseprefi 
♦ Any complex preference P gained by applying one of the following preference construc-

tors: 
◊ Pareto preference:  P := P1 ⊗ P2 ⊗ … ⊗ Pw 
◊ Prioritized preference:   P := P1 & P2 & … & Pw 
◊ Numerical preference:   P := rankF(P1, P2, …, Pw)                                        ∗ 

 
In the sequel the already provided base preferences of [Kie02, Kie04] are enhanced by two new 
base preferences “AT_LEAST” and “AT_MOST” and are described as well as the three mentioned 
complex preferences. For a comfortable and intuitive preference engineering the given preference 
constructors, which in fact are preference templates, are described, starting with the non-numerical 
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base preferences, then the numerical base preferences, and concluding with the mentioned complex 
preferences. 
 

2.1.2 Base preferences 

People often have sympathy or antipathy for values of a categorical attribute, e.g. someone likes 
green clear stock boxes but wants to avoid black ones. The following preference constructs enable 
one to easily model the most frequently occurring expressions (POS, NEG, POS/NEG, POS/POS, 
LAYEREDm, ANTI-CHAIN) as well as a totally flexible and powerful expression possibility with 
the EXPLICIT preference. 
 

Definition 2.5 Categorical or non numerical base preferences 

♦ Given a finite POS-set ⊆ dom(A) of favorite values, P := POS(A, POS-set) is a POS  
preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A): x <P y  ⇔  x∉ POS-set  ∧  y ∈ POS-set. 

♦ Given a finite NEG-set ⊆ dom(A) of disliked values, P := NEG(A, NEG-set) is a NEG 
preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A): x <P y  ⇔  y∉ NEG-set ∧ x ∈ NEG-set. 

♦ Given a finite POS-set ⊆ dom(A) of favorite values and a disjoint finite  
NEG-set ⊆ dom(A) of disliked values, P := POS/NEG(A, POS-set; NEG-set) is a 
POS/NEG preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A): 
 x <P y ⇔ (x ∈ NEG-set ∧ y∉ NEG-set) ∨ (x ∉ NEG-set ∧ x ∉ POS-set ∧ y ∈ POS-set). 

♦ Given a finite POS1-set ⊆ dom(A) of favorite values and a disjoint finite  
POS2-set ⊆ dom(A) of alternative values, P := POS/POS(A, POS1-set; POS2-set) is a 
POS/POS preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A):  

       x <P y ⇔ (y ∈ POS1-set ∧ x ∉ POS1-set) ∨ (y ∈ POS2-set ∧ x ∉ POS1-set ∧ x ∉ POS2-set). 

♦ Let L = (L1, …, Lm+1), m ≥ 0, m ∈ ℕ, be an ordered list where L  is a partition of dom(A) 
and exactly m out of these m+1 sets are given as finite enumerations of values from 

dom(A). The remaining set is specified as ‘other values’. The function layer: dom(a) → ℕ 
is defined as follows: for i ∈ {1, …, m+1}, for all v ∈ Li : layer(v) := i.  
P := LAYEREDm(A, L) is a LAYEREDm preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A):  
x <P y ⇔  layer(y) < layer(x). 

♦ Given an E-graph = {(val1, val2), …} representing a finite acyclic ‘better-than’ graph as de-
scribed in Definition 2.3 and a set G of all vali ∈ dom(A) occurring in E-graph. A strict 
partial order E = (G, <E) is induced as follows: 

- (vali, valj) ∈ E-graph implies  vali <E valj   
- vali <E valj  ∧  valj <E valk   imply  vali <E valk 

             P := EXP(A, E-graph)  is an EXPLICIT preference if  
                    x <P y  ⇔  x <E y ∨  (x ∉ range(<E) ∧ y ∈ range(<E)), 
 where range(<E) := {y ∈ dom(A) | ∃ z ∈ dom(A): (y, z) ∈ E-graph ∨ (z, y) ∈ E-graph}. 

♦ A preference P is an ANTI-CHAIN preference if x <P = ∅. The anti-chain on an attribute 
A is denoted as A↔.                                                                                                                ∗ 
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Example 2.1 POS/NEG preference 

When Marge plans to go on a journey to visit a city she prefers Minnesota but she avoids Los 
Angeles and Orlando. These simple preferences of likes and dislikes can easily be formulated in the 
POS/NEG preference POS/NEG := (cities, {Minnesota}; {Los Angeles, Orlando}). This means, 
she likes Minnesota better than all other cities, but within these cities Los Angeles and Orlando are 
her worst alternatives.                                                                                                                         ⌂                                      
 

Example 2.2 EXPLICIT preference 

Bart’s preferences regarding to cities are more explicit. He likes Denver more than San Antonio. 
He prefers Sacramento over Memphis and Houston. Even San Antonio is better than Houston. 
But Houston is better than Cleveland. Memphis is better than New Jersey. This preference can 
be expressed as EXP(cities, E-graph), where E-graph is the graph illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
 

San Antonio

DenverSacramento

Houston

Memphis

New Jersey

Cleveland

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

 

Figure 2.1 E-graph for Bart's EXPLICIT preference 

⌂ 
 
Considering domains like measures, price, or age that support a total comparison operator ‘<’ and a 
subtraction operator ‘−‘, the following numerical base preferences (LOWEST, HIGHEST, 
AROUND, BETWEEN, AT_LEAST, AT_MOST) are the suitable constructs. For a flexible arith-
metic preference engineering the SCORE preference allows formulating any kind of numerical 
ranking function. Instead of the discrete ‘level’ function of Definition 2.3, continuous ‘distance’ 
functions are employed, defined on ‘<’ and ‘−’ for numerical base preferences.  
 

Definition 2.6 Numerical base preferences 

♦ P := LOWEST(A) is called LOWEST preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A):  
                    x <P y  ⇔  x > y. 

♦ P := HIGHEST(A) is called HIGHEST preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A): 
              x <P y  ⇔  x < y. 
♦ Given a desired value z ∈ dom(A), for all v ∈ dom(A) the distance is defined as 
              distance(v, z) := abs(v − z). 
       P := AROUND(A, z) is called AROUND preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A): 
               x <P y  ⇔  distance(x, z) > distance(y, z). 
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♦ Given an interval [low, up] ∈ dom(A) × dom(A) of desired values, for all v ∈ dom(A) the 
distance is defined as distance(v, [low, up]) :=  if  v ∈ [low, up] then 0 

                                                                                       else if  v < low then low − v  else  v − up. 
             P := BETWEEN(A, [low, up]) is a BETWEEN preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A): 
                    x <P y  ⇔  distance(x, [low, up]) > distance(y, [low, up]). 

♦ Given an at least desired value z ∈ dom(A), for all v ∈ dom(A) the distance is defined as 
                    distance(v, z) := if  v ≥ z then 0 else z – v. 

       P := AT_LEAST(A, z) is called AT_LEAST preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A):        
              x <P y  ⇔  distance(x, z) > distance(y, z). 
♦ Given an at most desired value z ∈ dom(A), for all v ∈ dom(A) the distance is defined as 

                    distance(v, z) := if  v ≤ z then 0 else v – z. 
       P := AT_MOST(A, z) is called AT_MOST preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A):        
              x <P y  ⇔  distance(x, z) > distance(y, z). 

♦ Given a scoring function f: dom(A) → ℝ and the familiar ‘less-than’ order ‘<’ on ℝ.  
P := SCORE(A, f) is called SCORE preference if for all x, y ∈ dom(A): 

              x <P y  ⇔  f(x) < f(y).                                                                                                      ∗ 
 

Example 2.3 BETWEEN preference 

Ned also likes trips to cities. But his preference depends on the number of people living in these 
cities. He prefers cities with a population between 600000 and 850000, because Ned believes a 
city with less than 600000 people does not have enough cultural facilities and in a city with more 
than 850000 people there is too much criminal energy. Formally expressed the preference reads  
BETWEEN(population, [600000, 850000]).                                                                                      ⌂  
 
The just mentioned base preference constructors can be arranged into the taxonomic hierarchy rep-
resented in Figure 2.2. The AROUND, HIGHEST, and LOWEST sub-constructors can be obtained 
by identifying low = up =: z and by choosing z as the finite supremum and infimum of dom(A), 
respectively. The AT_MOST and AT_LEAST sub-constructors can be obtained by identifying low 
as the finite infimum and up as the finite supremum of dom(A), respectively. 
 

2.1.3 Complex preferences 

Preferences are often more complex than described above. Therefore, in [Kie02, Kie04] construc-
tors for combining the described base preferences are defined. The accumulation of preferences can 
be done in the following three manners, namely as Pareto preference, prioritized preference, and 
numerical complex preference. The Pareto-optimality principle has been studied intensively for 
multi-attribute decision problems in the social and economic sciences ([SB94]). Here it is defined 
for w = 2 preferences. The generalization to w > 2 is obvious. 
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Figure 2.2 Hierarchy of base preference constructors 

 

Definition 2.7 Pareto preference 

Given P1 = (A1, <P1) and P2 = (A2, <P2), for all x = (x1, x2), y = (y1, y2) ∈ dom(A1) × dom(A2) a 

preference P := P1 ⊗ P2 is called a Pareto preference if  
          x <P1 ⊗ P2 y  ⇔  (x1 <P1 y1  ∧  (x2 <P2 y2 ∨  x2 = y2)) ∨ (x2 <P2 y2  ∧  (x1 <P1 y1 ∨  x1 = y1)).       ∗ 
 

Example 2.4 Pareto preference 

Lisa’s preferences regarding a journey to a city are a little more complex. She prefers cities with a 
population of about 500000 people and equally important the city should be a state capital, and 
equally important the maximum temperature during winter days should be at most 16 degrees 
Celsius. These three preferences can be expressed as  
 
                    P1 ⊗ P2 ⊗ P3, where  P1 := AROUND(population, 500000) 
                                                         P2 := POS(state_capital, {yes}) 
                                                          P3 := AT_MOST(degrees Celsius, 16). 
 
The ‘better-than’ graph for four sample cities with the relevant data is given in Figure 2.3. 
 
If a preference is more important than another then the following prioritized preference supports 
the intuitive modeling. It is defined for w = 2 preferences. The generalization to w > 2 is obvious. 
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Sacramento
(400000, yes, 14)

Phoenix
(1400000, yes, 21)

Las Vegas
(500000, no, 16)

San Diego
(1300000, no, 18)

 

Figure 2.3 ‘Better-than’ graph for Lisa’s Pareto preference 

⌂ 
 

Definition 2.8 Prioritized preference 

Given P1 = (A1, <P1) and P2 = (A2, <P2), for all x = (x1, x2),  y = (y1, y2) ∈ dom(A1) × dom(A2) a 
preference P := P1 & P2 is called a prioritized preference if  
                                   x <P1&P2 y  ⇔  x1 <P1 y1 ∨  (x1 = y1  ∧   x2 <P2 y2).                                             ∗ 
 

Example 2.5 Prioritized preference 

Homer prefers cities with a Sizzler steak house. This is more important than a population around 
500000 people. This can be expressed as 
 
                    P1 & P2, where P1 := POS(Sizzler, {yes}) 
                                              P2 := AROUND(population, 500000). 
 
The ‘better-than’ graph for three sample cities is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 
 

Las Vegas
(yes, 500000)

Salt Lake City
(yes, 200000)

Seattle
(no, 600000)

 

Figure 2.4 ‘Better-than’ graph for Homer's prioritized preference 

⌂ 
 
If there is the need to accumulate preferences with special weights for each preference involved the 
following numerical preference provides this model. Numerical preferences build on SCORE pref-
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erences. Note that, according to the sub-constructor hierarchy of preferences of Figure 2.2 several 
other preferences can be formulated as SCORE preferences. The individual scores are accumulated 
into an overall score by applying a multi-attribute combining function F. Here it is defined for  
w = 2, where the generalization to w > 2 is obvious. 
 

Definition 2.9 Numerical preference 

Given P1 = SCORE(A1, f1), P2 = SCORE(A2, f2) and a combining function F: ℝ × ℝ → ℝ.  
For all x = (x1, x2), y = (y1, y2) ∈ dom(A1) × dom(A2) a preference P := rankF(P1, P2) is called a 
numerical preference if x <rankF(P1, P2) y  ⇔  F(f1(x1), f2(x2)) < F(f1(y1), f2(y2)).                                ∗ 
 

Example 2.6 Numerical preference 

Barnie’s preferences about cities are a little bit hard to understand, but he has built up his special 
rating for cities. He has a SCORE preference P1 for the population x1 of a city, where the score 
function is defined as:  

       f1(x1) := 
500000  x

1000000  x 500000     
x1000000

3,
2,
1,

1

1

1

<
≤≤
<








 

His second preference is about the highest temperature x2 during winter days. This HIGHEST pref-
erence can easily be interpreted as a SCORE preference P2 with the scoring function  
f2(x2) = x2. For both preferences Barnie formulates the combining function F with  
F(f1(x1), f2(x2)) = 2 f1(x1) + 0.5 f2(x2). With the data from above mentioned examples the values for 
the three sample cities Sacramento, Phoenix, and San Diego are computed as follows: 
       Sacramento: F(f1(400000), f2(14)) = 2 * 3 + 0.5 * 14 = 13 
       Phoenix:         F(f1(1400000), f2(21)) = 2 * 1 + 0.5 * 21 = 12,5 
       San Diego:  F(f1(1300000), f2(18)) = 2 * 1 + 0.5 * 18 = 11 
The according ‘better-than’ graph is given in the following illustration. 
 

Sacramento

Phoenix

San Diego

 

Figure 2.5 ‘Better-than’ graph for Barnie’s numerical preference 

⌂ 
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2.2 Preference query languages 

Preferences are defined in terms of values from dom(A), representing the realm of wishes. In data-
base applications it is assumed that the real world is mapped into appropriate instances that are 
called database sets. A database set R may e.g. be a view or a base relation in SQL or a DTD-
instance in XML.   
 

2.2.1 The BMO query model 

Whether preferences can be satisfied depends on the current database contents, capturing the status 
of the real world. Thus a match-making between wishes and reality has to be accomplished. To this 
purpose the BMO (“Best Matches Only”) query model has been introduced in [Kie02, Kie04]. As-
sume a schema R(A1 : dom(A1), …, Am : dom(Am)) and consider a preference P(A, <P), where  
A ⊆ {A1, … Am}. Let R[A] denote the projection πA(R). Then a preference selection is defined as 
follows. 
 

Definition 2.10 BMO result 

The result of the soft selection on the relation R with a user preference P is specified as  
                    BMO := σ[P](R) := {t ∈ R | t[A]∈ max(PR)},  
where PR := (R[A], <P) is a database preference.                                                                                 ∗ 
 
Since it only contains the maximal values, the BMO result set is a preselection of unordered result 
tuples. That means for all tuples t, t’ ∈ BMO: t [A] ||P t’ [A]. 
 

Definition 2.11 Grouped preferences 

Given P := (B, <P), an attribute set A, and a database preference PR, then a preference query with 
grouping is defined as 
        σ[P groupby A](R) := σ[A↔&P](R),  
where A↔ := (A, ∅) denotes the special case of a so called anti-chain preference, which means that 
all pairs of values of A are unordered.                                                                                                 ∗ 
 
Within the “Preference World” two of the most well-known standard database query languages are 
extended by soft conditions based on the preference model described above, one for relational da-
tabases and one for XML structured data. 
 

2.2.2 Preference SQL 

The search engine Preference SQL ([KK02]) is an extension of standard SQL that provides, addi-
tionally to hard constraints, denoted as WHERE-clause in SQL, the usage of soft conditions by 
using the keyword PREFERRING. In this, firstly, all hard filter conditions of the WHERE-clause 
are considered. Secondly, the PREFERRING clauses are evaluated according to the above men-
tioned preference model. Only the best matches (BMO) as defined in Definition 2.10 are delivered. 
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Preferences as partial orders have been shown to be compatible with relational and deductive data-
base technologies ([KKTG95]). Possibilities of algebraic query optimization of preference condi-
tions have been studied in [Haf03, KH02]. Preference SQL supports various base preferences as 
well as the Pareto preference (‘AND’-operator) and the prioritized preference (‘,’-operator).  
 

2.2.3 Preference XPath 

In e-commerce XML ([BPSM00]) has become a very important standard for storing, presenting, 
and exchanging data. XPath ([CD99]) has become one of the important languages for requesting 
data in XML documents. Like all other query languages XPath only supports hard conditions and is 
therefore not able to handle user wishes carefully. XPath has been extended with strict partial order 
preferences ([KHFH01]) according to the above mentioned preference model. The resulting XML 
query language Preference XPath is fully XPath compatible but additionally supports soft condition 
queries. Instead of the XPath syntax “[hard conditions]”, soft conditions are captured by “#[soft 
conditions]#”. 
 

Example 2.7 Soft conditions with Preference XPath 

A travel agency works with an XML-database, where the data is structured as follows: 
 

<CITY> 
  <NAME>Las Vegas</NAME> 
  <POPULATION>500000</POPULATION> 
  <STATE_CAPITAL>no</STATE_CAPITAL> 
  <TEMPERATURE>16</TEMPERATURE> 
  <SIZZLER>yes</SIZZLER> 
</CITY> 
<CITY> 
 … 
</CITY> 

Table 2.1 XML database excerpt of available cities 

 
Considering Homer’s preference of Example 2.5 the corresponding query statement formulated in 
Preference XPath reads as follows.  
       

/CITY #[SIZZLER IN (’yes’) PRIOR TO  
        POPULATION AROUND(500000)]# 

Figure 2.6 Sample Preference XPath statement 

⌂ 
 

2.3 Preference Repository 

To manage user preferences with the Preference Repository ([Hol03]) an appropriate XML based 
storage structure has been defined by Holland including situational aspects.  
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2.3.1 Storage structure 

Additional to the preference model of [Kie02, Kie04] in this structure the origin of a preference can 
be specified. This can e.g. be the explicit information given by the user about his preferences, 
gained from preference queries using Preference SQL or Preference XPath, or from Preference 
Mining techniques ([HEK03, Hol03]). In the following Figure 2.7 Lisa’s Pareto preference of 
Example 2.4 is stored. Note that also the situation with according condition is specified when this 
preference is valid. In this example it depends on the season whether Lisa has this preference about 
the temperature.  
 

<PreferenceData name="LisaCityTripInWinter">       
   <TimeStamp dateTime="2003-03-04T10:51:27"/> 
   <Source prefSource="ExplicitUserInformation"/> 
   <Situation> 
      <Condition key="Season" value="winter"/> 
   </Situation> 
   <Preference> 
      <Pareto> 
         <Preference> 
            <AROUND att="POPULATION" val=”500000”/> 
         </Preference> 
         <Preference> 
            <POS att="STATE_CAPITEL"> 
             <POSSet> 
               <Value val="yes"/> 
             </POSSet> 
            </POS> 
         </Preference> 
         <Preference> 
            <AT_MOST att="DEGREES CELSIUS" val=”16”/> 
         </Preference> 
      </Pareto> 
   </Preference> 
</PreferenceData> 

Figure 2.7 Sample Preference Repository 

 

2.3.2 Meta model of situations 

To handle preference oriented situations, in [Hol03, HK04] a meta model has been designed based 
on the well-known entity-relationship notation (see Figure 2.8). As defined in the Oxford Ad-
vanced Learner’s Dictionary ([Hor00]) a situation consists of “all the circumstances and things that 
are happening at a particular time and in a particular place”. Therefore, in the model of [Hol03] 
these three subjects have an impact on the situation:  
 

1. Personal situation-specific information 
Personal information, like the physical or psychological condition, emotions, or the current          
role, has a big influence on the situation of a human.  
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2. Spatial-temporal framework 
As described in [RZ97], the spatial-temporal frame is an important aspect for situation 
models, since a user’s preferences may change over time or may depend on the current lo-
cation. For example, as described before, the preference according to a color may be differ-
ent at a car shop in contrast to when buying furniture. 

3. Surrounding influences 
Typically, a user does not act in a closed world but is interacting with his environment. 
Therefore it is important to know which surrounding influences are relevant for the user’s 
situation. Such influences can be people, events, weather condition, etc. 
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Figure 2.8 Meta model for situations 
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3 Personalized Presentation of Query Results 

Operating the search engine of a database is a very powerful position and decisive question of de-
sign ([DFN01]). E.g., considering the power of the decision which results to present first at 
Google’s8 search engine, the first listed links have much more visits, with all the positive conse-
quences of this. When setting up the search engine in a database, there are five steps ([Har02]): 
 

       

} database XMLan in relation   temporaryas BMO

results BMO delivers
database SQLor  XML

    results  theofon Presentati 5.
Searching 4.

     query       thengInterpreti 3.
Indexing 2.

sources  thePreparing 1.











 

 
Steps 1 and 2 are parts of the database management system. Step 3 could be qualitatively solved by 
preference search technologies like Preference SQL or Preference XPath (see section 2.2), to avoid 
the empty result effect and the flooding effect with irrelevant results. Only best matches are pre-
sented. The search within the database – step 4 – is done by the database system.  
 
The importance of step 5 is still nearly ignored. Especially in a sales scenario, it is very important 
which results to present at all, which alternatives to present, which ones to put in front, or even to 
recommend. Here also the question is whether the preferences of the presenter are also respected. 
There are some ad hoc attempts to cover these problems, e.g. the providers of e-catalog technology 
Poet9 and EMS Media10 allow specifying so called favorites by flags in the database. Whenever 
favorites are in the result set they are placed at the top of the result table. But that, of course, is not 
a customer-tailored approach and respects the preferences of the presenter only statically. There is 
no respect to any customer preferences or to aspects of specific situations. 
 
One major and still unsolved key issue in these difficulties is about the quality of the search result 
with respect to the customer preferences. The knowledge about the qualities of search results is 
absolutely necessary to do a good reasoning when presenting results.  
 
In this chapter a novel personalized and situated presentation framework is introduced. A valuation 
of query results is, of course, necessary only for advanced search engines that are able to present 
alternatives when there are no perfect matches. In the sequel, the BMO result model as described in 
Definition 2.10 is applied, because it is very user intuitive and has been shown to be suitable for a 
cooperative product search in various applications ([KK02]). At the end of this chapter, it is ex-
plained that this presentation framework is compatible with other advanced search technologies, 
too. 

                                                           
8 http://www.google.com 
9 http://www.poet.com 
10 http://www.ems-ag.de 
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3.1 Design principles and workflow 

For a successful deal, the product presentation is a decisive factor. An example of an advanced 
search result presentation is shown in the following small scenario.  
 

Example 3.1 Sample scenario of an advanced search result presentation 

Marge is a computer dealer and tells her vendor Apu: 
 

“I am interested in notebooks. The clock frequency must be at least 2 GHz. 
The order quantity should be around 40. It is equally important that the main 
memory capacity should be at least 512 MB-RAM, and it is equally important 
that the price should be at most 1200 €. Equally important, my preferred 
manufacturers are Toshiba and Hewlett Packard.” 

 
An answer from the vendor side might be the BMO result set shown in the following Table 3.1. 
 

 Make CPU-GHz MB-RAM Quantity Price per unit (€) 
t1 Elitegroup 2.0 256 40 1150.-- 
t2 Gerion 2.0 374 50 1199.-- 
t3 HP 2.2 512 50 1249.-- 
t4 Toshiba 2.4 768 40 1378.-- 

Table 3.1 Sample BMO result set 

 
Even in this not too complex example the customer would be glad about advice and assistance. 
Additionally, a proactive recommendation of a product supports an effective selling process 
([Bän85, Fis87]). A cooperative result presentation could now pick out one result. This could be the 
Toshiba notebooks, because the vendor’s utility function of maximizing the turnover is supported 
and, besides the hard condition of the CPU-GHz, three of four preferences are perfectly fulfilled. 
This delivers the following sales arguments:  
 

“There are four best matches with respect to your preferences. I recommend 
the Toshiba notebook position which very well meets your preferences. It per-
fectly matches your desired manufacturer and order quantity and has even a 
faster CPU and more MB-RAM as you demanded. I think the moderately 
higher price is acceptable for this high-quality product.” 

 
Following a different presentation strategy the presenter can pick out the third result and argue: 
 

“A good choice would be provided by the third position, the Hewlett Packard 
with a 2.2 GHz CPU. It perfectly meets your preferences with respect to 
manufacturer and MB-RAM. I think to order 50 notebooks is acceptable and 
1249.-- € per notebook is a good price.” 

⌂ 
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The first aspect of the following design principles serves to avoid incomprehensible and non-
personalized ad hoc attempts of presenting search results with incorrect valuations and disrespect 
of the preferences of customer and presenter, i.e. the vendor side. Moreover, the second aspect 
serves to enable advanced search engines to do a cooperative and effective presentation of the 
search results following the strategy of the presenter: 

1. Consideration of customer preferences as well as vendor preferences  
From the search to the final presentation the preferences of the customer as well as the 
preferences of the vendor must be flexibly combinable with respect to the specific situa-
tion. 

2. Providing plausible arguments about the quality of the search results  
For an effective presentation of search results the vendor needs arguments to underpin his 
decision why to present or point out the specific results. Therefore, it is necessary to know 
about the search quality with respect to single search conditions as well as about an overall 
impression of the quality of a search result for the specific situation. 

3. Consideration of filter criteria applied to the search result set 
In various cases not all computed alternatives should be shown to the customer. The reason 
may be e.g. search quality requirements of the customer or results the presenter only wants 
to show under specific circumstances and different situations. Therefore it must be possible 
to apply flexible filter conditions to the search result set. 

4. Semantically well-founded marked favorites within the result set 
To enable the vendor to point out one or more of the results, these have to be marked fol-
lowing flexible and situated criteria such as e.g. a utility function of a vendor or the result 
quality with respect to a customer’s search preferences. 

5. Universal interface for the usage of the presentation information 
Different platforms or devices should be able to handle the semantic information about the 
quality and the favorites of a search result in a uniform way. Therefore a universal inter-
change format must be provided.  

 
Definition 3.1 describes the major steps of the workflow of a personalized advanced query result 
presentation based on the BMO query model as described above.  
 

Definition 3.1 Workflow of a result presentation 

The presentation of BMO query results is defined in seven steps: 
1. Query composition with search preferences 

2. Preference search 

3. Computing the quality valuations of the BMO results 

4. Computing aggregated quality valuations 

5. Applying “But-only” filter conditions to the BMO results 

6. Marking out favorites via presentation preferences  

7. Result presentation and consideration of customer feedback 

∗ 
The workflow of Definition 3.1is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Workflow of a BMO result presentation 

 
In the sequel the steps of Definition 3.1 are outlined. 
 
1. Query composition with search preferences: 
Before starting a qualitative product search the search preferences must be known. The customer’s 
search preferences are e.g. expressed within a search mask composed with his long-term search 
preferences managed in a Preference Repository (see section 2.3). Also vendor preferences can be 
regarded which can act as a-priori filters. An intuitive composition of these different preferences 
can easily be obtained, using the preference model of [Kie02, Kie04] as described in Definition 2.2 
and Definition 2.4.  
 
2. Preference search: 
With a given search preference best matches can be queried from a database with a preference 
query language (see section 2.2). The results are only best matches according to the BMO model of 
Definition 2.10. This provides a clearly arranged preselection without bothering the customer by 
lots of search iterations of refining the search criteria.  
 
3./4. Computing the quality valuations of the BMO results and aggregated quality valuations: 
The knowledge of the quality of a search result with respect to each occurring base preference pro-
vides valuable presentation arguments. Because a human normally does not recognize too many 
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different conditions, each result tuple t ∈ BMO is mapped via partitioning to a linguistic quality 
term v ∈ V = {v1, ..., vz} for each occurring base preference. With that, a basis is given for an ob-
jective quality computation for search results with respect to complex preferences and therefore to 
an overall quality computation. As discussed before preferences depend on situations. Thus, the 
following Definition 3.2 specifies the quality function of search results for the underlying situation.  
 

Definition 3.2 Quality function QUALP,s 

Let V := (v1, ..., vz) be a descending ordered list of linguistic quality terms and let C(s) := {C1(s), 
…, Cz(s)} be a partition of dom(A) into z parts depending on the situation s. This means there are 
as many parts Cj(s) in C as linguistic terms vj in V. Then the quality function QUALP,s : BMO→V 
for a search result tuple t ∈ BMO with t[A] ∈ dom(A) regarding a preference P := (A, <P) and a 
situation s is defined as follows:   
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

)s(C]A[t

)s(C]A[t

)s(C]A[t

,

,

,

v

v

v

z

j

1

z

j

1

∈

∈

∈














M

M

M

M

                                                                                       

∗

 

 
Obviously, QUALP,s(x) is also well-defined for all elements x ∈ dom(A). Please note that for a 
presentation to a customer the possibly involved vendor preferences do not have to be valuated, 
because this would not provide a presentation argument with respect to the customer.  
 
Of course, when placing several items with different properties into quality categories it is possible 
that a pair of ordered items is placed into the same category. Yet, it is intuitively not comprehensi-
ble that a less preferred element of an ordered pair belongs to a higher quality category than the 
more preferred element. Even in a BMO result set, where no ordered pairs are included, this aspect 
is very important. Considering the database excerpt of Table 3.2 and the customer preference  
P := HIGHEST(CPU-GHz) ⊗ HIGHEST(MB-RAM).  
 

 Make CPU-GHz MB-RAM Price per unit (€) 
t1 Gerion 2.0 256 1150.-- 
t2 Gerion 2.0 374 1199.-- 
t3 Gerion 2.2 512 1249.-- 

Table 3.2 Sample database excerpt 

 
Via online request tuple t3 is offered to the customer with a quality of vi. After thinking about the 
offer he decides to order the notebook but in this moment the notebook t3 is sold out. The vendor 
offers t2 as a further alternative and argues with quality vj for this result, where vi < vj. The cus-
tomer would not understand why the obviously better result regarding his preferences would be 
valuated worse than the worse alternative. For him the situation has not changed. Therefore, 
QUALP,s must fulfill the following postulate of Definition 3.3.  
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Definition 3.3 Quality postulate 

For a given preference P := (A, <P) in a situation s the QUALP,s-function of Definition 3.2 must 
satisfy that 
 
       for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒  QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’).              ∗ 
 
Depending on the situation unordered result tuples can have different quality valuations. E.g. con-
sidering Table 3.1 of Example 3.1 the result t4 hits three of four equally important preferences ex-
actly and in several situations might have a higher noticed overall quality than t2, which only satis-
fies one preference criterion. 
 
Finally, after the computation of the qualities some aggregated quality information is computed 
from the obtained quality knowledge. The knowledge about the result quality regarding a base 
preference constructor provides presentation arguments as seen in Example 3.1. Thus, the number 
of presentation arguments with quality vj is of interest. This leads to the following Definition 3.4. 
 

Definition 3.4 Quality information in enhanced relations BMO+ and BMO++ 

Assume a BMO result set of the following form. The enhancements BMO+ and BMO++ are defined 
as follows: 
 
       BMO(A1, …, Am) 
       BMO+(A1, …, Am, Q) 
       BMO++(A1, …, Am, Q, AQv1, …, AQvz, AQoverall) 
 
BMO+ is the extended temporary relation of the preselection (BMO) of the product search accord-
ing to the search preference P with an additional attribute Q. There q ∈ Q denotes an element of a 
complex nested type that describes the computed quality information for a tuple t with respect to all 
preferences involved according to Definition 2.4. BMO++ enhances BMO+ by aggregated quality 
attributes. There aqvj ∈ AQvj denotes the frequency of the quality valuation vj for a result tuple 

t ∈ BMO regarding to any base preference, which is involved in P. AQoverall denotes the overall 
quality of a result tuple t mapped to a numerical value, which will be helpful in a technical matter 
later on. Of course BMO++ is extensible for each other imaginable aggregated attribute.                  ∗ 
 
5. Applying “But-only” filter conditions to the BMO results: 
At this point there must be a decision which results of the BMO set indeed should be presented to 
the customer. With a “but-only” filter conditions can be declared regarding which results to hide 
from the customer.  
 

Definition 3.5 "But-only" filter applied to query results 

Let BOF specify a hard filter condition over BMO++. Then the result set of the selection on the 
extended preselection BMO++ with application of the “but-only” filter BOF is declared as 
 
       BMO* := σBOF(BMO++),  
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where σcondition (R) denotes the well-known hard selection over the relation R.                                  ∗ 
 
A condition can be stated in terms of quality, e.g. results which only have a very low overall qual-
ity should be disregarded. Another condition might concern the vendor’s utility function, e.g. only 
show the five results with the highest profit. Or in combination, only show results with a turnover 
higher than 1000 €, but in the case of a profit margin higher than 55% also show these results. 
 
6. Marking favorites via presentation preferences: 
The decision has been made to present BMO* to the customer, but for a promising presentation the 
vendor should focus on one or more results. The system should proactively point out a result to the 
customer and possibly give reasons why this is an appropriate result. In case of a sales scenario, the 
vendor would act smart and according to the rules of sales psychology, personalized to each cus-
tomer. There is a wide range of rules how to decide which product to present first, second and so 
on. Thus, to respect the presentation preferences PP, e.g. sales strategy driven selection criteria can 
be formulated in any way to select the appropriate result. Within PP also vendor preferences can be 
formulated which supports the vendor’s utility function, e.g. maximizing the profit. But of course 
not only in sales scenarios there are preferences which results to present first. The selection for 
determination of the favorites with the presentation preference PP can be declared as follows. 
 

Definition 3.6 Presentation preference over BMO*  

Let PP be the presentation preference over the enhanced result set BMO*. Then  
 
       FAV := σ[PP](BMO*) 
 
denotes the result set of favorite query results according to the presentation preference PP.           ∗ 
 
If FAV consists of more than one result then a random pick out of this result set is a proper choice 
to determine which result to present in the first row. Yet, the empty result effect never occurs, since 
the selection of favorites is defined as preference. 
 
7. Result presentation and consideration of customer feedback: 
Finally, if there is no agreement for a result there might be several reasons. On the one side, if the 
number of results is still too large, then a filtering within the results should be done according to 
the customer’s feedback. The results of this selection are computed with the customer filter crite-
rion CFC by σCFC(BMO*). Because of the very good filter effect of the BMO query model (see 
[KFHE01]) this will not often be necessary. On the other side, if the customer is not satisfied with 
this selection then according to his feedback a further preference query should be started or because 
of step 5 hidden results could be presented. If the customer has correctly expressed his search pref-
erences this will not often be necessary, because he can be sure that all (but the possibly hidden) 
relevant results have been presented. 
 
Considering these 7 steps of the workflow of Definition 3.1 (see Figure 3.1) step 1 and 2 were dis-
cussed in chapter 2 in detail. Step 7 depends on the application and shall not be the focus here. For 
step 3 in the following three sections a user intuitive linguistic model for the quality valuation of 
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query results and intuitive and situation based approaches for the quality valuation of base as well 
as complex preferences are introduced. Step 4 can easily be managed by applying the aggregate 
functions of the used query language and therefore needs no further consideration. In sections 3.5 
and 3.6 approaches for “but-only” filters and presentation preferences for a personalized and smart 
presentation dialog are introduced. The concluding section of this chapter shows the compatibility 
of the approach to further search technologies.  
 

3.2 An intuitive linguistic model for the quality of query results 

The valuation of the quality of a search result with respect to the search preferences, separately 
considered for each occurring base preference, is very dependant on domain and situation. E.g. 
what is the quality when the preferred price should be not higher than 1200 € and the offered price 
amounts 1249 €? This depends on several factors of the respective situation, for example on the 
usual range of prices in this business sector. That means, for each base preference constructor the 
knowledge engineer of a preference search engine has to design valuations for the quality for dif-
ferent situations. Especially talking about the presentation to a human being, a human does not 
think in numbers when talking about qualities, e.g. he does not see a preference fulfilled with 79%. 
People normally just recognize less than ten different states and for example just realize a prefer-
ence as nearly satisfied. People think in so called linguistic variables (Definition 3.7), introduced 
by Zadeh ([Zad73]) in the well known fuzzy logic. 
 

Definition 3.7 Linguistic variable 

A linguistic variable is a variable where the values are linguistic terms: 
 
       Linguistic variable:  NAME_OF_THE_LINGUISTIC_VARIABLE  
       Domain:   {term1, term2, …, termn} 

∗ 
 
As an example, in Table 3.3 some linguistic terms of the linguistic variable WEATHER CONDI-
TION are illustrated, which is just about comprehensible. On first sight it might seem that every 
condition is mentioned. Indeed there are more than 30 different conditions on Weather.com11 which 
is hardly understood by a human. The most-used number for rating something is five, e.g. hotels 
are rated up to five stars, the Amazon marketplace offers five different categories for the condition 
of a second hand article as well as for ratings of customer review’s for e.g. books. 
 

        

‘sunny’ 
‘mostly 
sunny’ 

‘partly 
cloudy’ 

‘mostly 
cloudy’ 

‘cloudy’ ‘shower’ ‘rain’ ‘snow’ 

Table 3.3 Range of values for the linguistic variable WEATHER CONDITION 

 

                                                           
11 http://www.weather.com 
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To provide an intuitive and comprehensible rating of customer preferences in comparison with a 
delivered search result a set of linguistic terms must be designed for the quality of a result tuple 
with respect to the search preference P and the underlying situation s. This linguistic model must 
hold for base preferences as well as for complex preferences. Of course, also this model is domain 
dependent, but because of classifying the quality of positive results the following model (Definition 
3.8) is given, providing also five categories.  
 

Definition 3.8 Linguistic model for the quality of a BMO search result  

       Linguistic variable:  PREF_QUAL  
       Domain:    (‘perfect’, ‘very good’, ‘good’, ‘acceptable’, ‘sufficient‘) 
 
The domain for these quality valuations is defined as a descending ordered list.                               ∗ 
 
This model represents the maximum of different categories a human normally recognizes of posi-
tive quality valuations and is therefore appropriate for the valuation of search results. In this, the 
valuation ‘sufficient‘ denotes a condition which is far away from the customer’s preference but still 
a possible alternative.  
 
With this model the quality valuation function QUALP,s of Definition 3.2 is instantiated in 
Definition 3.9 and used in the sequel. In the next sections it becomes obvious that also different 
linguistic models could be used, but in this thesis the human comprehensible five categories are 
suggested.  
 

Definition 3.9 Instantiated quality function QUALP,s 

According to Definition 3.2 under usage of the linguistic model of Definition 3.8 the quality valua-
tion function is instantiated as: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

(s)Ct[A]
(s)Ct[A]
(s)Ct[A]
(s)Ct[A]
(s)Ct[A]

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

5

4

3

2

1

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈














                                                                                ∗

 

 

3.3 Quality information for base preferences 

In contrast to ad hoc valuations and non-intuitive approaches in the sequel a universal and seman-
tics based approach is developed. The preference model of [Kie02, Kie04] provides semantic in-
formation according to various intuitive constructs to formulate a human’s wish. Based on this 
framework, in the sequel the quality of a search result is determined under consideration of this 
semantics. Thus, the obtained qualities are available with an according context and so they provide 
comprehensible, suitable arguments for the presentation of search results. In this section the quali-
ties for the basic constructs of the described preference framework is defined well-formed for the 
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base preferences SCORE, BETWEEN, AROUND, LOWEST, HIGHEST, AT_LEAST, 
AT_MOST, EXPLICIT, LAYEREDm, POS/NEG, POS/POS, NEG, POS, and ANTI-CHAIN. 
Categorizing the qualities of a result tuple within its queried base preferences is a very sensitive 
design decision and depends on many factors of the respective situation. In the sequel, the quality 
valuation function QUALP,s of Definition 3.9 is specified in a well-formed way for each mentioned 
base preference. 
 
Because of the sensitivity of the quality valuations to the current situation, partitioning parameters 

bi(s) ∈ ℝ are defined, depending on the situation s. The difficulties how to instantiate the function 
QUALP,s for a special situation are discussed by means of accompanying examples. Please note 
that consequently QUALP,s is instantiated for a BMO result set as defined in Definition 
3.2/Definition 3.9. In section 3.7 it is shown that the following valuation approach is not restricted 
to the intuitive BMO model. 
  

3.3.1 SCORE preference 

Definitely a perfect match for a preference P := SCORE(A, f) is a match where the scoring function 
is maximal. But often the scoring function f has no upper limit in a specific domain. Thus for a 
quality valuation additional knowledge about the situation must be regarded. Depending on the 
specific situation the knowledge engineer has to formulate QUALP,s as declared in Definition 3.10. 
 

Definition 3.10 QUALP,s-function of a SCORE preference 

For a given preference P := SCORE(A, f) in a situation s and a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s is of 
the following form, where b1(s) ≥ b2(s) ≥ b3(s) ≥ b4(s): 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

(s)b f(t[A])
(s)b f(t[A])(s)b
(s)b f(t[A])(s)b
(s)b f(t[A])(s)b

 f(t[A])(s)b

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''
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∗

 

 
Because SCORE is the top constructor within the sub-constructor hierarchy of all base preferences 
except the EXPLICIT preference the design of correct QUALP,s-functions for other base prefer-
ences can be developed from Definition 3.10 by specifying the respective f-function. Example 3.2 
shows a typical use case for the SCORE preference valuation.  
 

Example 3.2 Sample QUALP,s-function for a SCORE preference 

Moe is a stock exchange specialist and has developed a very special chart analysis for stock quota-
tions. As an online service provider for different investors he delivers different key data. E.g. for 
short-term speculative investments, he has developed the following score function for shares: 
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       f(x, y, z) :=
z
yx ⋅ , 

 
       where  x := relative exchange rate difference in per cent to the day before, 

y := trading volume of the day, 
z := the overall volume of share values of the concerning enterprise. 

 
Table 3.4 shows a sample excerpt of a daily updated database, extended by the results of the scor-
ing function f(x, y, z).  
 

 enterprise x y z f(x,y,z) 
t1 Coal & Quarry 5.07 39842.40 5108000 0.0395 
t2 Alaska Beer -3.08 369783.18 27761500 -0.0410 
t3 Zodiac Inc. 12.23 868375.20 7459200 1.4238 
t4 Nozzle Prod. 1.72 213999.12 1285280 0.2864 

Table 3.4 Sample excerpt of a stock exchange database 

 
In Moe’s daily recommendation the best match(es) regarding to the SCORE preference  

P := SCORE((x, y, z), 
z
yx ⋅ ) are presented to the customers of this service. But of course there are 

more or less speculative days. For a presentation dialog to a human the online service should be 
able to tell about the quality of the recommendation. To design the quality function for this SCORE 
preference the experiences of this service provider and his customers are very important. As an 
expert for this domain, Moe designs the quality for his online service for his customer Homer as 
follows: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

0 z)y,f(x,
6.0 z)y,f(x,0   
8.0 z)y,f(x,6.0

1.2 z)y,f(x,8.0
 z)y,f(x,1.2

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














 

 
Of course, for other customers or different situations Moe might develop different instances of 
QUALP,s(t). Considering the sample trading day of Table 3.4 tuple t3 is the best match with respect 
to the mentioned SCORE preference. At this day the best match is a perfect match in terms of 
Moe’s function. He can recommend via online service the following:  
 

“Good morning Homer. You are once again interested in a short-term speculative 
investment. Today my analysis has calculated a perfect occasion for this venture. I 
strongly recommend Zodiac Inc., very volatile with a high chance to make profit.”  
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Assuming a trading day with exactly the same values of Table 3.4 but without t3, then the recom-
mendation might be: 
 

“Good morning Homer. You are once again interested in a short-term speculative 
investment. Today my analysis has calculated a very calm day. An acceptable 
chance to make profit is given by buying Nozzle Prod.” 

 
In this domain, even the situation of results rated only ‘sufficient‘ could be a gain for the service 
provider. Assuming a trading day where t2 of Table 3.4 is the top result. The stock exchange spe-
cialist Moe can increase his credibility by recommending the following: 
 

“Good morning Homer. In my opinion, today is a very bad day for a short-term 
speculation. My best share today is the sufficient Alaska Beer. But perhaps tomor-
row I can give you a better recommendation.” 

⌂ 
 
Pointing out search results via natural language generation ([RD97]) is a very advanced form that 
effectively uses the possibility of the developed semantic information. Obviously, also other tech-
niques like e.g. highlighting characteristics of results gain from the quality information. Yet, for an 
intuitive and believable valuation, QUALP,s must satisfy the postulate of Definition 3.3. Moreover, 
unordered results here are intuitively required to be of the same quality since unordered elements 
are elements of the same score. 
 

Lemma 3.1 

For the QUALP,s-function of the SCORE preference it holds that 
 
       a) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’). 
 
       b) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t ||P t’  ⇒ QUALP,s(t) = QUALP,s(t’).           ∗ 

 

Proof 3.1 

       a) 1.) t <P t’ 
           2.) t <P t’ ⇔ f(t[A]) < f(t’[A])  
           3.) Assumption: ∃ t, t’: t <P t’ and QUALP,s(t) > QUALP,s(t’) 
               Then according to the definition of QUALP,s ∃ k: f(t’[A]) < bk(s) ≤ f(t[A]) which is a  
               contradiction to 2.) 
 
       b)  t ||P t'  ⇔ f(t[A]) = f(t’[A])  ⇒  proposition, because of the definition of QUALP,s(t).            
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The full-text preferences as introduced in [LK02] deliver a score for the information retrieval. 
Please note that the search result quality of such a full-text preference result is compatible to the 
QUALP,s-function of the SCORE preference.  
 

3.3.2 BETWEEN preference 

Regarding a preference P := BETWEEN(A, [low, up]), a search result t is marked as a perfect 
match if and only if t[A]∈[low, up]. For the quality classifications except ‘perfect’ the knowledge 
engineer has to declare the suitable ranges, under involvement of the respective situation. There, a 
result with a distance d > 0 from the upper bound of the optimal range intuitively must be of the 
same quality like a result with distance d from the lower bound. Therefore, the following symmet-
ric partition is defined.  
 

Definition 3.11 QUALP,s-function of a BETWEEN preference 

For a given preference P := BETWEEN(A, [low, up]) in a situation s for a result tuple t ∈ BMO, 
QUALP,s is of the following form, where 0 ≤ b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ b3(s): 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

t[A])s(bup  )s(b-low  t[A]
)s(bupt[A])s(bup )s(b- lowt[A])s(b-low 
)s(bupt[A])s(bup  )s(b-lowt[A])s(b-low 

)s(bupt[A]up  lowt[A])s(b-low
 up t[A] low

,
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∗

 

 

Example 3.3 Sample QUALP,s-function for a BETWEEN preference 

In Apu’s e-procurement portal customers are interested in clear stock boxes of a special length. E.g. 
the craftsman Barnie is looking for a clear stock box of length between 32 cm and 35 cm, ex-
pressed by a preference P := BETWEEN(length, [32, 35]). E.g. a clear stock box with a length of 
33 cm of course would be denoted as a result of perfect quality. The task for Apu is to decide 
which deviations from the optimal range can be denoted as which quality for a result t. One possi-
bility to valuate the results for Barnie’s wish might be to use absolute values, for example b1(s) = 2, 
b2(s) = 4, and b3(s) = 7. Then the corresponding QUALP,s-function is the following: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

length42  25length    
42length39 28length25   
39length37  30length28   
37length35  32length30   

 35length  32

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<∨<
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤

≤≤














 

 
A second possibility for Apu might be a design relative to the given desired range. He may have 
the experience that customers, who tell a wider range as preferred length, also accept higher dis-
tances from the optimum range. The difference between up and low is denoted as  
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x := up - low. A proper modeling of the QUALP,s-function might be for example b1(s) = x, b2(s) = 
2x, and b3(s) = 3x. In Barnie’s case x = 3 and the QUALP,s-function would be the following: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

length44  23length    
44length41 26length23    
41length38  29length26   
38length35  32length29   

 35length 32     

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<∨<
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤

≤≤














                               

⌂

 

 

3.3.3 AROUND preference 

The AROUND preference is a special case of the BETWEEN preference and has therefore a very 
similar modeling for the QUALP,s-function by setting up = low =: z.  
 

Definition 3.12 QUALP,s-function of an AROUND preference 

For a given preference P := AROUND(A, z) in a situation s for a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s is 
of the following form, where 0 ≤ b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ b3(s): 
 

     QUALP,s(t) :=

t[A])s(bz  )s(b-z  t[A]
)s(bzt[A])s(bz )s(b- zt[A])s(b-z   
)s(bzt[A])s(bz  )s(b-zt[A])s(b-z   

)s(bzt[A]z  zt[A])s(b-z  
 z t[A]
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∗

 

 
The only difference to the BETWEEN preference is the coincidence of the ‘up’ and ‘low’ bounds 
of the desired interval. Thus, a result tuple t is denoted as perfect match only when it is exactly the 
value z. For this special case of the BETWEEN preference once again the same domain is consid-
ered. 
 

Example 3.4 Sample QUALP,s-function for an AROUND preference 

In Apu’s e-procurement portal some customers have a more exact imagination of the desired length 
of a clear stock box. E.g. Selma desires boxes with a length of around 34 cm. This means that the 
length of the clear stock box should be 34 cm or as a best alternative nearest to 34 cm. For this  
preference P := AROUND(length, 34) Apu designs the QUALP,s-function with b1(s) = 2, b2(s) = 4, 
and b3(s) = 7: 
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       QUALP,s(t) := 

length41  27length   
41length38 30length27   
38length36  32length30   
36length34  34length32   

 34length 
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Lemma 3.2 

For the QUALP,s-functions of the BETWEEN and the AROUND preference it holds that 
 
       a) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’). 
 
       b) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t ||P t’  ⇒ QUALP,s(t) = QUALP,s(t’).            ∗ 
 

Proof 3.2 

Following the sub-constructor hierarchy the QUALP,s-function of the BETWEEN preference is an 
instance of the QUALP,s-function of the SCORE preference with f(t[A]) := -distance(t[A], [low, 
up]) as follows. Let biS(s) the renamed partitioning parameters bi(s) of the QUALP,s-function of the 
SCORE preference. Then with parameters bi(s) for the valuation of the BETWEEN preference set 
b1S(s) = 0, b2S(s) = -b1(s), b3S(s) = -b2(s), and b4S(s) = -b3(s). Used in the QUALP,s-function of the 
SCORE preference with 0 ≤ b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ b3(s) it reads: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

(s)b- up]) [low, [A],distance(t -
(s)b- up]) [low, [A],distance(t -(s)b-
(s)b- up]) [low, [A],distance(t -(s)b-

0 up]) [low, [A],distance(t -(s)b -
 up]) [low, [A],distance(t - 0

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

3

23

12

1

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














 

 
With the properties of distance(t[A], [low, up]) it follows: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

(s)b -  t[A]- up  (s)b -  t[A] low -
(s)b -  t[A]- up(s)b -  (s)b -  t[A] low - (s)b -
(s)b -  t[A]- up(s)b -  (s)b -  t[A] low - (s)b -

0  t[A]- up(s)b -  0  t[A] low -(s)b -
 up t[A] low

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

33

2323

1212

11

<∨<+
<≤∨<+≤
<≤∨<+≤
<≤∨<+≤

≤≤














 

       ⇔ 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

t[A])s(bup  )s(b-low  t[A]
)s(bupt[A])s(bup )s(b- lowt[A])s(b-low 
)s(bupt[A])s(bup  )s(b-lowt[A])s(b-low 

)s(bupt[A]up  lowt[A])s(b-low
 up t[A] low

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

33

3223

2112

11

<+∨<
+≤<+∨<≤
+≤<+∨<≤

+≤<∨<≤
≤≤
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The latter denotes the QUALP,s-function of the BETWEEN preference. Thus, Lemma 3.2 holds, 
because the QUALP,s-function of the SCORE function satisfies a) and b). The same holds for the 
QUALP,s-function of the AROUND preference, because it is derived from the QUALP,s-function of 
the BETWEEN preference by setting up = low =: z.                                                                           
 

3.3.4 LOWEST preference  

In the LOWEST preference the knowledge engineer has to decide which quality valuation a search 
result deserves. With knowledge about the situation he can design the following well-formed 
QUALP,s-function.  
 

Definition 3.13 QUALP,s-function of a LOWEST preference 

For a given preference P := LOWEST(A) in a situation s for a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s is of 
the following form, where b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ b3(s) ≤ b4(s): 

 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

 t[A](s)b
(s)b    t[A] (s)b
(s)b    t[A] (s)b
(s)b    t[A] (s)b

 (s)b t[A]

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

4

43

32

21

1

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














                                                                  

∗

 

 
Please note that the partition for the perfect valuation is not restricted. The reason for that becomes 
clear in Example 3.5. 
 

Example 3.5 Sample QUALP,s-function for a LOWEST preference 

Bart is a registered customer of the online audio CD shop of Apu and is always interested in cheap 
CDs. That means Bart has a preference P := LOWEST(price) for a CD. For a result tuple t a prefer-
ence quality function might be designed by Apu as follows. He knows about Bart’s price imagina-
tions, because Bart often had complained via e-mail.  
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

price 10
10 price 9  
9 price 6
6 price 4

 4 price

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














 

 
Because Bart is always very short of pocket-money he has very aggressive price imaginations. 
When Apu does not exactly know about the customer’s price imaginations he uses his domain 
knowledge about the general experiences with various customers that tells him that the acceptable 
price for audio CDs on the market for price conscious customers is between 16 and 18 €. His 
QUALP,s-function for unfamiliar customers, namely for the unknown or default case, is the follow-
ing:  
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       QUALP,s(t) := 

price 18
18 price 16
16 price 14
14 price01
 10 price

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














                                                                        

⌂

 

 
Especially in a sales scenario the price domain has a natural lower bound, i.e. 0. But of course cus-
tomers have an individual imagination of what a real bargain is, namely a bound when they realize 
their lowest price preference perfectly fulfilled. For the partition of the perfect valuated results an 
open range is given instead of a fixed minimum, since the finite infimum of the real world can be 
lower than an individual bound. Example 3.5 also shows some variety of situations depending on 
the persons involved. Apu has to be aware for which kind of customer the QUALP,s-function is 
adequate. E.g. with techniques of user modeling ([KF89]), Apu can create instances of QUALP,s for 
some stereotype user groups. Moreover he must be aware of the structure of his product database. 
This QUALP,s-function is suitable only for audio CD’s, not for DVD’s etc.  
 

3.3.5 HIGHEST preference 

The dual preference to the LOWEST preference is the HIGHEST preference. Therefore the defini-
tion for the QUALP,s-function is just dual. 
 

Definition 3.14 QUALP,s-function of a HIGHEST preference 

For a given preference P := HIGHEST(A) in a situation s for a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s is of 
the following form, where b1(s) ≥ b2(s) ≥ b3(s) ≥ b4(s): 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

(s)b  t[A]
(s)b   t[A] (s)b
(s)b   t[A] (s)b
(s)b   t[A] (s)b

 t[A] (s)b

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

4

34

23

12

1

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














                                                               

∗

 

 
The following example also considers an online shop scenario. 
 

Example 3.6 Sample QUALP,s-function for a HIGHEST preference 

Apu also sells computer hardware. A fast CPU is a very important factor for a PC. For online cus-
tomers with a preference for high speed engines the preference P := HIGHEST(clock frequency) 
can be constructed. The quality of a search result tuple t can be modeled as follows: 
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       QUALP,s(t) := 

2.0 frequencyclock 
2.3 frequencyclock 2.0
2.5 frequencyclock 2.3
3.0 frequencyclock 2.5

frequencyclock 0.3

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














                                                  

⌂

 

 
Example 3.6 also shows an update problem. At the moment where a new and faster CPU is intro-
duced into market, the bound of the partition in this function must be updated. An automated up-
date would be a proper solution. E.g. an information agent might be able to inform a shop about the 
clock frequency of the latest CPU. 
 

Lemma 3.3 

For the QUALP,s-functions of the HIGHEST and the LOWEST preference it holds that 
 
       a) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’). 
 
       b) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t ||P t’  ⇒ QUALP,s(t) = QUALP,s(t’).            ∗ 
 

Proof 3.3 

The QUALP,s-function of the SCORE preference satisfies a) and b). The QUALP,s-functions of the 
HIGHEST and the LOWEST preferences are instances of the QUALP,s-function of the SCORE 
preference with f(t[A]) = t[A] and f(t[A]) = -t[A], respectively. For the QUALP,s-function of the 
HIGHEST preference the partitioning parameters bi(s) are exactly the one of the SCORE prefer-
ence.  
For QUALP,s-function of the LOWEST preference the partitioning parameters are the negated pa-
rameters of the SCORE preference. Used in the QUALP,s-function of the SCORE preference  with 
b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ b3(s) ≤ b4(s) it reads: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

(s)-bt[A]-
(s)-bt[A]- (s)b-
(s)-bt[A]- (s)b-
(s)-bt[A]- (s)b-

 t[A]- (s)b-

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

1

34

23

12

1

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














 

       ⇔ 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

 t[A](s)b
(s)b    t[A] (s)b
(s)b    t[A] (s)b
(s)b    t[A] (s)b

 (s)b t[A]

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

4

43

32

21

1

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














 

 
The latter denotes the QUALP,s-function of the LOWEST preference                                                
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Please note that, as discussed above, there possibly is a difference between the personalized up-
per/lower bound characterizing a perfect result and the supremum/infimum of the real world. So, 
the QUALP,s-functions of the HIGHEST/LOWEST preference cannot be instantiated from their 
immediate parent constructor’s QUALP,s-function in general, but from the SCORE constructor. 
 

3.3.6 AT_LEAST preference 

From the BETWEEN preference the AT_LEAST preference P := AT_LEAST(A, z) can be derived 
by setting the upper bound to the supremum of the real world.  
 

Definition 3.15 QUALP,s-function of an AT_LEAST preference 

For a given preference P := AT_LEAST(A, z) in a situation s for a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s 
is of the following form, where 0 ≤ b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ b3(s): 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

)s(b-zt[A]
)s(b- zt[A])s(b-z
)s(b-zt[A])s(b-z

zt[A])s(b-z
  t[A] z

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

3

23

12

1

<
<≤
<≤

<≤
≤














                                        

∗

 

 
The quality function of the AT_LEAST preference is technically equivalent to the QUALP,s-
function of the HIGHEST preference (see Definition 3.14), but with a given first bound by the pa-
rameter z.  
 

Example 3.7 Sample QUALP,s-function for an AT_LEAST preference 

When Marge is searching in the online restaurant guide for a family dinner she prefers restaurants 
with at least 20 different fish dishes, i.e. P := AT_LEAST(number fish dishes, 20). A personalized 
QUALP,s-function for Marge could be of the following form: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

3 dishesfish number 
10 dishesfish number 3  
17 dishesfish number 10
20 dishesfish number 17

dishesfish number 20

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














                                                     

⌂

 

 

3.3.7 AT_MOST preference 

The AT_MOST preference P := AT_MOST(A, z) is dual to the AT_LEAST preference and de-
fined analogously. The QUALP,s-function of the AT_MOST preference is technically equivalent to 
the quality function of the LOWEST preference (see Definition 3.13), but with a given first bound 
by the parameter z. 
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Definition 3.16 QUALP,s-function of an AT_MOST preference 

For a given preference P := AT_MOST(A, z) in a situation s for a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s 
is of the following form, where 0 ≤ b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ b3(s): 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

t[A])s(bz
)s(bzt[A])s(bz
)s(bzt[A])s(bz

)s(bzt[A]z
 z t[A]

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

3

32

21

1

<+
+≤<+
+≤<+

+≤<
≤














                                                       

∗

 

 

Example 3.8 Sample QUALP,s-function for an AT_MOST preference 

Ned plans holidays for his family. On the web sites of the Springfield travel agency he looks for 
destinations with at most 20 degrees Celsius, because his kids Tot and Rot are very sensible to hot 
weather. The QUALP,s-function for this preference P := AT_MOST(temperature, 20) might be de-
signed as follows: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

etemperatur25
25etemperatur23
23etemperatur21
21etemperatur20
 20etemperatur

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














                                                          

⌂

 

 

Lemma 3.4 

For the QUALP,s-functions of the AT_LEAST and the AT_MOST preference it holds that 
 
       a) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’). 
 
       b) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t ||P t’  ⇒ QUALP,s(t) = QUALP,s(t’).            ∗ 
 

Proof 3.4 

The QUALP,s-function of the BETWEEN preference satisfies a) and b). The QUALP,s-functions of 
the AT_LEAST and AT_MOST preference are special cases of the QUALP,s-function of the BE-
TWEEN preference with a fixed upper/lower bound to the supremum/infimum of the real world.   
 

3.3.8 EXPLICIT preference 

The EXPLICIT preference is the most extensive categorizing base preference. The quality valua-
tion of a result tuple t with respect to an EXPLICIT preference P := EXP(A, E-graph) is by defini-
tion ‘perfect’ if level(t[A]) = 1, because elements of that level are maximal values. Let level k be 
the last level of the E-graph. All values not mentioned when expressing an EXPLICIT preference 
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are by definition of level k+1, that is to say the level after the last level of the E-graph. These last 
alternatives must be stated as ‘sufficient’. Additionally, the knowledge engineer has to decide 
which quality values are the fitting ones for results of the levels 2 up to k. A result of a worse level 
must not have a better quality than a result of a better level. Please note that for the EXPLICIT 
preference order pairs are specified. That means, either the corresponding e-graph is at least of 
depth k = 2, or it is of depth k = 0, which denotes the special case of an ANTI-CHAIN preference, 
considered separately in this work.   
 

Definition 3.17 QUALP,s-function of an EXPLICIT preference 

For a given preference P := EXP(A, E-graph) with k ≥ 2 as the depth of E-graph in a situation s for 
a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s is of the following form, where 1 ≤ b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ k: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

1k )level(t[A]
k )level(t[A](s)b
(s)b )level(t[A](s)b

(s)b )level(t[A] 1
1 )level(t[A]

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

2

21

1

+=
≤<

≤<
≤<
=














                                                            

∗

 

 
A small use case example points out the usage of this QUALP,s-function. 
 

Example 3.9 Sample QUALP,s-function for an EXPLICIT preference 

Apu runs a new online shop for resellers where he offers a very comfortable and detailed user inter-
face for expressing the preferences about the make of notebooks. A customer can express which 
brand he likes more than a different one. E.g. Marge expresses that she likes HP more than IBM. 
Moreover, she likes IBM more than Asus and also more than Sony. Sony, Toshiba, and Asus are 
more desired than Dell. Samsung is less desired than Dell, but Samsung is preferred over JVC. 
There is no statement about the make Elitegroup. In preference algebra Marge’s wish can be de-
clared as follows: 
 
       P := EXP(make, {(JVC, Samsung), (Samsung, Dell), (Dell, Asus), (Dell, Sony),  
                      (Dell, Toshiba), (Sony, IBM), (Asus, IBM), (IBM, HP)}). 
 
The associated E-graph including the non-mentioned manufacturer Elitegroup is shown in Figure 
3.2. A possible design for the preference quality function could be the following with b1(s) = 2 and  
b2(s) = 4. 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

 p}{Elitegrou make
JVC} {Samsung, make

 Dell} Asus, {Sony, make
 {IBM} make

HP} {Toshiba, make

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7  

Figure 3.2 Sample E-graph for an EXPLICIT preference 

 
In this design a make of level 3 or 4 is declared as ‘good’ quality. A make of level 5 is considered 
as ‘acceptable’ as a make of level 6. Assuming a more pessimistic situation following the rules of 
sales psychology an adequate design could be expressed by the following QUALP,s-function with 
b1(s) = 1.5 and b2(s) = 2: 
 

        QUALP,s(t) := 

 p}{Elitegrou make
JVC} Samsung, Dell, Asus, {Sony, make

 {IBM} make
 

HP} {Toshiba, make

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

∈
∈
∈

∅
∈














 

 
Because of his experience the vendor has decided not to use the quality term ‘very good’ in this 
case. Elements of level 2 are assigned to the ‘good’ quality term and all other mentioned values are 
marked as ‘acceptable’ results.                                                                                                            ⌂ 
 
Regarding the EXPLICIT preference, unordered result tuples need not be of the same result quality, 
because unordered elements can be of completely different levels as discussed before. The postu-
late of Definition 3.3 of course must be hold. 
 

Lemma 3.5 

For the QUALP,s-function of the EXPLICIT preference it holds that 
 
       for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’).                ∗ 
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Proof 3.5 

t <P t’ ⇒ level(t[A]) > level(t’[A]). Definition 3.17 valuates elements of a higher level equal or 
worse.                                                                                                                                                   
 

3.3.9 LAYEREDm preference 

For the preference P := LAYEREDm(A, L) the quality for a search result is determined by means of 
the according layer. Obviously, if t[A] ∈ L1-set then it is to be declared as ‘perfect’. If t[A] ∈ Lm+1-
set, the least desired alternative, then the result tuple t has to be valuated as ‘sufficient‘. Similarly to 
the EXPLICIT preference, there is some degree of freedom how to valuate the values in between. 
The quality valuation for the special case m = 0 which denotes the ANTI-CHAIN preference is 
discussed later. 
 

Definition 3.18 QUALP,s-function of a LAYEREDm preference 

For a given preference P := LAYEREDm(A, L) with m ≥ 1 in a situation s for a result tuple 
t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s is of the following form, where 1 ≤ b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ m: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

1m )layer(t[A]
m )layer(t[A](s)b
(s)b )layer(t[A](s)b

(s)b (t[A])ayerl 1
1])A[t(layer

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

2

21

1

+=
≤<

≤<
≤<
=














                                        

∗

 

 

Example 3.10 Sample QUALP,s-function for a LAYEREDm preference 

In his new online shop for resellers Apu offers a further way for expressing the preferences about 
the make of notebooks. A customer can name sets of makes which he would imagine as an alterna-
tive. E.g. Marge tells now that she prefers HP and Toshiba. As a first alternative she would like 
IBM. If this is not available Sony, Dell, or Asus would be her next choice. If this would also be not 
available then any other make would fit, but the choice should be avoiding Elitegroup. There is no 
statement about the makes JVC and Samsung. In preference algebra Marge’s wish can be ex-
pressed as follows: 
 

P := LAYERED4(make, ({HP, Toshiba}, {IBM}, {Sony, Dell, Asus},  
                                 ‘other values’, {Elitegroup}). 

 
The associated ‘better-than’ graph including the non-mentioned manufacturers Samsung and JVC 
is shown in Figure 3.3. A possible design for the preference quality function could be the following 
with b1(s) = 2 and b2(s) = 3. 
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       QUALP,s(t) := 

 p}{Elitegrou make
JVC} {Samsung, make

 Dell} Asus, {Sony, make
 {IBM} make

HP} {Toshiba, make

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈














 

 

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Layer 5

 

Figure 3.3 ‘Better-than’ graph for a sample LAYEREDm preference 

 
Of course, also approaches with empty partitions are possible.                                                         ⌂ 
 

3.3.10 POS/NEG preference 

POS/NEG is a sub-constructor of the LAYEREDm constructor with m = 2. A result tuple t is a per-
fect match referring to a preference P := POS/NEG(A, POS-set; NEG-set) if t[A] ∈ POS-set and it 
must therefore be marked as being of ‘perfect’ quality. Accordingly if t[A] ∈ NEG-set, then this 
result t has to be declared of ‘sufficient’ quality. The knowledge engineer’s only decision is how to 
valuate results t[A] ∉ POS-set ∪ NEG-set. There are the following three possibilities of designing 
the QUALP,s-function. 
 

Definition 3.19 QUALP,s-function of a POS/NEG preference 

For a given preference P := POS/NEG(A, POS-set; NEG-set) in a situation s for a result tuple 
t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s is of the following form: 
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       QUALP,s(t) := 

set-NEG t[A]
O
N
M

set-POS t[A]

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

∈

∈














 

 
There are three possible approaches: 

1. Optimistic valuation:  M := t[A] ∉ POS-set ∪ NEG-set, N := ∅, O := ∅. 
2. Moderate valuation:  N := t[A] ∉ POS-set ∪ NEG-set, M := ∅, O := ∅. 
3. Pessimistic valuation:  O := t[A] ∉ POS-set ∪ NEG-set, M := ∅, N := ∅.                         ∗ 

 
It depends on the situation which approach a knowledge engineer selects. It is important in terms of 
sales psychology. With a more pessimistic valuation perhaps for some customers the presentation is 
more believable. For other customers a more offensive presentation with an optimistic valuation 
leads to a successful deal. 
 

Example 3.11 Sample QUALP,s-function for a POS/NEG preference 

Marge is interested to order a bundle of notebooks from her vendor Apu to run a marketing action. 
She prefers notebooks from Toshiba or Hewlett Packard but has made very bad experiences with 
Sony laptops. Thus, Marge has a preference P := POS/NEG(make, {Toshiba, HP}; {Sony}). Apu 
could design a QUALP,s-function for his online shop as follows: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

 {Sony} make

Sony} HP, {Toshiba, make

HP} {Toshiba, make

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

∈
∅

∉
∅

∈














 

 
In the following, empty parts of the partition of Definition 3.9 and the related linguistic quality 
terms are not mentioned. Apu only has to design how to declare results which are neither in the 
POS-set nor in the NEG-set. A moderate approach is to declare such results as results of good qual-
ity as seen above. A vendor with a more careful or pessimistic attitude in his result presentation can 
state the quality of these results only as ‘acceptable’, because he has the experience that his cus-
tomers or a part of them realize a pessimistic valuation as more believable: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 
}Sony{make

}Sony,HP,Toshiba{make
}HP,Toshiba{make

,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

'perfect'

∈
∉
∈








 

 
Analogously, for the dual situation an optimistic valuation would be to declare these results as 
‘very good’:  
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       QUALP,s(t) := 
Sony}{make

Sony}HP,{Toshiba,make
HP}{Toshiba,make

,
,
,

'sufficient'
good'very '

perfect''

∈
∉
∈








                                                  

⌂

 

 

3.3.11 POS/POS preference 

The POS/POS preference is a special case of the EXPLICIT preference and the LAYEREDm pref-
erence with m = 2. Similar to the POS/NEG preference, for a POS/POS preference P := (A, POS1-
set; POS2-set) there is only one degree of freedom in terms of the quality valuation for a tuple 
t ∈ BMO. A tuple t with t[A] ∈ POS1-set is to be declared as ‘perfect’, because in this case t is a 
perfect match. If t[A] ∉ POS1-set and t[A] ∉ POS2-set then this t[A] is not mentioned by the cus-
tomer and therefore the quality valuation must be ‘sufficient‘. Only for values t with t[A] ∈ POS2-
set the knowledge engineer has to decide which quality valuation to use. In this, three approaches 
are consistent with the preference philosophy: 
 

Definition 3.20 QUALP,s-function of a POS/POS preference 

For a given preference P := POS/POS(A, POS1-set; POS2-set) in a situation s for a result tuple 
t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s is of the following form: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

set-POS set -POS t[A]
O
N
M

set-POS t[A]

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

21

1

∪∉

∈














  

 
There are three possible approaches: 

1. Optimistic valuation:  M := t[A] ∈ POS2-set, N := ∅, O := ∅. 
2. Moderate valuation:  N := t[A] ∈ POS2-set, M := ∅, O := ∅. 
3. Pessimistic valuation:  O := t[A] ∈ POS2-set, M := ∅, N := ∅.                                           ∗ 

 

Example 3.12 Sample QUALP,s-function for a POS/POS preference 

Once again Marge is interested in a bundle of notebooks and has a preference regarding the make. 
She prefers HP and Toshiba. If this is not available she likes Sony, Dell or Asus. A possible model-
ing of the QUALP,s-function is the following: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 
HP} Toshiba, Asus, Dell, {Sony,make

Asus} Dell, {Sony,make
HP} {Toshiba,make

,
,
,

'sufficient'
'good'

'perfect'

∉
∈
∈
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The quality valuation of the preferred set is obviously perfect and also the non-mentioned makes 
belong to ‘sufficient‘. The design question is how to valuate the quality of the alternative positive 
set ({Sony, Dell, Asus}). The design mentioned above shows the moderate approach regarding the 
quality. For a very careful and pessimistic approach the following definition is imaginable as well: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 
HP} Toshiba, Asus, Dell, {Sony, make

Asus} Dell, {Sony, make
HP} {Toshiba, make

,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

'perfect'

∉
∈
∈








 

  
A more optimistic approach uses the possibility to valuate the alternative positive set as ‘very 
good’ as is mentioned below: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 
HP} Toshiba, Asus, Dell, {Sony,make

Asus} Dell,{Sony,make
HP} {Toshiba,make

,
,
,

'sufficient'
'goodvery '

'perfect'

∉
∈
∈








                                  

⌂

 

 

3.3.12 NEG preference 

NEG is a sub-constructor of LAYEREDm with m = 1. The quality valuation for a result t ∈ BMO 
with respect to a preference P := NEG(A, NEG-set) is intuitively clear and leaves no scope for a 
knowledge engineer. A result t has to be declared of ‘perfect’ quality when t[A] ∉ NEG-set, be-
cause that is exactly what the customer desires. If t[A] ∈ NEG-set this result must be stated as ‘suf-
ficient’, according to the preference model philosophy.  
 

Definition 3.21 QUALP,s-function of a NEG preference 

For a given preference P := NEG(A, NEG-set) in a situation s for a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s 
is of the following form: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 




∈
∉

set-NEG   t[A]
set-NEG   t[A]

,
,

'sufficient'
perfect''

                                                   
∗
 

 

Example 3.13 Sample QUALP,s-function for a NEG preference 

Marge is interested in a bundle of notebooks from her vendor Apu to run a marketing action. Marge 
does not care much about the make except that she does not like notebooks from Sony, because this 
make was a slow seller in the last marketing action. Expressed in preference algebra, Marge’s pref-
erence reads P := NEG(make, {Sony}). The vendor’s correct design of a QUALP,s-function regard-
ing the make for his online shop is the following: 
 

 QUALP,s(t) := 




∈
∉

{Sony}  make 
{Sony}  make 

,
,

'sufficient'
perfect''
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If Apu is able to deliver other notebooks than Sony, then it is a perfect match for Marge, since she 
prefers any kind of notebook over Sony notebooks. Otherwise if the only deliverable notebooks are 
from Sony, the result quality is just the term ‘sufficient‘, because she wants to avoid this make.     ⌂ 
 

3.3.13 POS preference 

The dual of the NEG preference is the POS preference. Thus, the design modeling is intuitively the 
dual design of the NEG preference. A result tuple t must be valuated of ‘perfect’ quality if 
t[A] ∈ POS-set regarding to a preference P := POS(A, POS-set), because that is the customer’s 
explicit wish. Otherwise if this wish could not be satisfied the result tuple intuitively has to be de-
clared as ‘sufficient’. 
 

Definition 3.22 QUALP,s-function of a POS preference 

For a given preference P := POS(A, POS-set) in a situation s for a result tuple t ∈ BMO, QUALP,s 
is of the following form: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 




∉
∈

set-POS  t[A]
set-POS   t[A]

,
,

'sufficient'
perfect''

                                                    
∗
 

 

Example 3.14 Sample QUALP,s-function for a POS preference 

Marge wants to run a marketing action. Therefore she asks her vendor Apu for a notebook offer. 
Marge tells him that Toshiba and IBM are the preferred makes. In formal words she has a prefer-
ence P := POS(make, {Toshiba, IBM}). Dual to the NEG preference the assigned QUALP,s-
function must be designed as mentioned below: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 




∉
∈

IBM} {Toshiba,make 
IBM} {Toshiba,make 

,
,

'sufficient'
perfect''

 

 
Notebooks made by Toshiba or IBM are perfect matches, because it is exactly what Marge likes. 
Any other result intuitively belongs to the category ‘sufficient‘.                                                       ⌂ 
 
Finally, the following Lemma 3.6 shows the correct design of the QUALP,s-functions of the last 
five categorizing base preferences. In contrast to the EXPLICIT preference unordered values must 
be of equal quality, because the unordered values are arranged in sets of the same level. E.g. it 
would not be understood by a customer if a green car gets a different quality rating than a red car if 
green and red are the colors of his POS-set in his preference POS(color, {green, red}). 
 

Lemma 3.6 

For the QUALP,s-functions of the categorical preferences LAYEREDm, POS/NEG, POS/POS, POS, 
and NEG it holds that 
 
       a) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’). 
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       b) for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t  ||P t’  ⇒ QUALP,s(t) = QUALP,s(t’).           ∗ 
 

Proof 3.6 

Both parts of the Lemma are obvious because of the definitions of the QUALP,s-functions for the 
respective preferences. 
a) t <P t’ ⇒ level(t[A]) > level(t’[A]). The definitions of the respective QUALP,s-functions valuate   
    elements of a higher level equal or worse. 
 
b) If t and t’ are unordered then they are of the same level. All elements of one level are according  
    to the partitioning of QUALP,s valuated of same quality.                                                                 
 
Alternatively, this proof can be done by using the sub-constructor hierarchy property and creating 
an instance of the QUALP,s-function of the SCORE preference for the LAYEREDm preference. The 
other preferences are special cases of the LAYEREDm preference as mentioned. The scoring func-
tion is denoted with f(t[A]) := -layer(t[A]). Let biS(s) the renamed partitioning parameters of the 
QUALP,s-function of the SCORE preference. Then with parameters bi(s) for the valuation of the 
LAYEREDm preference set b1S(s) = -1, b2S(s) = -b1(s), b3S(s) = -b2(s), and b4S(s) = -m. Used in the 
QUALP,s-function of the SCORE preference with 1 ≤ b1(s) ≤ b2(s) ≤ m it reads: 
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

m- (t[A])ayerl-
(s)b- (t[A])ayerl - m-

(s)b- (t[A])ayerl - (s)b-
1- (t[A])ayerl - (s)b-

])A[t(layer -1-

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

2

12

1

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














 

       ⇒ 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

1m )layer(t[A]
m )layer(t[A](s)b
(s)b )layer(t[A](s)b

(s)b (t[A])ayerl 1
1])A[t(layer

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

2

21

1

+=
≤<

≤<
≤<
=














               

 
The latter denotes the QUALP,s-function of the LAYEREDm preference.                                           
 

3.3.14 ANTI-CHAIN preference 

A↔, the so called ANTI-CHAIN preference is a sub-constructor of the LAYEREDm constructor 
with m = 0. In an ANTI-CHAIN preference no value is preferred over another. E.g. a customer is 
interested in a new car and does not care about the color. With this short example it becomes clear 
that, because the customer does not matter the color, there must not be a quality valuation. That 
means, QUALP,s is not defined for the ANTI-CHAIN preference. 
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With the quality valuations of each search result referring to each base preference the knowledge 
engineer of a preference search engine has lots of single comprehensible arguments for a qualita-
tive result presentation. For the opening of a result presentation it is often appropriate to give an 
overall impression of the presented search result.   
 

3.4 Quality information for complex preferences 

When presenting one or more search results a cooperative system can improve the communication 
by telling the customer, how good is/are the search result(s) in general. With respect to the search 
preferences this means that the system must be able to qualify complex customer preferences. 
Thus, an overall impression for the qualities of the results would be available. Naturally, the lin-
guistic quality terms for complex preferences are the same as for base preferences (see Definition 
3.8). 
 
Obviously, the quality of a complex preference depends on the qualities of the preferences com-
bined within this complex preference. For computing a quality valuation for complex preferences 
different approaches are imaginable, e.g. a more optimistic or pessimistic variant or a moderate 
valuation. Which approach is the appropriate one depends on the situation. Within the result set of 
a preference search with complex preferences the subjective overall impressions can differ for the 
different result tuples t. As seen in Example 3.1 some of the unordered results hit more of the single 
characteristics with respect to the search preferences than the others. Yet, for a believable and intui-
tive presentation the postulate of Definition 3.3 must hold. This means that less preferred elements 
must not be valuated better than more preferred ones. In the sequel, definitions of intuitive 
QUALP,s-functions are introduced for nested complex preferences. Also negative and unintuitive 
designs are discussed. The approaches are independently designed for prioritized, numerical, and 
Pareto preferences and can therefore recursively be used for nested preferences. 
 

3.4.1 Quality valuation of a Pareto preference 

In designing the quality of a complex preference several factors must be considered wrt. the situa-
tion in which the preference search engine is used, e.g. the underlying domain and the customer’s 
reaction depending on his personality. For example, several customers react positive to a more 
optimistic overall valuation of a result, i.e. to a more offensive presentation of goods. In contrast, 
for a more skeptical and careful customer a pessimistic overall valuation provides a more reliable 
effect. In the sequel two QUALP,s-functions for these two intuitive but extreme approaches are 
specified. Please note that for a Pareto preference it is assumed that no of the combined preferences 
is a Pareto preference itself. E.g. a preference P := P1 ⊗ P2 with P2 := P3 ⊗ P4 is considered to be in 
the form P := P1 ⊗ P3 ⊗ P4. This reflects that each of the equally important preferences P1, P3, and 
P4 must have the same impact for the quality valuation. Obviously, in a numerical average valua-
tion the first consideration would lead to a wrong quality. 
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Definition 3.23 Optimistic quality valuation of a Pareto preference result 

Assume a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd, d ≥ 2, in a situation s where for all Pj, j = 1, …, d, it 
holds that Pj is no Pareto preference and QUALPj,s(t) fulfills the postulate of Definition 3.3. The 
optimistic valuation for a result tuple t ∈ BMO is defined as follows regarding the order of quality 
terms of Definition 3.8:  
 
       QUALP,s(t) := max{{QUALPj,s (t) | j = 1, …, d}}, where {{…}} denotes a multi-set.                ∗ 
 
Thus, for the optimistic valuation the best quality valuation of all Pareto combined preferences Pj 
within P is decisive. Contrary to this approach, in the pessimistic quality valuation the worst quality 
valuation of the combined preferences is decisive. 
 

Definition 3.24 Pessimistic quality valuation of a Pareto preference result 

Assume a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd, d ≥ 2, in a situation s where for all Pj, j = 1, …, d, it 
holds that Pj is no Pareto preference and QUALPj,s(t) fulfills the postulate of Definition 3.3. The 
pessimistic valuation for a result tuple t ∈ BMO is defined as follows regarding the order of quality 
terms of Definition 3.8:  
 
       QUALP,s(t) := min{{QUALPj,s(t) | j = 1, …, d}}, where {{…}} denotes a multi-set.                  ∗ 
 
Next, these two quality valuations are illustrated in an example. 
 

Example 3.15 Sample optimistic and pessimistic quality valuation 

Marge and Homer are interested in a bundle of notebooks and consider seven equally important 
characteristics. Formulated in preference algebra they have the Pareto preference  
 
       P := Pmake ⊗ Pmhz ⊗ Pram ⊗ Poquan  ⊗ Pdel time ⊗ Pweight ⊗ Pprice. 
 
For these seven base preferences Marge and Homer have the same situational parameters and the 
same opinions, whether these characteristics are suitably fulfilled or not. In Table 3.5 the prefer-
ence quality information for each Pj is given for one result tuple t regarding to the notebook charac-
teristics. In this, five stars for one Pj denote a ‘perfect’ quality, four stars denote a ‘very good' qual-
ity, and so on until one star denotes a ‘sufficient’ quality for the QUALPj,s-function. Thus, e.g.  
QUALPmake,s(t) = ‘very good’. Homer is the carefree customer and only considers the positive as-
pects of a search result. Therefore, for Homer the optimistic quality valuation would be appropri-
ate. With the valuation of Definition 3.23 the quality for P is computed as follows: 
 
       QUALP,s(t) = max{{‘very good’, ‘acceptable’, ‘very good’, 
                                   ‘very good’, ‘very good’, ‘acceptable’, ‘good’}} = ’very good’. 
 
Marge, in contrast to Homer, is always very skeptical. For her, the pessimistic quality valuation 
might be suitable. With Definition 3.24 it is calculated as follows: 
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       QUALP,s(t) = min{{‘very good’, ‘acceptable’, ‘very good’,  
                                  ‘very good’, ‘very good’, ‘acceptable’, ‘good’}} = ‘acceptable’. 
 
The qualities for these two examples are visualized in Table 3.5. 
 

‘perfect’        
‘very good’        

‘good’        
‘acceptable’        
‘sufficient‘        

 Make 
CPU 
MHz 

MB 
RAM 

Order 
quantity 

Delivery 
time 

Weight Price 

Table 3.5 Sample qualities of notebook characteristics for one result tuple t 

                                                                                                                                                             ⌂ 
 

Lemma 3.7 

For the optimistic and pessimistic quality valuation of a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd, d ≥ 2, 
it holds that 
 
       for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’).                ∗ 
 

Proof 3.7 

All preferences Pj satisfy the postulate of Definition 3.3. Thus, by t <P t’ and the definition of a 
Pareto preference it holds that 
 
       for all j = 1, …, d: QUALPj,s(t) ≤ QUALPj,s(t’) 

       ⇒ 
                    1. for the optimistic quality valuation: 
                         max{{QUALPj,s (t) | j = 1, …, d}} ≤ max{{QUALPj,s (t’) | j = 1, …, d}} 

                         ⇔ QUALP,s (t) ≤ QUALP,s (t’) 
         and 
                    2. for the pessimistic quality valuation: 
                         min{{QUALPj,s (t) | j = 1, …, d}} ≤ min{{QUALPj,s (t’) | j = 1, …, d}} 

                         ⇔ QUALP,s (t) ≤ QUALP,s (t’).                                                                                   
 

Corollary 3.1 

For a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd the optimistic quality valuation delivers the valuation 
‘sufficient‘ for a tuple t if and only if for all j = 1, …, d: QUALPj,s(t) = ‘sufficient‘.                         ∗ 
 
 

max 

min 
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Corollary 3.2 

For a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd the pessimistic quality valuation delivers the valuation 
‘perfect’ for a tuple t if and only if for all j = 1, …, d: QUALPj,s(t) = ‘perfect’.                                ∗ 
 
Besides these two valuations often a more moderate approach is appropriate in various situations. 
Therefore, two statistically more robust techniques are introduced, followed by a counter-example 
that violates the postulate of Definition 3.3. 
  

Definition 3.25 Equidistant linguistic average valuation of a Pareto preference result 

Assume a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd, d ≥ 2, in a situation s where for all Pj, j = 1, …, d, it 
holds that Pj is no Pareto preference and QUALPj,s(t) fulfills the postulate of Definition 3.3. The 
equidistant linguistic average valuation for a result tuple t is defined as follows regarding the order 
of quality terms of Definition 3.8:  
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

1y
2y
3y
4y
5y

,'sufficient'
,'acceptable'

,good''
,good'very '

,perfect''

=
=
=
=
=














 

 

       where y := round 







∑
=

d

1j
s,P (t))g(QUAL

d
1

j
 

 

       where g(x) := 

'sufficient'       x
'acceptable'         x

good''x
good'very '        x

perfect''   x 

,1
,2
,3
,4
,5

=
=
=
=
=














 

 

       and    
   



<
≥

=
0.5x - x if     x
0.5x - x if     x

:)x(round                                                                                          
∗
 

 

Example 3.16 Sample equidistant linguistic average quality valuation 

Considering again the sample preference of Example 3.15 and the single qualities as shown in 
Table 3.6, the quality with the equidistant linguistic average valuation for a tuple t is computed as 
follows: 

       3
7
23round

7
3244424round:y =






=






 ++++++

= , thus QUALP,s(t) = ‘good’. 

Table 3.6 illustrates the average valuation of these equally important preferences. 
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‘perfect’        
‘very good’        

‘good’        
‘acceptable’        
‘sufficient‘        

 Make 
CPU 
MHz 

MB 
RAM 

Order 
quantity 

Delivery 
time 

Weight Price 

Table 3.6 Sample qualities of notebook characteristics for one result tuple t 

                                                                                                                            ⌂ 

 

Lemma 3.8  

For the equidistant linguistic average quality valuation of a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd,  
d ≥ 2, it holds that 
 
       for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’).                ∗ 
 

Proof 3.8 

All preferences Pj satisfy the postulate of Definition 3.3. Thus, by t <P t’ and the definition of a 
Pareto preference it holds that 
 
       for all j = 1, …, d : QUALPj,s(t) ≤ QUALPj,s(t’). 
 
Thus, because g(x) and round(x) are monotonically increasing the proposition holds.                       
 

Definition 3.26 Median quality valuation of a Pareto preference result 

Assume a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd, d ≥ 2, in a situation s where for all Pj, j = 1, …, d, it 
holds that Pj is no Pareto preference and QUALPj,s(t) fulfills the postulate of Definition 3.3. Let 
(QUALP1’,s(t), …, QUALPd’,s(t)) be the list with ascending ordered values of QUALPj,s(t). Then the 
median valuation for a result tuple t is defined as follows regarding to the order of quality terms of 
Definition 3.8:  
 
       QUALP,s(t) := median(QUALP1’,s(t), …, QUALPd’,s(t)), 
 

where median(X) denotes the 



 +

2
1d th value of an ascending ordered list X consisting of d ele-

ments.                                                                                                                                                   ∗ 
 
 
 
 
 

average 
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Example 3.17 Sample median quality valuation for a Pareto preference 

Using the same sample preference as in Example 3.15 and Table 3.5 the ordered list of quality 
statements would be (‘acceptable’, ‘acceptable’, ‘good’, ‘very good’, ‘very good’, ‘very good’, 
‘very good’). The fourth value in this set is ‘very good’. This states the result of the median quality 
information function, which might be the appropriate valuation for Lisa’s situation. This function is 
noticeably more robust than the optimistic and pessimistic approaches mentioned before with re-
spect to statistical outliers. The sample of Table 3.5 is given in ascending order in the following 
Table 3.7 for the visualization of this kind of valuation. 
 

 
‘perfect’        

‘very good’        
‘good’        

‘acceptable’        
‘sufficient‘        

 Weight CPU MHz Price 
Order 

quantity 
Delivery 

time 
Make MB RAM 

Table 3.7 Sample qualities of notebook characteristics in ascending order 

                                                                                                                                                             ⌂ 
 

Lemma 3.9 

For the median quality valuation of a Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd, d ≥ 2, it holds that 
 
       for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’).                ∗ 
 

Proof 3.9 

All preferences Pj satisfy the postulate of Definition 3.3. Thus, by t <P t’ and the properties of a 
Pareto preference it holds that 
 
       for all j = 1, …, d: QUALPj,s(t) ≤ QUALPj,s(t’) 
 
(QUALP1’,s(t), …, QUALPd’,s(t)) is the ascending ordered list of values QUALPj,s(t) and analogously 
(QUALP1’’,s(t’), …, QUALPd’’,s(t’)). 
  
       ⇒ for all j’ = j’’, j’, j’’ ∈ {1, …, d}: QUALPj’,s(t) ≤ QUALPj’’,s(t’) 

       ⇒ median(QUALP1’,s(t), …, QUALPd’,s(t)) ≤ median(QUALP1’’,s(t’), …, QUALPd’’,s(t’)) 

       ⇔ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’)                                                                                                        
 
An -at first sight intuitive- approach is to use the statistical modus function for the quality valuation 
which is also robust with respect to statistical outliers. But it violates the postulate of Definition 3.3 
as shown in the following counter-example and is therefore not appropriate for a believable and 
intuitive quality valuation. 

 median 
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Example 3.18 Counter-example: modus quality valuation for a Pareto preference 

For a given Pareto preference P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd and a result tuple t the modus valuation of a Pareto 
preference in a situation s could be defined as 
 
       QUALP,s(t) := modus({{QUALPj,s(t) | j = 1, …, d}}), 
 
where modus(X) is the most frequent value of the multi-set X. But considering once again the 
Pareto preference P := Pmake ⊗ Pmhz ⊗ Pram ⊗ Poquan  ⊗ Pdel time ⊗ Pweight ⊗ Pprice of Example 3.15, the 
contradiction to an intuitive and comprehensible valuation becomes clear. In the following two 
tables the qualities of two given tuples t1, t2 with t1 <P t2 are illustrated. Yet, the modus quality 
valuation would compute a ‘very good’ t1 and only just a ‘good’ quality for the more preferred t2, 
which obviously is a contradiction. 
 

‘perfect’        
‘very good’        

‘good’        
‘acceptable’        
‘sufficient‘        

 Make 
CPU 
MHz 

MB 
RAM 

Order 
quantity 

Delivery 
time 

Weight Price 

Table 3.8 Qualities of notebook characteristics for sample tuple t1 

 
‘perfect’        

‘very good’        
‘good’        

‘acceptable’        
‘sufficient‘        

 Make 
CPU 
MHz 

MB 
RAM 

Order 
quantity 

Delivery 
time 

Weight Price 

Table 3.9 Qualities of notebook characteristics for sample tuple t2 

                                                                                                                                                             ⌂ 
 
Perhaps, one can design further intuitive valuations that fit further special situations. But this de-
sign must be done carefully with respect to the postulate of Definition 3.3. 
 

3.4.2 Quality valuation of a prioritized preference 

According to the philosophy of a prioritized preference P1 & … & Pd the preference P1 is the domi-
nating preference and thus must have the decisive impact. Because P2, …, Pd are subordinated. P1 
as the only decisive factor leads to the following valuation. 
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Definition 3.27 Quality valuation of a prioritized preference result 

Assume a prioritized preference P := P1 & … & Pd, d ≥ 2, in a situation s where for all Pj, 
j = 1, …, d, it holds that Pj is no prioritized preference and QUALPj,s(t) fulfills the postulate of 
Definition 3.3. The valuation for a result tuple t is defined as follows:  
 
        QUALP,s(t) := QUALP1,s(t)                                                                                                           ∗ 
 

Example 3.19 Sample quality valuation for a prioritized preference 

For Marge’s next purchase due to her latest experiences she changed her mind and believes the 
most important factor for notebook reselling is the make. This is more important than the clock 
frequency, which itself is more important than the main memory. Then the subordinated attributes 
are the weight and last the price. In preference algebra this can be formulated as the prioritized 
preference  
 
       P := Pmake & Pmhz & Pram & Pweight & Pprice. 
 
In Table 3.10 the preference quality information for each Pj is given for one result tuple t. Analogue 
to Table 3.5, the stars denote the qualities for the preferences involved. With the quality valuation 
of Definition 3.27 the quality for P is computed simply as follows: 
 
       QUALP,s(t) := QUALPmake,s(t) = ‘good’ 
 
 

‘perfect’      
‘very good’      

‘good’      
‘acceptable’      
‘sufficient‘      

 Make 
CPU 
MHz 

MB 
RAM 

Weight Price 

Table 3.10 Sample qualities referring to a prioritized preference 

⌂ 
 

Lemma 3.10 

For the quality valuation of a prioritized preference P := P1 & … & Pd, d ≥ 2, according to 
Definition 3.27 it holds that 
 
       for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’).                ∗ 
 

Proof 3.10 

All preferences Pj satisfy the postulate of Definition 3.3. Thus, by t <P t’ two cases can be consid-
ered for Definition 3.27.  

 dominating 
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       1.) t’ is preferred over t because of P2, …, Pd. Then  
           QUALP1,s(t) = QUALP1,s(t’) ⇒ QUALP,s(t) = QUALP,s(t’) 
       2.) t’ is preferred over t because of P1. Then 
           QUALP1,s(t) ≤ QUALP1,s(t’) ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’)                                                        
 
The valuation of Definition 3.27 is the only reasonable. A further correct valuation regarding the 
postulate of Definition 3.3 would be to valuate all result tuples t with the same quality. Although 
this just satisfies the postulate it is not comprehensible for a customer. Moreover this valuation 
would contradict the general model of the QUALP,s-function as defined in Definition 3.9, demand-
ing that at least the first and the last partition are not empty. It would be possible but also not very 
intuitive to constantly shift the quality of a prioritized preference one level higher or lower than 
defined in Definition 3.27. The question still left is whether there is a correct valuation with a real 
impact, i.e. no constant valuation or no constant shift of the valuation, of one or more subordinated 
preferences P2, …, Pd. The following Lemma 3.11 shows that there is no further correct valuation. 
 

Lemma 3.11 

For the valuation of a prioritized preference P := P1 & … & Pd there is no general correct valuation 
regarding the postulate of Definition 3.3 with a real impact of QUALP2,s, …, QUALPd,s.                  ∗ 
 

Proof 3.11 

This proof is performed for the case P := P1 & P2. The generalization to P1 & … & Pd is obvious. 
The first assumption is that there could be a correct quality valuation without impact of 
QUALP1,s(t). This means the valuation would be the following: Given is a prioritized preference  
P := P1 & P2 in a situation s, where for all Pj, j = 1, 2 it holds that QUALPj,s(t) fulfills the postulate 
of Definition 3.3. The valuation for a result element t in a situation s would be defined as:  
        QUALP,s(t) := QUALP2,s(t).  
The following counter-example shows the contradiction to the postulate of Definition 3.3. Consid-
ering two possible elements t, t’ with the following properties:  
       a) t <P t’ 
       b) QUALP2,s(t) > QUALP2,s(t’)  
Because of b) and the suggested valuation approach ⇒ QUALP,s(t) > QUALP,s(t’). Because of a) 
this is a contradiction according to the quality postulate of Definition 3.3. 
 
Thus, QUALP1,s(t) must have an impact on QUALP,s(t). It is to be shown that QUALP1,s(t) has in-
deed the only real impact. Assuming in case of QUALP1,s(t) < QUALP2,s(t) that the quality of 
QUALP,s(t) can be shifted to a higher quality level than QUALP1,s(t). The following counter-
example shows the contradiction. Considering two possible elements t, t’ with the following prop-
erties:  
       1.) t <P1 t’ 
       2.) QUALP1,s(t) < QUALP2,s(t) 
       3.) QUALP1,s(t’) > QUALP2,s(t’) 
       4.) QUALP1,s(t) = QUALP1,s(t’) 
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With these properties and the suggestion to rise the quality in case of QUALP1,s(t) < QUALP2,s(t) for 
all elements t the contradiction according to the quality postulate of Definition 3.3 will be shown: 
Because of the partitioning within the QUALP,s-function both have the same valuation regarding P1 
(4.)), even though t’ is preferred over t according to P1 (1.)). QUALP,s(t’) would be QUALP1,s(t’), 
because of 3.). QUALP,s(t) would be shifted to a higher quality than QUALP1,s(t), because of 2.). 
That means: 
       QUALP,s(t’) = QUALP1,s(t’) = QUALP1,s(t) < QUALP,s(t)  
       ⇒ QUALP,s(t’) < QUALP,s(t) 
That violates the quality postulate of Definition 3.3, because of 1.) ⇒ t <P t’. t’ must not be valu-
ated worse than t ⇒ contradiction.  
 
Shifting the quality to a lower level for a lower QUALP2,s(t) fails analogously. For mathematical 
completeness also the following non-intuitive cases would fail analogously, i.e. to shift the overall 
quality higher than QUALP1,s(t) because of a lower or equal QUALP2,s(t) and vice versa. Thus, the 
impact of QUALP2,s(t) would violate the quality postulate in general. 
 
Last point to clear is whether there is such a pair of tuples. The following brief examples for both 
intuitive cases bring the evidence. Assume properties of audio CDs, namely the price and the run-
time, a given search preference P := P1 & P2, with P1 := LOWEST(price) and P2 := HIGH-
EST(runtime). The QUALP,s-functions might be the following: 
 

       QUALP1,s(t) := 

price 18
18 price 16
16 price 14
14 price01
 10 price

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














 

       QUALP2,s(t) := 

35runtime
45 runtime 35
55 runtime 45
65 runtime55
 runtime 65

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














 

 
Obviously the two sample tuples t := (13, 70) and t’ := (12, 45) satisfy the conditions of 1.) till 4.). 
If the quality of t would be shifted to a better quality because of the ‘perfect’ runtime then it would 
receive a better valuation than t’ even though t’ is preferred over t because of the better price. 
 
Exactly the same example can be used to show the contradiction for the failing dual approach of 
shifting the quality to a lower level if the subordinated preferences are of lower quality. Tuple t’ 
would be shifted to a lower quality than ‘very good’, whereas t would be valuated with ‘very 
good’.                                                                                                                                                    
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Please note that the information of QUALP2,s(t), …, QUALPd,s(t) of a prioritized preference is not 
necessary for the quality of the prioritized preference, but provides valuable arguments for a result 
presentation.  
 

3.4.3 Quality valuation of a numerical preference  

As described in Definition 2.9 the numerical preference is an accumulation of SCORE preferences 
ranked by a combining function. Thus, the valuation is naturally given analogously to the one of 
the SCORE preference by separating the ranges of the combining function.  
 

Definition 3.28 QUALP,s-function of a numerical preference 

Assume a numerical preference P := rankF(P1, P2, …, Pd) in a situation s, where for all  
Pj, j = 1, …, d it holds that Pj is no numerical preference and QUALPj,s(t) fulfills the postulate of 
Definition 3.3. The valuation for a result tuple t is defined as follows:  
 

       QUALP,s(t) := 

(s)b ))(xf ,  ),(xf ),(xF(f
(s)b ))(xf ,  ),(xf ),(xF(f(s)b
(s)b ))(xf ,  ),(xf ),(xF(f(s)b
(s)b ))(xf ,  ),(xf ),(xF(f(s)b

 ))(xf ,  ),(xf ),(xF(f(s)b

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

4dd2211

3dd22114

2dd22113

1dd22112

dd22111

<…
<…≤
<…≤
<…≤

…≤














                             

∗

 

 

Example 3.20 Sample quality valuation for a numerical preference 

Moe has success with his chart analysis (see Example 3.2). Moe’s service is enhanced by two more 
key data. The exact definition is not of interest at this point. In Table 3.11 the results of the func-
tions of the according SCORE preferences are shown. Also the results of the combining function  
 
       F(f1(x, y, z), f2(x, y, z), f3(x, y, z)) := 2* f1(x, y, z) + f2(x, y, z) + 3*f3(x, y, z) 
 
for the numerical preference P are listed, by which means Moe suggests very valuable shares. 

 
 enterprise x y z f1(x,y,z) f2(x,y,z) f3(x,y,z) F(…) 

t1 Coal & Quarry 5,07 39842.40 5108000 0.0395 5.4343 -0.1115 5.1788 
t2 Alaska Beer -3,08 369783.18 27761500 -0.0410 2.2223 -0.3110 1.2073 
t3 Zodiac Inc. 12,23 868375.20 7459200 1.4238 3.0988 1.5687 10.6525 
t4 Nozzle Prod. 1,72 213999.12 1285280 0.2864 8.3322 1.2234 12.5752 

Table 3.11 Sample excerpt of a stock exchange database 

 
For the recommendation service to his favorite customer Homer Moe has designed the following 
QUALP,s-function for P: 
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       QUALP,s(t) := 

0 z))y,(x,f z),y,(x,f z),y,(x,F(f
4 z))y,(x,f z),y,(x,f z),y,(x,F(f0 
8 z))y,(x,f z),y,(x,f z),y,(x,F(f4 
11 z))y,(x,f z),y,(x,f z),y,(x,F(f8  
 z))y,(x,f z),y,(x,f z),y,(x,F(f11

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

321

321

321

321

321

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














 

 
Today, Moe could recommend a perfect result within his recommendation to Homer via online 
service, namely Nozzle Prod.                                                                                                              ⌂ 
 

Lemma 3.12 

For the quality valuation of a numerical preference according to Definition 3.28 it holds that 
        
       for all elements t, t’ with t[A], t’[A] ∈ dom(A): t <P t’ ⇒ QUALP,s(t) ≤ QUALP,s(t’)                 ∗ 
 

Proof 3.12 

This proof can be done analogously to Proof 3.1 a) of the SCORE preference.                                  
 

3.4.4 Quality valuation of grouped preferences 

σ[P groupby A](R) := σ[A↔&P](R) as specified in Definition 2.11 denotes the grouping of prefer-
ences, that means, partitioned for each value of dom(A) the preference P is evaluated over the un-
derlying database relation. As described in section 3.3.14 there is no quality valuation of an ANTI-
CHAIN preference. For the grouped preferences that means each result tuple t in a situation s is 
valuated with QUALP,s(t). 
 

3.4.5 Calculation of QUALP,s 

In the sections 3.3 and 3.4 the quality valuation functions were defined for each base and complex 
preference in the form QUALP,s(t). The following algorithm uses these definitions to calculate the 
qualities of any given Preference P. In this, the structure of the complex preferences is used to cal-
culate recursively the quality of each combined preference. Thus, all presentation arguments re-
garding the quality are computed by this algorithm. With this algorithm the complex attribute Q of 
BMO+ of Definition 3.4 can be calculated.  
 

Algorithm 3.1 Calculation of the quality valuations of a search result 

Assume a preference P and the QUALP,s-functions for all preferences, which are combined in P, for 
the situation s. Then the calculation of the quality valuations for a result tuple t ∈ BMO is defined 
as follows: 
 
   0:   calc(QUALP,s(t)) := 
   1:                                   case P is a base preference 
   2:                                       then return QUALP,s(t) according to Definition 3.10 - Definition 3.20; 
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   3:                                   case P is a prioritized preference of the form P := P1 & … & Pd 
   4:                                       then for j = 1, …, d do calc(QUALPj,s(t)) and  
   5:                                       return QUALP,s(t) according to Definition 3.27; 
   6:                                   case P is a Pareto preference of the form P := P1 ⊗ … ⊗ Pd  
   7:                                       then for j = 1, …, d do calc(QUALPj,s(t)) and 
   8:                                       return QUALP,s(t) according to Definition 3.23 - Definition 3.26; 
   9:                                   case P is a numerical preference of the form P := rankF(P1, P2, …, Pd) 
  10:                                      then for j = 1, …, d do calc(QUALPj,s(t)) and 
  11:                                      return QUALP,s(t) according to Definition 3.28;                                   ∗ 
 

Theorem 3.1 Properties and correctness of Algorithm 3.1 

For Algorithm 3.1 it holds that: 
a) It computes the overall quality for a tuple t ∈ BMO for the preference P in a situation s. 
b) It computes the qualities of all preferences, which are involved in P, in a situation s for a 

tuple t ∈ BMO. 
c) All involved base preference qualities hold the postulate of Definition 3.3. 
d) All involved complex preferences hold the postulate of Definition 3.3.  
e) The algorithm terminates correctly.                                                                                        ∗ 

 

Proof 3.13 

The propositions of Theorem 3.1 are correct: 
a) This is the return value of the algorithm, thus if b) holds, then also this is proved. 
b) If P of the input parameter QUALP,s(t) is a base preference, then in line 2 the correct value 

is returned. Otherwise P is complex and its quality is computed in one case of the lines 3, 
6, or 9. There the qualities of all base preferences, which are accumulated on this level, are 
computed with one call of calc(..). Qualities of accumulated complex preferences are com-
puted recursively.  

c) This is immediately given by the exclusive usage of Definition 3.10 - Definition 3.20 and 
proved in Lemma 3.1 - Lemma 3.6. 

d) This is immediately given by the exclusive usage of Definition 3.23 - Definition 3.26, 
Definition 3.27, and Definition 3.28  and proved in Lemma 3.7 - Lemma 3.12. 

e) If P of the input parameter QUALP,s(t) is a base preference, then it terminates. Otherwise 
the complex preference P terminates when the recursive call receives back all the sub-calls. 
They all terminate in the case of a base preference, because a complex preference is an ac-
cumulation of complex and base preferences and its structure is finite (Noetherian induc-
tion).                                                                                                                                        

Lemma 3.13 

Lemma 3.14 

The complexity of Algorithm 3.1 is Ơ(n), where n is the number of base preferences which are 
accumulated in the input preference P.                                                                                                ∗ 
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Proof 3.14 

Computing the quality for a tuple t according to a base preference constructor is supposed to be a 
constant effort, because only the affiliation to one of the five partitions must be determined. This 
must be done n times for n involved base preferences. The complexity for a numerical complex 
preference is analogously constant and for a prioritized preference the effort is only one step, the 
projection to the first preference involved. These valuations can be necessary at most n times. The 
effort for the quality calculation of a Pareto preference depends on the underlying valuation ap-
proach. Considering the most expensive case if all base preferences are accumulated within one 
preference, all introduced approaches must be analyzed. The pessimistic and optimistic valuation 
need simply a minimum, respective a maximum search which also leads to Ơ(n). The equidistant 
approach needs n-1 additions and one dividing and thus Ơ(n). The median can efficiently be com-
puted in Ơ(n) as shown in [AHU74]. Thus, independent of the choice of the introduced approaches 
the calculation can be done in Ơ(n).                                                                                                     
 
Finally, for a complex nested preference a sample computation is given. 
 

Example 3.21 Sample for a nested complex preference result 

Marge once again wants to order new notebooks from Apu. She has learnt from her experience and 
has now a much better knowledge what could be sold easily. Thus, Marge has four preferences of 
first priority. These four equally important preferences are: 
 

♦ Marge likes the notebook makes HP and Toshiba most. But she avoids Sony. 
♦ About the main memory she prefers the highest possible capacity which is more impor-

tant than her preference about the main memory make. There she likes Infineon and Sam-
sung but avoids Kingston. 

♦ About the CPU Marge likes Intel more than AMD which is more important than the 
clock frequency which should be around 2 GHz. And this is more important than the 
chip set, which should be a slot 2. 

♦ And of course she wants to have a very low notebook price. 
 

These preferences are more important for Marge than the following three equally important 
preferences of second priority: 

 
♦ She prefers the lowest weight for a notebook. 
♦ Moreover, she prefers a warranty period around 3 years which is more important than 

an included home repair service. 
♦ About the delivery terms Marge prefers a very fast delivery which is more important 

than the order quantity, which should be around 40. 
 
The formal sample construction of the described preference(s) based on the preference constructors 
of [Kie02, Kie04] could be expressed as follows: 

♦ Pnbm  := POS/NEG(notebook make, {HP, Toshiba}; {Sony}) 
♦ Pmmc  := HIGHEST(main memory capacity) 
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♦ Pmmm  := POS/NEG(main memory make, {Infineon, Samsung}; {Kingston}) 
♦ Pmm  := Pmmc & Pmmm 
♦ Pcm  := POS/POS(CPU make, {Intel}; {AMD}) 
♦ Pccf  := AROUND(clock frequency, 2) 
♦ Pccs  := POS(chip set, {slot 2}) 
♦ Pcpu  := Pcm & Pccf & Pccs 
♦ Ppr  := LOWEST (price) 
♦ Ppriority1  := Pnbm ⊗ Pmm ⊗ Pcpu ⊗ Ppr 
♦ Pwe  := LOWEST (weight) 
♦ Pwap  := AROUND(warranty period, 3) 
♦ Phrs  := POS(home repair service, {yes}) 
♦ Pwa  := Pwap & Phrs 
♦ Pdti  := LOWEST(delivery time) 
♦ Poq  := AROUND(order quantity, 40) 
♦ Pdte  := Pdti & Poq 
♦ Ppriority2  := Pwe ⊗ Pwa ⊗ Pdte 
♦ P         := Ppriority1 & Ppriority2 

 
Only using the just constructed base preferences P is engineered as 
       P := (Pnbm ⊗ (Pmmc & Pmmm) ⊗ (Pcm & Pccf & Pccs) ⊗ Ppr) & (Pwe ⊗ (Pwap & Phrs) ⊗ (Pdti & Poq)). 
 
This preference construction is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.4 with the according domains, 
where each single box represents a base preference and each surrounding box stands for a complex 
preference. There, boxes side by side visualize a Pareto preference. A box illustrated immediately 
on top of another is one level higher within a prioritized preference. 
 
Apu wants to enable his e-procurement platform for his resellers to do good reasoning during the 
sales dialog. Therefore, for the computation of the preference quality in Marge’s situation at first 
the QUALP,s-functions for each base preference must be defined. Please note that even when the 
quality of a base preference has no impact on the overall quality it is nevertheless necessary to 
know about this quality, because it contains an argument for the result presentation. In the sequel, 
for a better understanding relative or parametric designs of the QUALP,s-functions are already filled 
with absolute data. 
 
Pnbm := POS/NEG(notebook make, {HP, Toshiba}; {Sony}): 
 

       QUALPnbm,s(t) := 
{Sony}  makenotebook 

Sony} HP, {Toshiba,  makenotebook 
HP} {Toshiba,  makenotebook 

,
,
,

'sufficient'
good''
perfect''

∈
∉
∈
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Notebook
Priority 1

Priority 2

Notebook
Make

Main Memory

Capacity

Make

CPU

Make

Clock
Frequency

Chip Set

Price

Weight Warranty

Period

Home
Repair

Delivery terms

Time

Order
Quantity

 

Figure 3.4 A nested complex preference example  

 
For this and the following POS/NEG preferences Apu has decided to apply the moderate approach 
for the QUALP,s-function, i.e. elements which are neither in the POS-set nor in the NEG-set are 
valuated as ‘good’. For the design of the QUALP,s-functions for the following numerical base pref-
erences Apu uses his knowledge about the typical sensibilities of female resellers like Marge. 
 
Pmmc := HIGHEST(main memory capacity): 
 

       QUALPmmc,s(t) := 

256 capacity memory main  
512 capacity memory main 256
768 capacity memory main 512
1024 capacity memory main 768  

capacity memory main  1024

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
<≤
<≤
<≤

≤














 

 
Pmmm := POS/NEG(main memory make, {Infineon, Samsung}; {Kingston}): 
 

       QUALPmmm,s(t) := 
{Kingston}  makememory main 

Kingston} Samsung, {Infineon,  makememory main 
Samsung} {Infineon,  makememory main 

,
,
,

'sufficient'
good''
perfect''

∈
∉
∈








 

 
Concerning the CPU make, Apu has the experience that all his customers normally are also very 
satisfied with a product of the alternative set of the POS/POS preference. Therefore he has applied 
the optimistic approach and designed the following QUALP,s-function: 
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Pcm := POS/POS(CPU make, {Intel}; {AMD}): 
 

       QUALPcm,s(t) := 
AMD} {Intel,  make CPU

{AMD}  make CPU
{Intel}  make CPU

,
,
,

'sufficient'
good'very '

perfect''

∉
∈
∈








 

 
Pccf := AROUND(clock frequency, 2): 
 

       QUALPccf,s(t) := 

frequencyclock 2.6 1.4 frequency clock 
2.6 frequency clock 2.4 1.6 frequency clock 1.4
2.4 frequencyclock 2.2 1.8 frequency clock 1.6
2.2 frequency clock 2.0 2.0 frequency clock 1.8

2.0 frequency clock 

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<∨<
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤

=














 

 
Pccs := POS(chip set, {slot 2}): 
 

       QUALPccs,s(t) := 
2}{slot  set  chip
2}{slot  set  chip

,
,

'sufficient'
perfect''

∉
∈





 

 
Ppr := LOWEST(price): 
 

       QUALPpr,s(t) := 

price3600
3600  price2800
2800  price2000
2000  price1600

1600  price

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














 

 
Pwe := LOWEST(weight): 
 

       QUALPwe,s(t) := 

weight3.5
3.5 weight 9.2

 9.2weight 2.2 
2.2 weight 1.1

1.1 weight 

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














 

 
Phrs := POS(home repair service, {yes}): 
 

       QUALPhrs,s(t) := 
{yes}  servicerepair  home
{yes}  servicerepair  home

,
,

'sufficient'
perfect''

∉
∈
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Pwap := AROUND(warranty period, 3): 
 

       QUALPwap,s(t) := 

periodwarranty 0.5 1.0  periodwarranty 
5.0  periodwarranty 0.4 2.0  periodwarranty 0.1
4.0  periodwarranty 5.3 2.5  periodwarranty 0.2
3.5  periodwarranty 0.3 3.0  periodwarranty 5.2

3.0  periodwarranty 

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<∨<
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤

=














 

 
Pdti := LOWEST(delivery time): 
 

       QUALPdti,s(t) := 

imedelivery t13
13  imedelivery t9  
9  imedelivery t5
5  imedelivery t3

3  imedelivery t

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<
≤<
≤<
≤<

≤














 

 
Poq := AROUND(order quantity, 40): 
 

       QUALPoq,s(t) := 

quantityorder 60 20 quantity order 
60 quantity order 50 30 quantity order 20
50 quantity order 45 35 quantity order 30
45 quantity order 40 40 quantity order 35

40 quantity order 

,
,
,
,
,

'sufficient'
'acceptable'

good''
good'very '

perfect''

<∨<
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤
≤<∨<≤

=














 

 
The application of Marge’s preferences with the selection σ[P](R) using Apu’s notebook database 
relation R delivers the BMO results ti shown in Table 3.12. 
 

nbm Toshiba HP Toshiba Dell Dell Sony 
mmc 512 128 512 1024 1024 1024 
mmm Infineon Kingston Samsung Kingston Micron Micron 
cm Intel AMD AMD VIA VIA AMD 
ccf 2.4 2.0 2.0 1.8 1.4 1.8 
ccs Slot 2 Slot 2 Slot 2 Socket 7 Slot 2 Socket 7 
pr 3649 2333 3011 1699 1711 1599 
we 3.0 2.0 1.9 1.0 1.5 3.1 
wap 3 3 3 2.5 3 3 
hrs yes yes yes no no yes 
dti 7 8 12 3 4 5 
oq 45 35 60 45 23 42 

 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 

Table 3.12 Sample BMO result set for a complex nested preference 

 
Considering e.g. result tuple t1, the qualities computed with the above mentioned QUALP,s-
functions for each base preference lead to 
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♦ QUALPnbm,s(t1)   =  ‘perfect’ 
♦ QUALPmmc,s(t1)  = ‘good’ 
♦ QUALPmmm,s(t1)  = ‘perfect’  
♦ QUALPcm,s(t1)  = ‘perfect’ 
♦ QUALPccf,s(t1)  = ‘good’ 
♦ QUALPccs,s(t1)  = ‘perfect’ 
♦ QUALPpr,s(t1)  = ‘sufficient‘ 
♦ QUALPwe,s(t1)  = ‘acceptable’ 
♦ QUALPwap,s(t1)  = ‘perfect’ 
♦ QUALPhrs,s(t1)  = ‘perfect’ 
♦ QUALPdti,s(t1)  = ‘good’ 
♦ QUALPoq,s(t1)  = ‘very good’ 

 
which is illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 Quality valuations of base preferences for result t1 
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Apu knows about Marge’s objective opinions. Therefore he valuates Pareto preferences with the 
median quality valuation. Thus, the quality for complex preferences in this example is computed 
recursively as follows:  
 

♦ QUALPmm,s(t1)   = ‘good’ 
♦ QUALPcpu,s(t1)  = ‘perfect’ 
♦ QUALPwa,s(t1)  =  ‘perfect’ 
♦ QUALPdte,s(t1)  =  ‘good’ 

 
♦ QUALPpriority1,s(t1) =  ‘good’ 
♦ QUALPpriority2,s(t1) = ‘good’ 

 
♦ QUALP,s(t1)  = ‘good’ 

 
Thus, as an overall impression, the result tuple t1 is valuated as ‘good’. As declared in Definition 
3.4, BMO is extended with the quality information by a complex attribute Q to BMO+. To complete 
the picture and as a sample basis for the next two sections in Table 3.13 the single values of Q are 
computed for the sample BMO of Table 3.12. 
 

Pnbm ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘sufficient‘ 

Pmmc ‘good‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘good‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ 

Pmmm ‘perfect‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘good‘ ‘good‘ 

Pcm ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘very good‘ 

Pccf ‘good‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘acceptable‘ ‘very good‘ 

Pccs ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘sufficient‘ 

Ppr ‘sufficient‘ ‘good‘ ‘acceptable‘ ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ ‘perfect‘ 

Pwe ‘acceptable‘ ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘acceptable‘ 

Pwap ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ 

Phrs ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘perfect‘ 

Pdti ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘acceptable‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ 

Poq ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ ‘acceptable‘ ‘very good‘ ‘acceptable‘ ‘very good‘ 

Pmm ‘good‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘good‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ 

Pcpu ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘sufficient‘ ‘very good‘ 

Pwa ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘perfect‘ 

Pdte ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘acceptable‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ 

Ppriority1 ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘very good‘ 

Ppriority2 ‘good‘ ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ ‘perfect‘ ‘very good‘ ‘very good‘ 

P ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘good‘ ‘very good‘ 

 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 

Table 3.13 The single quality values of Q of a sample BMO+ for a complex nested preference 

⌂ 
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3.5 Filter criterion “but-only” 

The quality valuations with respect to the base preferences as well as for the complex preferences 
have been constructed. This provides important information for the decision which results to pre-
sent. At this point there must be a decision which results are visible for the customer and which 
results should better be hidden and never presented or presented in a second phase. There are vari-
ous reasons for filter criteria BOF (“but-only” filter) to compute BMO* := σBOF(BMO++) (see 
Definition 3.5). Three obvious criteria are introduced in the following Definition 3.29, but of 
course the framework is not limited to these. 
 

Definition 3.29 Filter criteria for a “but-only” filter BOF 

Three important factors for a filter over the search results are 
 

♦ hidden preferences of the knowledge engineer, 

♦ issues of presentation style, 

♦ quality claims of a customer.                                                                                                  ∗ 

 
E.g. in a web shop several vendor preferences could be integrated immediately in a search prefer-
ence P. But there are also lots of criteria that can only be handled after the soft selection. The ven-
dor wants to present only one result per manufacturer, but with highest possible quality for P. 
 
In style guides ([Wie03]) how to present search results one recommendation always is not to pre-
sent too many results at once. That means, if the quantity bound is declared as ‘k’ and there are 
more than k tuples in BMO++ a selection on this quantity must be done. Because the results are all 
best matches, k random picks are one appropriate criterion. By the way, this is similar to a ‘top-k’ 
([BCG02]) search. The compatibility of a preference search based on the model of [Kie02, Kie04] 
to a ‘top-k’ search is shown in [LK02]. 
 
When presenting results also the quality claims personalized for each customer must be respected. 
Some customers are displeased if several of their search preferences could not be respected. This 
kind of BOF can be defined as follows. 
 

Definition 3.30 “But-only” filter criterion for quality claims with respect to base preferences 

aq‘sufficient‘ denotes the frequency of the quality valuation ‘sufficient’ for a result tuple t regarding to 
any base preference constructor involved as defined in Definition 3.4. Respecting the quality 
claims of a customer one filter criterion for BMO++ can be defined as 
 
       aq‘sufficient‘  ≤ x, 
 
to avoid too many ‘sufficient’ valuations for base preferences, namely more than x.                        ∗ 
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Example 3.22 Respecting quality claims of a customer regarding unfulfilled base preferences 

When Marge is visiting Apu’s e-procurement portal she is annoyed when receiving search results 
with more than three ‘sufficient‘ quality valuations according to her base preferences. Considering 
the results of Table 3.13 the bound beyond which results to hide is given in Figure 3.6. In this ex-
ample all results but t4 would be presented, because t4 has four ‘sufficient‘ valuations, all other 
results have even less than three.                                                                                                         
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Figure 3.6 Number of ‘sufficient‘ valuations of a sample BMO++ 

⌂ 
 
This was a criterion with an absolute bound. Of course, also a relative threshold is imaginable. The 
next criterion considers the overall quality. 
 

Definition 3.31 Respecting overall quality claims of a customer wrt. a search preference P 

The overall quality of a result tuple t within BMO++ for the linguistic model of Definition 3.8 is 
instantiated as follows according to Definition 3.4: 

     aqoverall := 














'sufficient' isquality  overall if       
'acceptable' isquality  overall if         

good'' isquality  overall if
good'very ' isquality  overall if        

perfect'' isquality  overall if   

1
2
3
4
5

                                                                         

Respecting the overall quality claims of a customer a filter for BMO++ can be defined as 
 
       aqoverall ≥ y,  
 
where y ∈ 1, …, 5.                                                                                                                               ∗ 
 
This instantiation of aqoverall in BMO++ is also used in the sequel. 
 
 
 

Bound of Marge’s 
tolerated ‘sufficient’ 
valuations 
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Example 3.23 Respecting quality claims of a customer wrt. a search preference P 

Once again considering Table 3.13 and a customer’s quality claim of at least ‘acceptable’ results, 
that means 
 
       aqoverall ≥ 2, 
 
all six tuples would satisfy this selection criterion, because they are all of at least ‘good’ quality.   ⌂ 
 
Also combined approaches are imaginable, e.g. the knowledge engineer applies the “but-only” 
filter aqoverall ≥ 2 if the price per unit is lower than 1000 €. Otherwise he takes the risk to annoy the 
customer in order to possibly realize a very high turnover. These two filter criteria have shown a 
personalized way how not to displease a customer. This aspect of sales psychology leads to the 
next section, the pointing out of one particular search result. 
 

3.6 Selection criterion for pointing out a search result 

Suppose the decision has been made which results to present to the customer. Still in many scenar-
ios it is necessary to point out one or more results. The question which results are the best ones to 
present first is very situation and domain dependent. Agrawal and Wimmer ([AW00]) suggest 
bringing the results into a total order by rating the results with a sum over weighted preferences. 
This kind of presentation conforms to the common suggestion of Wiedemann ([Wie03]) to put the 
best results up front. But there is only a limited expressiveness in this search technology/preference 
model of Agrawal and Wimmer and also limited semantics for a smart presentation order. As 
shown in [Kie04, Cho03], the Pareto preference constructor and the prioritized preference construc-
tor are not sub-constructors of the complex numerical preference constructor. I.e. with a ranking 
model like introduced in [AW00], a Pareto or prioritized preference cannot be formulated in gen-
eral. Yet, this is necessary for several of the following presentation strategies. For pointing out a 
search result general rules for selection criteria are discussed, as well as some very domain depend-
ant ones from the field of sales scenarios in e-procurement. It becomes clear that the preference 
model of [Kie02, Kie04] and the introduced quality valuation of search results form a very power-
ful framework for an easy and intuitive declaration of presentation preferences. Beside the exten-
sive expressiveness of this preference model and the ability to handle conflicts a further important 
advantage, when using preferences instead of hard selection criteria, is that presentation strategies 
formulated as preferences never produce the empty result effect. That means, as an outcome of the 
presentation preference there will always be at least one predestined result to point out. 
 

3.6.1 General selection criteria 

One straight forward approach is to pick out a result with the best available overall quality, namely 
the highest AQoverall. 
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Definition 3.32 Presentation preferences regarding the overall quality 

Assume a result set BMO*. The presentation preference regarding the highest overall quality 
within BMO* is defined as: 
 
       PP := HIGHEST(AQoverall)                                                                                                            ∗ 
 

Example 3.24 Presentation preference with the highest overall quality 

Considering the sample results of Table 3.13 the following overall qualities are given: 
 

‘perfect’       
‘very good’       

‘good’       
‘acceptable’       
‘sufficient‘       

 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 

Table 3.14 Sample of overall qualities of a BMO result set 

 
Assuming the preference HIGHEST(AQoverall) with the most psychological advantage, t6 would be 
the article to point out.                                                                                                                         ⌂                                     
 
If this presentation preference PP delivers more than one result then a random pick out of these is 
an appropriate way. To get many presentation arguments for a good reasoning, it is very useful to 
pick out the results with the highest number of high quality single characteristics, i.e. with the most 
perfectly fulfilled base preferences. This leads to the next selection criterion.  
 

Definition 3.33 Selection criterion with highest quantity of most positive result characteristics 

Assume a result set BMO* with the aggregated attributes AQ’perfect’, AQ’very good’, AQ’good’, and 
AQ’acceptable’, counting the quality valuations with respect to the base preferences for a result t. Then 
the selection criterion for the highest quantity of most positive result characteristics is defined as 
the following complex presentation preference: 
 
       PP := HIGHEST(AQ’perfect’) & 
                   HIGHEST(AQ’very good’) & 
                     HIGHEST(AQ’good’) & 
                       HIGHEST(AQ’acceptable’)                                                                                                ∗ 
 
The selection criterion of Definition 3.33 first picks out results with most ‘perfectly’ satisfied base 
preferences. If there is an equal number of ‘perfect’ statements then within these results the results 
with the most ‘very good’ valuations are delivered and so forth. Please note that base preferences 
that are subordinated in a prioritized preference have no impact on the overall quality. But indeed 
they are important presentation arguments and they have a real impact on this selection criterion.  
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Example 3.25 Sample selection for selection criterion of Definition 3.33 

Referring to Table 3.13 the frequencies of the five possible quality terms are illustrated in Figure 
3.7. With the presentation preference of Definition 3.33 the results t1 and t3 are best matches with 
respect to the accumulated preference of first priority. Because result t1 has one ‘very good’ valua-
tion less, t3 is the one to point out.                                                                                                       ⌂ 
 
The dual approach consists in avoiding negative impressions, which often displeases a customer. 
This approach is defined analogously in the sequel. 
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Figure 3.7 Sample frequencies of quality terms 

 

Definition 3.34 Selection criterion with lowest quantity of most negative result characteristics 

Assume a result set BMO* with the aggregated attributes AQ’very good’, AQ’good’, AQ’acceptable’, and 
AQ‘sufficient‘, counting the quality valuations regarding the base preferences for a result t. Then the 
selection criterion for the lowest quantity of most negative result characteristics is defined as the 
following complex presentation preference: 
 
       PP := LOWEST(AQ‘sufficient‘) & 
                   LOWEST(AQ’acceptable’) & 
                     LOWEST(AQ’good’) & 
                       LOWEST(AQ’very good’)                                                                                                  ∗ 
 

Example 3.26 Sample selection for selection criterion of Definition 3.34 

Considering the sample illustrated in Figure 3.7 result 3 is the only one with no ‘sufficient‘ valua-
tion and would therefore be selected according to the selection criterion of Definition 3.34.           ⌂ 
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Of course, also a Pareto combination of the last two mentioned dual presentation preference defini-
tions is helpful to receive a more balanced impression. The last two presentation preferences have 
considered single characteristics. For some customers only the qualitative arguments are important. 
Therefore, a variant would be to consider only arguments of the first priority of a prioritized prefer-
ence. The definition of the corresponding presentation preference is obvious. Another way to ex-
ploit the semantics of a prioritized preference P := P1 & P2 is to prefer the overall quality of P1, 
which is the overall quality of P, over the overall quality of P2. That means, if there are several 
results with the same overall quality, then the results with the best quality regarding the second 
priority of the preference are preferred.  
 

Definition 3.35 Selection criterion for a prioritized preference wrt. the priority level qualities 

Assume a result set BMO* as the result of a search preference P := P1 & P2 including AQoverall_P1 
and AQoverall_P2, which are analogously defined to AQoverall. The presentation preference PP regard-
ing a preferred highest overall quality of the first priority level of P over the highest overall quality 
of the second priority level within BMO* is defined as: 
 
       PP := HIGHEST(AQoverall_P1) & HIGHEST(AQoverall_P2)                                                              ∗ 
 

Example 3.27 Sample selection with the criterion of Definition 3.35 

Considering the sample of Table 3.13 and the underlying search preference P := Ppriority1 & Ppriority2 
all but result 6 have an overall valuation of ‘good’ quality for priority level one, result 6 is of ‘very 
good’ quality regarding priority one. Thus, result tuple 6 would be the one to point out.  
 
Considering the same result set without result 6. Because all five results have a ‘good’ valuation 
regarding priority one, the best overall quality of the second priority is decisive. Result tuple 4 is 
the best one with a ‘perfect’ valuation regarding priority two.                                                           ⌂ 
 
A further possibility for a credible approach is to present a result where the single arguments con-
firm the overall impression. 
 

Definition 3.36 Selection criterion with highest quantity of single valuations equal to overall 
valuation  

Assume a result set BMO*. Let vj denote the linguistic term of the overall quality. As defined in 
Definition 3.4 AQvj denotes the frequency of base preferences, which are valuated with vj. Then the 
selection criterion for the highest quantity of result characteristics equal to the overall quality is 
defined as the following presentation preference: 
 
       PP := HIGHEST(AQvj)  
 
Please note that this must be considered separately for each occurring overall quality.                     ∗ 
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Example 3.28 Sample selection with the criterion of Definition 3.36 

Considering the sample of Table 3.13 all but result 6 have an overall valuation of ‘good’ quality, 
result 6 is of ‘very good’ quality. Thus, decisive for the results 1 - 5 is the corresponding number of 
‘good’ single characteristics, for result 6 the number of ‘very good’ single characteristics. Figure 
3.8 shows the corresponding number for each result. Result 6 delivers four confirming arguments 
and therefore is the best match of this presentation preference. 
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Figure 3.8 Quantity of single characteristics with equal quality to the overall quality 

⌂ 
 
The above mentioned presentation preferences are intuitive standard rules ([Wie03]) that of course 
can be combined in any way. To prove that also the world of the weighted sum models, e.g. 
[AW00], can be satisfied with this framework the next approach is based on the SCORE preference 
and on the single qualities of the base preferences involved. 
 

Definition 3.37 Selection criterion with combined ranked quality valuations  

Assume a result set BMO* with the aggregated attributes AQ’perfect’, AQ’very good’, AQ’good’, 
AQ’acceptable’, and AQ‘sufficient‘. Then the selection criterion with combined ranked quality valuations 
with respect to base preferences can be defined with the scoring function  
 
       f(t) := w1 · aq’perfect’ + w2 · aq’very good’ + w3 · aq’good’ + w4 · aq’acceptable’ + w5 · aq‘sufficient‘ 

 
as the preference PP := SCORE(A, f) over the relation BMO*.                                                         ∗ 
 
This selection criterion is given to complete the picture for those knowledge engineers who work 
with the philosophy of weighted sums. All available results are best matches and therefore there 
might be a reason for any kind of scoring definition for the selection out of the best matches. One 
constructed example demonstrates a use case.  
 

Example 3.29 Selection by combined ranked quality valuations 

Considering the results of Table 3.13 and assuming an interest in a high quantity of fulfilled base 
preferences Definition 3.37 could be used as follows. Because of the interest in a high quantity of 
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positive characteristics a knowledge engineer could define the weights as w1 = 10, w2 = 9, w3 = 7, 
w4 = 2, and w5 = 0. For ‘Result 1’ the ranking function is calculated as follows: 
 
  f(t1) = 10 · 6 + 9 · 1 + 7 · 3 + 2 · 1 + 0 · 1 = 92. 
 
In brief the other results, i.e. f(t2) = 91, f(t3) = 91, f(t4) = 73, f(t5) = 75, and f(t6) = 85. With the 
highest score of 92 the result number 1 would be selected first in this scenario.                               ⌂ 
 

3.6.2 Presentation criteria in sales scenarios 

As a special domain, selection criteria for a presentation within a sales scenario, e.g. an e-
procurement store, are discussed in this section. Especially in a sales dialog it is very important to 
choose the adequate products to point out, i.e. to follow a special sales strategy ([Rac89, HS98]). 
The style of a good vendor is to actively recommend one or more results and to argue why this is 
an appropriate product. Thereby, the vendor can improve his believability when he is able to ade-
quately valuate the alternatives ([Bec98]). And of course, the better the quality of a search result 
the higher is the psychological advantage for the vendor within a result presentation. 
 
There is not the only perfect strategy to convince a customer. Many cognitive factors and factors of 
the environment have an impact on the success of a sales scenario, as is mentioned in most sales 
models and models of consumer choice behavior ([Bän85]). Some people can be convinced by a 
more blatant offering. Other people positively react to an offer, when positive and negative aspects 
of the search result are discussed. Also vendors have different utility functions. In this section, ma-
jor aspects for the selection of the search result, which should be pointed out, are discussed. There 
can even be conflicting aspects, e.g. when there is a result in the result set with lots of high-quality 
presentation arguments and there is a further result with a higher profit for the vendor. Therefore, 
for each criterion it is shown how to easily select the adequate result. Each selection criterion is 
declaratively defined as a preference according to the model of [Kie02, Kie04]. As shown these 
preferences can flexibly be combined into more complex preferences, even if there are conflicts in 
the preferences. With the following definitions of criteria a flexible framework is given to support 
well-known aspects of sales strategies concerning the selection of a result, which is actively rec-
ommended out of the presented result set. This describes a prime example for the usage of soft 
selections. 
 
In the literature about consumer choice behavior all models treat the quality of the offered goods 
with respect to the customer’s preferences as a major cognitive factor ([Nic66, EBK78, HS69, 
Han72]). Thus, the rules discussed in Definition 3.32 to Definition 3.36 that focus on good argu-
ments regarding the preferences are also highly relevant for an intuitive and sales strategy driven 
query result presentation. But it is not always suitable to present the very best alternatives at first. 
Hansen ([Han72]) emphasizes that it depends on the situation, i.e. on the person involved, the loca-
tion, and many other factors. Hansen also points out that it is very important for a customer to con-
sider alternatives. It depends on the customer whether he wants to be presented with the best avail-
able alternative or wants to discover it by himself. Especially when opening a bargaining session in 
some situations it is smarter not to start with the best alternative, e.g. for having the possibility to 
qualitatively improve the offer during the negotiations ([Kni89, Shi97, Bir79]). Therefore, the fol-
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lowing selection criterion might be useful, e.g. in order to start with an alternative of middle qual-
ity. 
 

Definition 3.38 Presentation preferences regarding the overall quality 

Assume a result set BMO* including AQoverall. The presentation preference PP regarding a special 
desired overall quality within BMO* is defined as: 
 
       PP := AROUND(AQoverall)                                                                                                            ∗ 
 
A further very important selection criterion is the price according to the sales psychologist Bänsch 
([Bän85]). He argues that on the one side recommending a result out of the visible result set with a 
high price shows the customer a high appreciation of his financial strength. But on the other side, 
this is embarrassing if the customer actually does not have this financial strength. Thus, the rule is 
when knowing about the highest price preference of a customer, then the result with the highest 
price and hence the semantically supposed item of highest product quality should be presented. If 
there is no knowledge about such a financial strength or the will to buy the most expensive alterna-
tive, then an alternative of a middle price up to a high price or even with the second highest price 
should be recommended. This shows appreciation of the customer, but it is not embarrassing for 
him when he cannot afford this product. And, in case of financial strength there is even a window 
of opportunity for the customer to step up to a product of higher quality and price, which boosts his 
ego. That leads to the following two selection criteria in Definition 3.39. 
 

Definition 3.39 Highest or second highest price selection 

Assume a result set BMO* including an attribute price. The presentation preference PPh regarding 
the highest price is canonically defined as 
 

       PPh := HIGHEST(price). 

 
The presentation preference PPsh regarding the second highest price can be defined as 
 
       PPsh := HIGHEST(price) 
 
over the relation {BMO*\ σ[PPh](BMO*)}.                                                                                       ∗ 
 
In this section so far selection criteria were introduced for convincing the customer or for providing 
decision support to him in various situations. Moreover, the vendor may have his own preferences 
resulting out of BMO*, that he presents to support his utility function most, e.g. to increase his 
turnover. The following Definition 3.40 shows three typical vendor preferences supporting the 
business strategy of a vendor. 
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Definition 3.40 Vendor preferences within a presentation preference 

Let price, profit, and purchase date be the corresponding attributes of BMO*. Then the vendor pref-
erences for the presentation are for   
 
       a maximal turnover:  HIGHEST(price), 
       a maximal profit:   HIGHEST(profit), 
       promoting slow sellers:  LOWEST(purchase date).                                                                ∗ 
 
Yet, these vendor preferences/utility functions ([WD02]) do nothing to convince the customer or to 
support his decision process. Naturally, good arguments to convince a customer are products that 
satisfy his preferences. But all selection criteria were intuitively formulated as wishes, i.e. as soft 
conditions over the result set. Thus, all presentation preferences introduced can be applied in com-
bination, where conflicts within the aggregated preferences can easily be handled due to the flexi-
ble underlying theory of [Kie02, Kie04]. 
 

Example 3.30 Aggregated presentation preferences in a sales scenario 

Continuing Example 3.21, where Marge queries Apu’s notebook database, he wants to point out 
the results with the most ‘perfect’ single sales arguments. If possible, without adverse effect he 
wants to support his turnover per piece (see Definition 3.40). I.e. Apu’s presentation preference 
reads as: 
 
       PP := HIGHEST(AQ’perfect’) & HIGHEST(price) 
 
With reference to Table 3.12 and Table 3.13 and Figure 3.7 result t1 and t3 both have the most ‘per-
fect’ sales arguments, i.e. six. Apu will present t1, because within these two results t1 supports his 
turnover better. With the gathered information Apu can now present the six best matching results 
and can point out the one reflecting his presentation preference. He argues as follows, where he 
decides for a blatant argumentation: 
 

“There are six best matches with respect to your preferences. I recommend 
the Toshiba notebook position. It perfectly matches your desired manufacturer 
and perfectly fulfills your preferences regarding to warranty period, home re-
pair service, chip set, and the CPU and main memory make. This is a good 
choice.” 

 
Apu only uses the ‘perfect’ arguments without mentioning some negative aspects. For the credibil-
ity he adds the statement about the ‘good’ overall quality.                                                                  
 
If Apu considers single sales arguments equally important to a high turnover then the following 
presentation preference describes the sales strategy: 
 
       PP := HIGHEST(AQ’perfect’) ⊗ HIGHEST(price) 
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Please note in [Kie04] is shown that this strategy can not be expressed by a preference model based 
on ranking.                                                                                                                                           ⌂ 
 

3.7 Valuating results of other search technologies 

In this chapter a powerful framework has been developed so far for valuating search results. Filter 
criteria applied to the result set have been discussed and selection criteria have been defined ac-
cording to general presentation rules and rules designed especially for a sales strategy driven pres-
entation. The customer-friendly and intuitive BMO search of [Kie02, Kie04] was used as the initial 
position, because this approach does not bother the customer with irrelevant results dominated by 
other ones and delivers all relevant results at once. In this last section it is pointed out that the in-
troduced presentation framework is not limited to a BMO search result set. Indeed, every imagin-
able result set could be used as input within this framework, e.g. the result set of a so called ‘top-k’ 
search as introduced in [BCG02]. This framework is universal, because it satisfies the postulate of 
Definition 3.3 and because the valuation itself is based on the flexible, intuitive and semantics 
based preference model of [Kie02, Kie04]. This is briefly discussed in the following example. 
 

Example 3.31 Preference based presentation on an arbitrary search result 

Homer wants to buy cheese at Apu’s online store. He prefers cheddar cheese with a fat content of 
around 55%. Equally important, the state of production should be California. Apu’s search en-
gine has computed results t1 - t3 for Homer’s preference  
 
       P := POS(Sort, {Cheddar}) ⊗ AROUND(Fat content, 55) ⊗ POS(State, {California}), 
 
as shown in Table 3.15, following the presentation rule of a presentation style guide to present at 
least three alternatives to a customer. 
 
 

Sort Cheddar Cheddar Camembert 
Fat content 45 10 50 
State California Oregon California 
 t1 t2 t3 

Table 3.15 Sample arbitrary search result set 

 
Without describing the details, the quality valuation is assumed to deliver the following overall 
qualities: 
 

♦ QUALP,s(t1) := ‘very good’ 
♦ QUALP,s(t2) := ‘acceptable’ 
♦ QUALP,s(t3) := ‘good’ 

 
Homer senses the quality valuations as appropriate, but does not really understand why Apu also 
put t2 on the result table, because t2 is dominated by t1.                                                                      ⌂ 
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Presenting dominated results is not senseless in general as discussed in [Han72]. If there are only 
few results, it is often a successful strategy to additionally present some bad results to the customer. 
He might be convinced of the best matching alternatives, because obviously other available results 
are even worse. But as seen in this example, the design of the introduced presentation framework 
also intuitively supports other result sets than the canonical BMO. 
 
The theory has been implemented and is in the following named as the Preference Presenter tech-
nology. Summarizing, with its help search results can be valuated according to each involved pref-
erence. Quality claims and other filter criteria can be applied. Out of the result set, one or more 
results can be pointed out that are preferred for a proactive presentation. Presentation preferences 
for this purpose can be flexibly combined to support a special presentation strategy. In the next 
chapter it is shown that this preference based presentation framework plays a major role in an 
automated offer composition within the e-procurement sales process. 
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4 Personalized Offer Composition for E-Procurement 

E-procurement today is a very lengthy and costly process. Scrolling through huge electronic prod-
uct catalogs is still state-of-the-art. In this chapter the process of purchasing goods is analyzed re-
garding an improved, automated electronic procurement process. In the second section personal-
ized and preference based technologies are composed to realize this automated process for an effec-
tive e-procurement. There, two novel frameworks for a personalized price fixing are introduced. 
Following this approach, data integration aspects are discussed, under consideration of existing IT 
standards, for easily integrating data from product databases and customer relationship manage-
ment systems ([RL02]).  
 

4.1 E-procurement - state-of-the-art 

This section outlines the workflow of an e-procurement process for searching and purchasing prod-
ucts that support a fully automated offer composition. Afterwards, current problems of state-of-the-
art applications are discussed.  
 

4.1.1 Automated e-procurement sales process 

As described in [ÖFA01] an e-procurement process for the customer consists of four steps, i.e. 
searching through catalogs for desired products, pricing and ordering, delivery, and payment and 
controlling. Yet, some parts are still done manually. To build up an automated offer composition in 
e-procurement applications the workflow of the first two steps is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Firstly, 
the shopping cart is filled step by step with desired products and corresponding quantities. This 
process includes the product search, a sales strategy based presentation of the search results, and 
the decision, whether to put one or more results into the shopping cart, eventually. Secondly, the 
price for the shopping cart as a whole is determined. According to his practice the customer bar-
gains about the price. At last, the customer has the choice whether to accept the offer or to get an 
open offer valid for a specific period. Of course, the individual steps in that process are not bound 
to a linear sequence of actions. It is possible and reasonable to reiterate some steps, e.g. to change 
the shopping cart after the price offer. For an effective and efficient sales process at the product 
presentation as well as at the price fixing, i.e. at the price offer and during the bargaining, cross 
selling, up selling, and down selling are very important sales techniques. Detailed information and 
how to apply them are described in economy literature ([Dom02]). Please note that cross/up and 
down selling can also have an impact on the correlated price of a product (bundle). This aspect is 
separately handled in this thesis. 
 

Definition 4.1 Cross selling 

Cross selling means to proactively offer additional products AP which are in relation to the current 
products of concern CP. A cross selling attempt of the vendor is defined as 
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       cross_selling(CP, AP) a PB, 
 
where PB is the new product bundle, with CP ⊆ PB.                                                                          ∗ 
 

/ accept, reject, open offer

Product Search

Bargaining

Price Offer

Product Bundle Composition

Product Presentation Sales Strategies
Cross/Up/Down Selling

Negotiation Strategies
Cross/Up/Down Selling
Economical Parameters

Customer

 

Figure 4.1 Workflow of an automatic offer composition 

 

Example 4.1 Cross selling 

Homer asks Apu’s web store for notebooks and “Dolby Surround” loudspeakers. Beside the desired 
notebooks and loudspeakers, Apu’s web shop also proactively offers fitting carry cases for the 
notebooks, three-year warranty packages for the notebooks, and also the necessary sound cards for 
the advanced loudspeakers. Homer accepts all but the sound cards. So, Apu’s cross selling attempt 
is written as  
 
       cross_selling({notebooks, loudspeakers}, {carry cases, warranty packages, sound cards}) =  
                                        {notebooks, loudspeakers, carry cases, warranty packages} 
 
with the new shopping cart content of concern.                                                                                  ⌂ 
 
Thus, cross selling can increase the turnover but can also improve the customer satisfaction, be-
cause it is a helpful service to recommend useful accessories or even mandatory additional prod-
ucts. Down selling and up selling are defined for the more common case where only one product is 
in the focus, but of course can also be applied to product bundles.  
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Definition 4.2 Down selling 

Down selling means to proactively offer a cheaper product dp instead of the product cp, which is 
the product of current concern, to safe the sale or to improve the customer satisfaction. A down 
selling attempt of the vendor is defined as 
 
       down_selling(cp, dp) a p, 
 
where p is the product of concern after this down selling attempt with p ∈ {cp, dp} and 
pricep ≤ pricecp.                                                                                                                                    ∗ 
 

Example 4.2 Down selling 

Homer asks Apu’s web store for Hewlett Packard notebooks. But the price for these high-quality 
notebooks is far above the clouds for Homer’s financial scope. So, as an alternative Apu’s shop 
offers notebooks from Acer. Homer is convinced of this cheaper alternative. This down selling 
attempt is written as  
 
       down_selling(Hewlett Packard notebooks, Acer notebooks) = Acer notebooks 
 
with the new notebooks of concern.                                                                                                    ⌂ 
 

Definition 4.3 Up selling 

Up selling is to proactively offer a more expensive product up instead of the product cp, that is 
currently considered by the customer, in order to increase the turnover. An up selling attempt of the 
vendor is defined as 
 
       up_selling(cp, up) a p, 
 
where p is the product of concern after this up selling attempt with p ∈ {cp, up} and  
pricep ≥ pricecp.                                                                                                                                    ∗ 
 

Example 4.3 Up selling 

Marge asks Apu’s web store for very cheap Sony notebooks. But Apu knows about the financial 
strength of Marge and her tendency to high-quality goods. During the bargaining he proactively 
offers notebooks from Hewlett Packard and persuades Marge with his arguments about the quality. 
This up selling attempt is written as  
 
       up_selling(Sony notebooks, Hewlett Packard notebooks) = Hewlett Packard notebooks.          ⌂ 
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4.1.2 Deficiencies of state-of-the-art technology 

The last section has shown the necessary steps for a sales automation. Yet, there are still enormous 
problems for a realization of this process with state-of-the-art technology that are discussed in the 
following three categories. 
 
1. Product search 
The misery starts with the product search. Customers are mostly still used to scroll manually 
through huge electronic product catalogs, which is very intensive in terms of time and costs. A 
better way would of course be to use a search engine in combination with an intuitive and cus-
tomer-friendly interface, like many B2C shops do. But the problem in B2B is the complexity and 
the variety of characteristics of the products. Thus, state-of-the-art approaches to find desired prod-
ucts are not enough for the customer ([XAF03]). Today’s search engines interpret the customer’s 
search conditions as hard constraints and often confront him with the empty result effect. When 
interpreting the constraints as ‘or’-conditions, the flooding effect with irrelevant results occurs. A 
further approach is to iteratively ask the customer to soften his search criteria, which is a very frus-
trating and time-intensive process. There is the need for a search engine that delivers best alterna-
tives when there is no perfect match. A preference search engine as described in section 2.2 solves 
this problem. 
 
2. Smart sales approaches 
Unlike human sales agents, e-business applications do not consider principles of sales psychology 
when presenting the search results. In the real world a sales agent has to find a way to satisfy his 
own preferences and the preferences of the customer as well as possible, which is a challenging act. 
To convince the customer of the goods offered a major factor is to argue about the quality of the 
presented products with respect to the search preferences. This is stated by well-known models of 
customer choice behavior ([Nic66, HS69, EBK78, Han72]) within sales scenarios. Some of today’s 
search engines compute alternatives in case of a missing perfect match, but they are not able to 
provide semantic information about the search result quality. This information can be provided by 
the Preference Presenter. Moreover, there is no information about product coherences like manda-
tory articles fitting selected products. As a good service, the customer may normally expect to get 
additional information from an attentive vendor whether there are useful accessories to the con-
cerning products. For example, often a printer cable is missed after buying a printer. But besides 
cross selling a good e-procurement portal should even be able to use up and down selling tech-
niques, e.g. when it recognizes that the products are too expensive for the customer, in order to safe 
a sale. For a deep personalization, there must be known whether a customer is sensitive for e.g. 
cross selling. This information can be managed in a Preference Repository. 
 
3. Price fixing 
Current e-procurement portals either are not able to tell a price for the products of the shopping cart 
or only summarize list prices for the concerning goods. A customer expects to be individually 
treated according to his price preferences and general conditions, e.g. net price freight included. 
And of course, he expects personalized discounts, according to his buying position and behavior. 
E.g. a customer who often orders blue clear stock boxes expects a higher discount for this article. 
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Also this can be managed in a Preference Repository. Depending on the customer’s buying pattern, 
an advanced e-procurement portal should provide the opportunity for further price discussions. 
 

4.2 Preference based components 

Advanced e-commerce applications require a high level of personalization and must be able to 
react to different situations. This section presents a novel approach how to effectively realize the 
business process of Figure 4.1 while solving the problems of section 4.1.2 by composing prefer-
ence based components. 
 

4.2.1 Technology for a preference based and smart product composition 

The iterative product search and result presentation that leads to a product bundle composition as 
described in the upper box of Figure 4.1 is a decisive procedure. A search technology that respects 
customer preferences and therefore avoids the first deficiencies described in section 4.1.2, was 
described in section 2.2. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, where the interplay of preference technology 
for the product bundle composition is shown, alternatively Preference SQL or Preference XPath 
respect the customer’s present search preferences as well as his long-term search preferences, and 
the vendor’s preferences. The BMO result set is delivered to the Preference Presenter.  
 

Preference SQL
Preference XPath

Customer

Preference Repository
BMO result set

quality claims,
sensibility for up/down/cross selling

presentation preferences

long-term search preferences
vendor preferences

search preferences

Preference Presenter

 

Figure 4.2 Preference based composition of the shopping cart 

 
How to smartly present the results is extensively elaborated in chapter 3, including the feature to 
apply different sales strategies. In this, the presentation preferences which represent major aspects 
of the sales strategies are arranged in the Preference Repository with its situational context. The 
Preference Presenter also gains information about the quality claims of the customer as well as 
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further vendor dependent ‘but-only’ filter criteria from the Preference Repository. Furthermore, for 
different situations the sensibility for up selling, down selling, or cross selling of a customer during 
the product bundle composition is individually stored. E.g. a predestined moment for a cross selling 
attempt is when a customer adds presented products to his shopping cart. Therefore, this personal-
ized approach is able to cope with the second set of problems in section 4.1.2. The compatibility of 
the composed technologies shown in Figure 4.2 is given, since they all base on the same intuitive 
preference model of [Kie02, Kie04]. 
 
For a standardized and comfortable data interchange of the quality information between platforms 
or components an appropriate design is an XML based structure. In Figure 4.3 the quality informa-
tion of the result tuple t1 of Example 3.30 is given. At this, all quality valuations of all base, Pareto, 
and prioritized preferences involved are given, as well as the distances of the numerical values 
from the optimum and the levels within a categorical preference.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.3 Sample preference quality XML file for one BMO search result 
 
Thus, arguments easily can be developed e.g. by selecting the information of the ‘order quantity’ 
base preference. Because of the given subtype ‘around’, the valuation ‘very good’, and the distance 
of ‘10’ the argument is clear, namely the order quantity is only 10 pieces away from the optimum 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>  
<!DOCTYPE PREFERENCEQUALITY (View Source for full doctype...)>  
<PREFERENCEQUALITY> 
  <BMORESULTSET> 
    <RESULT id="13324" favorite="true"> 
      <QUAL type="complex" subtype="prioritized" characteristic="notebook" value="good"> 
        <QUAL type="complex" subtype="pareto" characteristic="priority1" level="1" value="good"> 
          <QUAL type="base" subtype="posneg" characteristic="notebook make" value="perfect" />  
          <QUAL type="complex" subtype="prioritized" characteristic="main memory" value="good"> 
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="highest" characteristic="main memory capacity" value="good" level="1" distance="512" />  
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="posneg" characteristic="main memory make" value="perfect" level="2" />  
          </QUAL> 
          <QUAL type="complex" subtype="prioritized" characteristic="cpu" value="perfect"> 
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="pospos" characteristic="cpu make" value="perfect" level="1" />  
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="around" characteristic="cpu clock frequency" value="good" level="2" distance="0.4" />  
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="pos" characteristic="cpu chip set" value="perfect" level="3" />  
          </QUAL>  
          <QUAL type="base" subtype="lowest" characteristic="price" value="sufficient" distance="2049" />  
        </QUAL> 
        <QUAL type="complex" subtype="pareto" characteristic="priority2" value="good" level="2"> 
          <QUAL type="base" subtype="lowest" characteristic="weight" value="acceptable" distance="1.9" />  
          <QUAL type="complex" subtype="prioritized" characteristic="warranty" value="perfect"> 
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="around" characteristic="period" value="perfect" level="1" distance="0" />  
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="pos" characteristic="home repair" value="perfect" level="2" />  

            </QUAL> 
          <QUAL type="complex" subtype="prioritized" characteristic="delivery terms" value="good"> 
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="lowest" characteristic="time" value="good" level="1" distance="0" />  
            <QUAL type="base" subtype="around" characteristic="order quantity" value="very good" level="2" distance="10" />  
          </QUAL> 
        </QUAL> 
      </QUAL> 
    </RESULT> 
  </BMORESULTSET> 
</PREFERENCEQUALITY> 
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and therefore a very good alternative. Due to reasons of clarity some meta information like direc-
tion of the distance and the measuring unit were disregarded in Figure 4.3. The complete DTD for 
this structure is added in Appendix A.  
 

4.2.2 Personalized price offer 

In e-procurement for each customer personalized discounts are taken into consideration for each 
product. The basic price to which to apply the personalized product discounts is the so called list 
price. If a customer orders a higher number of one good then the price can decrease stepwise by a 
so called differential price. After applying personalized product discounts, discounts for the whole 
requested product bundle are deducted, e.g. a volume discount. This information is normally stored 
in the so called customer relationship management ([RL02]). The difficulties of state-of-the-art 
technology at this point toil in exporting and integrating this information into an e-procurement 
portal. A solution for the data export of the product discounts and the differential prices, respec-
tively, as well as the list prices is meanwhile given by catalog standards like BMEcat. Their appli-
cation is discussed in section 4.2.4. Due to missing standards, as discussed by business data proc-
essing specialists ([KLS02]), in this section an XML based structure is modeled in order to handle 
each kind of discount as a first standardization approach. Then, an algorithm is introduced that 
calculates the personalized price to offer to the customer under taking into consideration all product 
discounts and product bundle discounts.  
 
In the economy literature ([WD02]) there are lots of names and semantics for discounts, which are 
used in different ways, e.g. sequential computation or summed computation. Regarding to product 
bundle discounts there are for example the following: 
       ♦ volume discount   ♦ cash discount 
       ♦ season discount   ♦ advertising discount 
       ♦ personal customer discount ♦ online order discount 
       ♦ branch discount   ♦ trading discount 
       ♦ currency discount   ♦ regular customer discount 
 
Product discounts generally are deducted first and a cash discount last. But there are no general 
rules from which calculation basis, in which order the other discounts to deduct from, respectively. 
E.g. a vendor can grant a branch discount of 5% and a 3% online discount. But the discounts have 
different effects depending on whether they are deducted in succession or as 8% at once. With sev-
eral discounts the calculation basis, starting with the summed turnover of the list prices minus the 
product discounts and differential prices, respectively, can change several times. Moreover, most of 
these discounts are tied to conditions, e.g. a volume discount requires a special volume of the turn-
over, e.g. 1000 € or more. 
 

Definition 4.4 Discount and its necessary parameters 

A discount d with its necessary information is defined as 
 
       d(n, cl, v, vu, vt, c, cp),  
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where 
       n  is the name of the discount, 

       cl  is the calculation level (≥ 0, ∈ℕ), 
       v is the value of the discount, 
       vu  is the unit of the value v, e.g. € or %, 
       vt is the value type, i.e. absolute, relative, or a user defined condition, 
       c is  the condition which is decisive for applying the discount, and 
       cp are condition parameters, necessary for checking whether c is fulfilled or not.                     ∗ 
 
In the following Algorithm 4.1 a personalized price offer is computed, taking all mentioned dis-
counts into consideration. 
 

Algorithm 4.1 Personalized price offer 

Let t be the turnover of a product bundle, calculated as the sum of the net list prices of the products 
of the bundle. The total net amount for an offer with a given set of discounts D := {di | i = 1, …, n}, 
di defined according to Definition 4.4, is calculated as follows: 
 
   0:   calculation_basis := t; levelcount := 0; 
   1:   calculation_basis := calculation_basis - all differential product discounts; 
   2:   while (D != empty) do 
   3:      calculate the savings of all discounts di(n, cl, v, vu, vt, c, cp) where cl == levelcount based  
            on calculation_basis; let s be the sum of these savings; 
   4:      calculation_basis := calculation_basis - s; 
   5:      D := D \ {di(n, cl, v, vu, vt, c, cp) | cl == levelcount}; 
   6:      levelcount := levelcount + 1; 
   7:   end while 
   8:   return calculation_basis;                                                                                                           ∗ 
 

Example 4.4 Personalized discounts for an audio CD reseller 

Bart wants to sell music CDs and wants to procure them at Apu’s web store for resellers. After the 
product composition and deduction of (differential) product discounts the product bundle of Table 
4.1 is of concern. 
 

Performer Title Quantity differential net price/piece 
Peter Gabriel Up 250 5.60 € 
Mike Oldfield Crises 85 3.55 € 
Lionel Richie Encore 350 5.45 € 

Table 4.1 Sample product bundle of audio CDs 

 
Apu’s web store considers the discounts illustrated in Figure 4.4 organized in the newly introduced 
XML based structure of Appendix B. Apu knows about Bart’s practice to immediately pay by 
credit card and also that Bart picks up the goods at Apu’s entrepot. And because Apu wants to sup-
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port orders at weekend he grants 5% for Bart’s order at Sunday. The calculation using Algorithm 
4.1 is obvious. 
 

 … 
<DISCOUNT NAME=”WeekendDiscount” LEVEL=”0” VALUE=”5” VALUEUNIT=”%” 
    VALUETYPE=”relative” CONDITION=”current day is weekend day”/> 
<DISCOUNT NAME=”CardDiscount” LEVEL=”1” VALUE=”3” VALUEUNIT=”%” 
    VALUETYPE=”relative” CONDITION=”immediately payment by card”/> 
<DISCOUNT NAME=”PickupDiscount” LEVEL=”1” VALUE=”10” VALUEUNIT=”%” 
    VALUETYPE=”relative” CONDITION=”no delivery of goods”/> 
 … 

Figure 4.4 Sample discounts as flexible XML based structure 

⌂ 
 
For a first standardization approach in Appendix B a newly modeled DTD structure is given, carry-
ing the information of Definition 4.4. An example was given with Figure 4.4. This XML based 
structure can easily be used for a platform independent electronic data interchange (EDI [Jil94]) 
and for example directly be integrated into “user_defined_extensions” of customer description 
standards like xCIL, the eXtensible Customer Information Language, or xCRL, the eXtensible 
Customer Relationship Language ([Kum02]). 
 
So, a way was shown how to apply personalized discounts of various situations in a standardized 
manner. In Figure 4.5 the schematic interplay to solve the third problem of section 4.1.2 is illus-
trated. The necessary situational information about preferred practices and discounts involved are 
organized in the Preference Repository, e.g. the practice to immediately pay via credit card. In 
which style the presentment should be done is also organized in the Preference Repository, e.g. a 
customer wants to have his price offers as gross price, or a customer wants all discounts itemized, 
another customer only wants to see a sum of discounts.  
 
For solving the third problem of section 4.1.2 there should be the possibility to bargain. Also all 
preferences and their situational context for bargaining are arranged in the Preference Repository, 
namely the sensibilities for cross/up/down selling in bargaining situations and the preferred nego-
tiation strategies personalized for each customer. The model of the Preference Bargainer is intro-
duced in the following section 4.2.3. 
 

4.2.3 Preference Bargainer 

Bargaining is a very old and traditional way of price fixing, which can also have a very positive 
effect in e-commerce ([LD99]). For the basic rules of bargaining see [Rai90]. With the Preference 
Bargainer for the first time an electronic bargainer with the ability for multi-objective negotiations 
is introduced. Because this part of the thesis has already been published under [FKHF02], beside a 
short summary for the sake of completeness, in this section an algorithm is given for multi-
objective bargaining.  
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Figure 4.5 Personalized and preference based price fixing 

 

Definition 4.5 Bargaining session and bids 

Let N
iPB  be the product bundle of concern by N ∈ {V, C}, which denotes the vendor and the cus-

tomer, at the time i. Let N
it  be the turnover, i.e. the current offered price at the time i offered by N. 

A bargaining session is a sequence  
 
       b1, …, bn 
 
of bargaining steps called bid pairs, where each bid pair bi is of the form 
 

       bi := ( V
ib , C

ib ), where 
 

       V
ib := ( V

it , V
iPB ) is the vendor’s price offer for V

iPB , and  
 
       C

ib := ( C
it , C

iPB ) is the customer’s bid.                                                                                        ∗ 
 
The Preference Bargainer of course works profitably, is smart and unpredictable, because it works 
with various negotiation strategies like linear, progressive, ‘tit for tat’, ‘doing the opposite’ or ran-
dom strategies, and adapts to the customer’s needs. Moreover, the Preference Bargainer works 
personalized for each customer and not only bargains about the price. This multi-objective ap-
proach of an electronic bargainer proactively offers additional products and services that fit the 
products of concern if the customer is sensitive for this in the specific situation. To safe a sale if a 
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situation requires a cheaper offer the Preference Bargainer uses down selling techniques. If it rec-
ognizes a financial strength of the customer and knows about the tendency for high quality goods 
the Preference Bargainer searches by respecting the customer’s preferences for more expensive 
goods and makes an up selling attempt. In Algorithm 4.2 the application flow from the vendor’s 
view is specified. 
 

Algorithm 4.2 Multi-objective bargaining 

Let N
it , N

iPB  and bi be defined according to Definition 4.5. Cross/up/down selling attempts are 
defined according to Definition 4.1 to Definition 4.3. Let cri be the customer reaction to a bid of 
the vendor, which can be acceptance, rejection, or a further bid. And let ecbi be the result of the 
evaluation of the customer behavior after bi, which is the vendor’s rejection, acceptance, or a fur-
ther bid with an optional up/cross/down selling attempt. Then a multi-objective bargaining session 
from the vendor’s view works as follows: 
 
   0:   stop := false; i := 1;  
   1:   while (!stop) do 

   2:        calculate and make bid V
ib ; 

   3:        wait for cri; 
   4:        if (cri == accept) then return accepted offer with turnover V

it  and V
iPB ; 

   5:        if (cri == reject) then return open offer with turnover V
it  and V

iPB ; 
   6:        calculate ecbi; 
   7:        if (ecbi == accept ∨ reject) then stop = true; break;   
   8:        i++; 
   9:       switch (optional) 
  10:           case == ”up selling” do V

iPB  = ( V
1iPB −  \ CP) ∪ up_selling(CP, UP); 

  11:           case == ”down selling” do V
iPB  = ( V

1iPB −  \ CP) ∪ down_selling(CP, DP); 

  12:           case == ”cross selling” do V
iPB  = V

1iPB −   ∪ cross_selling(CP, AP); 
  13:      end switch 
  14:   end while 

  15:   if (ecbi == accept) then return accepted offer with turnover C
it  and C

iPB ; 

  16:     else return open offer with turnover V
it  and V

iPB ;                                                               ∗ 
 
Please note that, even if there is no agreement the customer always gets an open offer. In this sec-
tion 4.2 so far technology components were modeled or combined to enable an effective and effi-
cient personalized e-procurement sales process. Beside of preference knowledge stored in the Pref-
erence Repository lots of economical data must be integrated. Therefore, this section is completed 
by the following data integration aspects. 
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4.2.4 Data integration by means of e-procurement standards 

A very critical issue is the standardized data integration into an e-procurement portal. Various 
mostly XML based standards for describing products have arisen during the last years ([EZ02]), 
e.g. cXML12, ICE13, RosettaNet14, BizTalk15, and BMEcat16. By describing product characteristics 
most extensively the XML based standard BMEcat is predestined for data interchange and integra-
tion. As briefly shown in Figure 4.6 there is a lot of semantic information within the article descrip-
tion. Therefore, BMEcat ([SKPRH01]) by now is widely used for electronic data interchange 
([Jil94]) between and also within enterprises. 
 

Article
Article_Order_Details

Article_Price_Details

Mime_Info

User_Defined_Extensions

Article_Details

Article_Features

Supplier_AID

Article_Reference  

Figure 4.6 Structure of the BMEcat tag <ARTICLE> 

 
Some aspects of BMEcat are briefly considered in more detail. Besides information about e.g. units 
per package, net or gross prices, and freight included or not, with the Article_Reference XML tag 
several highly relevant semantic information regarding several issues is provided. In this tag inter-
dependencies between two products are described, namely the following types. The referenced 
article can be 

♦ a spare part of the article, 
♦ similar to the article (namely a suitable alternative), 
♦ the follow-up model, 
♦ a mandatory additional article, 
♦ the same product in a different packaging, 
♦ an accessory, or 
♦ part of the currently described article. 

If a customer is looking for a special product that is listed in the product selection but temporarily 
not or no longer available then a natural alternative set of products could be gained out of the type 
attribute of the Article_Reference XML tag. So, for the product search automatically a POS/POS 
preference can be constructed and considered, i.e. a set of alternatives with the products of the ref-
                                                           
12 http://www.cxml.org 
13 http://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-ice 
14 http://www.rosettanet.org 
15 http://www.microsoft.com/biztalk/ 
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erence type ‘similar’, ‘follow-up’, and ‘different packaging’, because all these products have very 
similar characteristics as the preferred product. Of course the same information can be used to 
search for down selling and up selling candidates. Further interdependencies are illustrated in 
Figure 4.7. Obviously, article references of type ‘spare part’ or ‘accessory’ are predestined for a 
cross selling attempt.  
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Figure 4.7 Example of BMEcat Article_Reference interdependencies 

 
To describe the very product dependent characteristics in a standardized manner, different organi-
zations try to formulate feature standards for special product groups. These feature standards can 
easily be integrated into BMEcat. The most popular standards are proficl@ass17, ETIM18, 
UNSPSC19, and eCl@ss20. The latter standard is often used in combination with BMEcat. eCl@ss 
([Pal00]) uses a 4-tier key to classify products, where each tier of the key consists of two digits. 
The key is hierarchically ordered and nested as follows: 

1. tier: subject group (e.g. 21; tools, machine tools) 
2. tier: main group (e.g. 21-10; works equipment) 
3. tier: group (e.g. 21-10-04; warehouse equipment) 
4. tier: subgroup (e.g. 21-10-04-21; clear stock box) 

In contrast to a preference search, a parametric search ([AW00]) would require at least four steps. 
With the eCl@ss key the kind of a product is uniquely determined. But of course, there are differ-
ences between for example clear stock boxes. And therefore, for each classified product there is an 
additional list of standardized features. Following the clear stock box example, some of the features 
are manufacturer, weight, height, length, and material (see Figure 4.8). This categorized semantic 
information can be used when interpreting a preference search and result presentation, in contrast 
to e.g. a simple full text search. 

                                                                                                                                                                                
16 http://www.bmecat.org 
17 http://www.proficlass.de 
18 http://www.etim.de 
19 http://www.un-spsc.net 
20 http://www.eclass.de 
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Figure 4.8 eCl@ss characteristics for clear stock boxes 

 
In terms of integrating economical data into an e-procurement portal list prices can be imported 
with BMEcat. Moreover, by using the price_update catalog, a short form of BMEcat, personalized 
product discounts and personalized differential product prices can easily be integrated. Together 
with the data interchange structure for product bundle discounts (Appendix B) an automatically 
computed price can be offered as illustrated in Figure 4.9. In case of bargaining the necessary per-
sonalized knowledge about the total price limits can also be exchanged via price_update BMEcat 
catalogs. 
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Figure 4.9 Price fixing by means of BMEcat data import 
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5 Automated E-Procurement Sales Agent 

COSIMAB2B, an automated sales agent for e-procurement is the consequent realization of the e-
procurement framework elaborated in chapter 4 under usage of the novel Preference Presenter 
technology presented in chapter 3. Firstly, a short history of the virtual assistant COSIMA is given, 
followed by a description of the functionality of the automated sales agent COSIMAB2B, including 
a short shopping tour. Afterwards, the personalization manager, an administration tool for manag-
ing lots of personalization parameters, is introduced. Finally, a technical evaluation of the inte-
grated novel Preference Presenter and the Preference Bargainer as well as sophisticated results of 
experimental settings with different test customers are presented at the end of this section. This 
prototype gives evidence that a complex sales process can effectively be done by an automated e-
sales agent. 
 

5.1 History 

The COSIMA project, aiming at the development of preference based services for a more human-
like and intuitive online shopping process, started in the beginning of the year 2000. The first CO-
SIMA prototype was a comparison shop in combination with a female human-like embodied char-
acter agent named COSIMA and dynamic speech synthesis. This work was presented at the 
WECWIS 2001 ([KFHE01]) and as prototype demonstrated at the SIGMOD 2001 ([KHFE01]). 
With online search agents COSIMA searched internet shops in the fields of books, audio CDs, and 
computer hardware respecting the customer’s search preferences. About 600 test customers in-
stalled this freely available service. Moreover, COSIMA was presented to a large audience at the 
computer fair SYSTEMS21 2000. 
 
Further research in the B2C area led to the multi-objective bargaining component (first version of 
the Preference Bargainer) which was introduced as COSIMA2 at the AAMAS 2002 ([FKHF02]), 
and presented at the worlds largest computer fair CeBIT22 in 2002. COSIMA2 searched for best 
matches in the computer hardware domain and bargained not only about the price. Additionally, 
she used up/down and cross selling techniques and offered e.g. additional services like extended 
warranty, express delivery, or home repair service. Thereby, COSIMA2 learned about the cus-
tomer’s behavior and adjusted to the customer’s preferences. 
 
Parallel work was the design and implementation of a first autonomous buying agent, the Prefer-
ence Agent ([Rei02]). The P-Agent needed a budget, a time period, and a list of wishes. With that 
the P-Agent purchased the desired goods of the customer by searching different web shops and 
auction platforms following different strategies and respecting the customer’s preferences.  
 

                                                           
21 http://www.systems-world.com 
22 http://www.cebit-world.com 
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With these works there came numerous incentives for a deployment into the fields of B2B. After 
the COSIMA project joined the Bavarian research association FORSIP23 in the middle of 2002, the 
bargaining component was enhanced for the usage in B2B applications and redesigned as a mid-
dleware component. The work resulted in the development of the COSIMAB2B prototype, a deeply 
personalized sales agent for the complex offer composition process within e-procurement. Such a 
flexible and complex enterprise system needs a solid and flexible platform. There component based 
approaches ([GT00]) like J2EE application server systems ([HL03]) are recommended. Implemen-
tations of the J2EE standard are for example IBM Websphere24, BEA Weblogic25, Oracle Applica-
tion Server, and the open source solution JBoss Application Server26 that run on almost every oper-
ating system. For an overview of the flexible architecture of the COSIMA application server and its 
components see Figure 5.1. The source code for these technologies by now counts more than 
100.000 lines. 
 

 

Figure 5.1 Architecture of the COSIMA application server 

 
 

                                                           
23 http://www.forsip.de 
24 http://www.websphere.com 
25 http://www.bea.com 
26 http://www.jboss.org 
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5.2 The prototype COSIMAB2B  

COSIMAB2B is the prototype of an autonomous sales agent that automates a cost intensive e-
procurement process, consequently realizing the model and suggestions of chapter 4. Together with 
the industrial partners SSI Schäfer27 (seller-side), MAN Roland Druckmaschinen AG28 (buyer-
side), and Fachverlag Walch29 (content provider) a typical B2B use case was modeled. The product 
domain comprises boxes, in particular storage, transport, and waste containers according to the 
domain of the industry partners. Insertion and adaptation of the industry partner’s product catalog 
is easily achievable using the XML based BMEcat standard in combination with eCl@ss.  
 
On the client side the customer interface is additionally equipped with some optional features. A 
female embodied character agent (ECA) named COSIMA embodies the electronic sales agent. 
Thereby, the animations of Cyberella30 of the PRESENCE project ([AKGAR99]) are used and 
combined into an ad hoc created friendly and convincing appearance of the sales agent. For usage 
of life-like characters in web applications see [AMR97, AR00]. COSIMA does a very emotional 
job when presenting the search results or bargaining with the customer. For integration of personal-
ity ([Dig90]) and emotions into embodied agents see [AKGAR99, Rou96]. Moreover, COSIMA 
talks to the customer via speech synthesis in real time. Text templates ([RD97]) are used for the 
text generation to realize speech output e.g. for different sales strategies and to dynamically inte-
grate the discussed quality knowledge about the search results. With the agent based FIPA-OS 
platform a further high level facility for communication is integrated. With that e.g. technologies 
for an improved human-computer interaction like speech or mimics recognition can be used. For 
first experiences with COSIMAB2B in such a visionary scenario see [FDWK03]. Thereby, the emo-
tion modeling is done according to Ekman’s six basic emotions ([Ekm82]). The communication for 
speech input as well as for speech output is done via the standard language VoiceXML 
([MBDFH02, BWH02]). The speech input, e.g. to query the database can be done via microphone 
or keyboard input via natural language. Like in the ‘Media Equation’ ([RN96]) of the communica-
tion researchers Reeves and Nass this prototype is an experiment where a human (sales man) is 
replaced by a personal computer (e-sales agent). Yet, the focus in this work is not about different 
“personalities” of computers. With the presented sales agent the evidence is given that people react 
similarly as to a human sales agent in terms of product selection and bargaining.  
 
Upon the start of COSIMAB2B the friendly embodied character agent welcomes the customer. Then 
the customer iteratively composes the content of his shopping cart by searching the product data-
base. As illustrated in Figure 5.2 for example the customer is searching for a red storage container 
made of polyethylene with a volume of about three liters and a width of 100 till 150 millimeters. 
Actually, there is no perfect match for these search preferences in the product database. Thus, best 
alternatives are offered. 

                                                           
27 http://www.ssi-schaefer.com 
28 http://www.man-roland.com 
29 http://www.walch.de 
30 http://www.dfki.de/cyberella 
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Figure 5.2 Sample customer’s search preferences 

 
As shown in Figure 5.3 COSIMA does a smart presentation of the search results. Following a given 
personalized sales strategy COSIMA points out a special result and presents the article with most 
perfectly fulfilled base preferences, which provides a lot of single sales arguments. In this example 
she especially emphasizes the perfectly matched red color and fairly mentions the nearly matched 
volume of 2.7 liters. Because the width is perfectly in the customer’s preferred range and also the 
material is exactly the desired one, COSIMA completes her arguing by emphasizing the ‘perfect’ 
overall quality. Finally, COSIMA proactively draws the customer’s attention to optional accesso-
ries (cross selling). 
 

 
Figure 5.3 Smart search result presentation 

 
After finishing the composition of the shopping cart a personalized and situated price is offered to 
the customer. Depending on the customer’s practice COSIMA offers the opportunity for further 
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price discussions. During the bargaining process COSIMA makes usage of techniques like up/cross 
and down selling, regarding the customer’s and vendor’s preferences as well as the situational con-
text (see Figure 5.4). 
 

 

Figure 5.4 End of a successful bargaining session 

 
Besides this, of course COSIMA also provides services to manage the placed orders and open of-
fers as well as the possibility for the customer to give feedback about reasons for a failed open of-
fer.  
 

5.3 The Personalization Manager 

Like for a smart human vendor, the behavior of the electronic sales agent is driven by quite a lot of 
personalized and situated parameters. If the sales strategy is changed by marketing and sales man-
agement, then human vendors must be informed and trained to adapt their selling style to this new 
situation, which can be quite costly and time-consuming. A similar process is necessary for an elec-
tronic sales agent, but with the difference that it can be achieved faster. To this purpose a sophisti-
cated sales management tool called the Personalization Manager was developed, offering an easy 
and intuitive interface to adapt the various parameters that drive the whole sales process. The func-
tionality is briefly described, listed as follows: 
• Management of customer master data: For each customer the master data like name, gender, ad-
dress, role, etc. can be managed. Name and gender are for example necessary for a personalized 
welcome. The role is a very important factor influencing e.g. whether a customer is given the op-
portunity to bargain or not. These data normally are stored in a CRM system and can easily be im-
ported to the personalization manager via xCIL ([Kum02]), and of course also vice versa if master 
data are updated in the personalization manager. 
• Illustration of customer feedback: Each feedback for a definitively rejected offer is analyzed by 
the personalization manager and graphically illustrated individually for each customer. Thus, it is 
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possible to react to deficiencies of the own company, e.g. if the offers are too expensive, the prod-
ucts do not fit well enough the customer’s wishes, or competitors offer better general conditions. 
• Management of situated long-term preferences: For each customer the situated long-term prefer-
ences stored in the Preference Repository can be managed manually. Algorithms for Preference 
Mining like [HEK03, Hol03] can be integrated to automate this potentially expensive process. 
• Management of product search and presentation parameters: As depicted in the screenshot in 
Figure 5.5, the importance of customer preferences gained from the search mask can be adjusted. 
As shown, the material is set to be more important than the color which, in turn, is more important 
than all the equally important other features. Via various parameters the valuation of the quality of 
the search results can be adjusted for each customer, e.g. a deviation of up to 10% from the origi-
nally required volume should be regarded as ‘very good’. As a ‘but-only’ filter (see section 3.5) the 
quality claims for each customer are individually respected. E.g. adjustments for the customer in 
Figure 5.5 demand a high result quality. Even the most promising sales strategy as decided by mar-
keting and sales management can be selected from a pull-down menu. In this example the popular 
‘second highest price’ strategy has been chosen. Using this strategy ensures that a customer is not 
embarrassed by admitting the price is too high while it shows respect to the customer’s financial 
strength. 
 

 

Figure 5.5 Product search and presentation settings 

 
• Management of price policies: To adapt to changing price policies, discounts can be adjusted on a 
personalized and situated basis, enabling the fully automated price fixing. Thereby flexible condi-
tions can be specified, when and how to apply e.g. relative or absolute discounts. If the according 
discounts are stored in a CRM system, naturally the data interchange can be done via xCIL. 
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• Management of the bargaining policies: Parameters like the probability of up/cross and down 
selling can be personalized for each customer. From a pull-down menu the overall bargaining strat-
egy can be selected. These parameters can be adjusted individually for each customer. Moreover if 
the overall sales situation requires this, they can be set globally (see Figure 5.6) to apply to all cus-
tomers, e.g. to give more vouchers at Christmas. 
 

 

Figure 5.6 Global bargaining adjustments 

 
All this personalization information, except the data from the CRM system, is persistently managed 
by the Preference Repository.  
 

5.4 Evaluation 

In this section a technical evaluation is given to show evidence for the application in a real world e-
procurement system. There, the focus is on the search and especially on the presentation part. Af-
terwards the very interesting and promising results of several evaluations run with test persons on 
COSIMAB2B are presented, i.e. the impact of the Preference Presenter on human test customers and 
behaviors of such customers during a bargaining session. For first impressions of a sociological 
analysis of COSIMAB2B see [FDWK03].  
 
The performance evaluation was done on an Intel Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz and 512 MB RAM computer 
running under Windows XP. Using Preference XPath real product data, which was provided by the 
above mentioned industrial partner, was queried. These XML based data of 1.5 MB size included 
about 1000 products with the full product specifications in BMEcat, including the full feature de-
scriptions in eCl@ss. Almost independent of the number of search results the Preference XPath 
search averages a little less than two seconds (see Figure 5.7). Naturally, the effort for the presenta-
tion calculations rises with the number of results. But only little more than two seconds on the av-
erage are necessary for a preference search and presentation. A more detailed performance analysis 
for the presentation component is shown in Figure 5.8. The quality valuation is done in a couple of 
milliseconds, depending on the number of results. The quality filter needs about the same effort as 
the application of the presentation preferences. 
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Figure 5.7 Time effort of preference search and presentation 

 
The computation and response time for the calculation of a personalized price offer as well as for 
an agent’s side bargaining bid is about 0.6 seconds ([FKHF02]) and therefore does not reduce the 
quality of service for an internet customer. Converting and loading speech and animations for the 
embodied character agent needs clearly less than one second. Indeed almost all test customers in all 
experimental settings liked the character COSIMA and the speech synthesis. 
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Figure 5.8 Time effort of the Preference Presenter 

 
In an experimental setting 30 test customers had to imagine being in the role of a buyer of an indus-
trial company. Without any special restrictions they had five tasks, i.e. to buy five exactly specified 
boxes. If there was no such box available they had to select a best alternative on their own respon-
sibility. In average the test customers took nearly half an hour and did their decisions very seriously 
and carefully. For the quality valuations for all customers the same default adjustments were used. 
All but two people deemed the quality valuations correct. Thus, a personalization of these parame-
ters is necessary, but obviously an approach of user modeling, e.g. of preference patterns 
([BGWK03]) would be appropriate for most of the customers. The customers were analyzed in two 
groups of 15 people each, by applying a different sales strategy to each group. In the first group the 
strategy “best overall quality before most perfect arguments” (strategy b) was applied. For the sec-
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ond group the strategy “second highest price before most perfect arguments” (strategy s) was in 
use. Please note that the result set of course is exactly the same for both groups, but the presenta-
tion order can differ.  
 
Querying the properties of the first task, seven boxes in exact the same order for both strategies 
were delivered by COSIMA. She always recommends of course the first result. As shown in Figure 
5.3 nearly 5 results are visible at first sight. It is remarkable that the very seriously deciding test 
customers briefly scrolled to lower-listed products, but they did not consider their properties. As 
illustrated in Figure 5.9 only results visible at first sight were selected. Two more people followed 
the “higher product quality has a higher price” argumentation of strategy s (product 1 is more ex-
pensive than 2, 3, and 5) by selecting the recommended result in contrast to people with strategy b. 
This result is also emphasized by the results of the non-illustrated tasks 2, 3, and 5. 
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Figure 5.9 Selections regarding the presentation order of task 1 

 
Exemplarily, at last for this experimental setting the experiences of task 4 are illustrated in Figure 
5.10. Here different sales strategies followed a different order of the resulting products named V, 
W, X, and Y. The arguments about the quality of the search result with respect to the search prefer-
ences (strategy b) leads to selections of the first ordered products, whereas the “higher product 
quality has a higher price” argumentation (strategy s) leads to more selections of the product W. 
Here product Y is the most expensive one.  
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Figure 5.10 Selections regarding the presentation orders of task 4 
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Summarizing, it can be stated that different sales strategies had indeed different impacts on the test 
customers. Thereby, not each customer liked each argumentation, e.g. some liked to hear only posi-
tive arguments, others expected to hear at least one not perfectly fulfilled search preference in the 
argumentation. Thus, a personalization is definitively necessary. If there is no knowledge about the 
customer, careful strategies like the ‘second highest price’ strategy should be applied. As shown in 
Figure 5.9 this is a powerful instrument to direct the customer choice behavior. Moreover, a good 
argumentation was experienced as believable and the test customers showed a satisfied attitude 
during their shopping which is very important for a successful customer relationship ([Nic66, 
EBK78, HS69, Han72]). It is also remarkable that no test customer used the filter button within the 
preselection. This emphasizes that the Preference Presenter in combination with a BMO search 
works very efficiently and does not bother the customer. 
 
Evaluating the Preference Bargainer component, in a further experimental setting the test custom-
ers had to buy a basket of several loosely specified items. Within their decisions they had lots of 
freedom, but a limited budget. As shown in Figure 5.11 a test customer typically needs about five 
iterations during the bargaining process, but there are also a few – often unsuccessful – bargains 
with only one or two iterations.  
 

 

Figure 5.11 Number of bargaining iterations 

 
In these cases the customer does not seem to be interested in the selected product and therefore 
cancels the bargaining process. Another noticeable observation is that long bargains – 8 - 15 itera-
tions – often lead to a successful deal. In these situations the customer seems to be very interested 
in the product. He tries to minimize the price or wants some additional services, and tries to 
achieve his goals during the bargaining process.  
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In Figure 5.12 the averaged savings of several customers are illustrated. There is an individual 
starting price for each customer and also a personalized lower limit. The difference denotes the 
savings potential. The interesting result is that the number of bargaining iterations is independent of 
the gained savings. This means that a customer is not necessarily kept in the bargaining process. If 
he deals in a good and fair manner then the customer soon reaches a good deal, which meets the 
intension.  
 

 

Figure 5.12 Savings gained via bargaining 
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6 Related Work 

The contributions of this thesis are faced to existing approaches. The first section presents the ad-
vantages of the novel preference based personalized presentation framework of chapter 3 over pre-
vious technologies and approaches, separated into different research areas. The second section ex-
hibits the improvements of this work in terms of the price fixing process.  
 

6.1 Query result presentation 

Separated into the following five areas, the advantages and improvements of the preference based 
personalized presentation framework of chapter 3 are presented. All approaches of the following 
areas are considered under the same focus, i.e. how to find suitable alternatives to a customer’s 
search request and how to present the alternatives. There are different ways to guide the user to the 
one product that he finally picks out of a set of alternatives. So, the crucial points in these compari-
sons are the following: 
 

 Are there approaches that are already able to give human comprehensible reasons for their 
presented results? 

 If not, are there approaches of intelligent database querying which can be modified to deliver 
good, semantics based arguments about the result quality? 

 Perhaps, are there approaches that compute the unique best alternative at once, i.e. no reason-
ing would be necessary? 

 How long does a user need to find the best match; is the user convinced that he found the best 
alternative? 

 Which approaches are able to proactively offer a product, following a given presentation strat-
egy; how flexible is the administration? 

 
In combination with a preference search engine the Preference Presenter does not bother the user 
with lots of search and presentation iterations. When knowing about the search preferences and the 
quality sense of the user/customer in a specific situation, as discussed before the Preference Pre-
senter can satisfy these points very well. Even the realization of presentation strategies can be done 
in a flexible and declarative manner. The necessary knowledge about the search preferences can 
often be obtained directly out of a search mask or can be gained via Preference Mining techniques 
([Hol03, HEK03]), managed in a Preference Repository. 
 
There are already some ad hoc approaches on the web with at least a more human comprehensible 
overall quality valuation by using a five category model for the quality of a search result as shown 
in Figure 1.2 or at the German travel agency TravelChannel.de31. They valuate a preferred destina-
tion with one up to five smilies (see Figure 6.1), but do not provide arguments regarding single 
characteristics, e.g. the airport of departure.  

                                                           
31 http://www.TravelChannel.de 
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Figure 6.1 Smily valuation of search results 

 
The concerned approaches of the following four reconsidered research areas, i.e. parametric search, 
fuzzy logic, expert systems, and case based reasoning, have some similarities. They all determine 
alternative search results via scoring function of about the following form with ∑ wi = 1 and for all 
i = 1, …, n: 0 ≤ disti ≤ 1: 

       score := ∑
=

−
n

1i
ii )dist1(w  

There, disti denotes the relative distance regarding a desired characteristic i (i.e. a preference) to the 
characteristic of the considered alternative. In contrast to the preference model of Kießling ([Kie02, 
Kie04]) the expressiveness is limited. Equally important preferences as well as more important 
preferences cannot be combined in general only via scoring functions as shown in [Kie04, Cho03]. 
As seen in section 3.6 without these expressions (i.e. Pareto and prioritized) several important pres-
entation preferences are prevented. Also providing ranked preferences, moreover, Kießling 
([Kie02, Kie04]) provides several intuitive base preference constructors and allows the formulation 
of preferences in a declarative manner. By basing the valuations of a search result on these intuitive 
expressions a lot of human comprehensible presentation arguments regarding base preferences as 
well as complex preferences (ranked, Pareto, and prioritized) are elaborated in this thesis. A prefer-
ence model limited to a score function of course is also very limited in the variety of presentation 
arguments, which are necessary for a good reasoning to the user/customer. 
 

6.1.1 Parametric search 

In the world of parametric search each database attribute is considered as one parameter, which for 
customers is often illustrated in so called parametric data sheet tables. This organization of data can 
be queried very efficiently due to system performance aspects ([WCP02]). Parametric search also 
considers the case that there might be no perfect match. But instead of computing a set of (best) 
alternatives it starts with the complete data and the user must iteratively specify conditions. E.g. as 
shown in Figure 6.2 at Infineon.com32 there are 14 parameters to adjust. One may specify ranges 
instead of expressing a preferred value. The intention is to guide the user to his best alternative 
product from the very beginning of the search. Then a quality valuation is not necessary. But, of 
                                                           
32 www.infineon.com 
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course, this is a very time-consuming and frustrating process. A sample result is shown in Figure 
6.3. After several refinements of the parametric search parameters still 72 matches are left.  
 

 

Figure 6.2 Parametric search adjustments at Infineon 

 
The problem here is that a human customer needs a deterministic algorithm to find the best alterna-
tive in this multi-decision process. Adjusting one parameter may destroy the improvements ob-
tained by the last adjustments. Moreover, it often leads to the empty result effect or to the flooding 
effect with irrelevant results. This is unreasonable for the user. Therefore, to fight the flooding ef-
fect, parametric search is suggested to be used with a ranked preference model by Agrawal and 
Wimmer ([AW00]).  
 

 

Figure 6.3 Sample result of Infineon's parametric search 
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This can efficiently be answered regarding system performance as shown in [HKP01, HP04]. 
Agrawal and Wimmer ask customers to specify weights of importance between 0 and 1 for each 
attribute/parameter specified in the parametric data sheet table. This again is a very time intensive 
and bothering task. A simple score is calculated and the ‘top-k’ scored results are presented 
([HKP01]), ‘top-k’ in terms of that score function. 
 
The improvement for the customer supposedly lies in the automatic computation of this otherwise 
iterative adjustment process. But there occurs the well known problem of such a scoring function 
for a customer. He can still be not sure whether there is a better fitting alternative, because a human 
being does not think in mathematical distances of weighted metrics. Moreover, if the scores are too 
bad or zero, then users would even be asked to soften or skip some of the search conditions by ad-
justing them in the parametric data sheet table, once again. 
 
One problem of this approach is the very high and often repeatedly necessary human interaction, 
which is a very time-consuming process. This might be improved by Agrawal’s and Wimmer’s 
approach, but it still takes a very long time when adjusting the weights. In this approach, where the 
computer automatically searches for alternatives for the user, there is once again the question about 
the result quality. Of course with the numerical preference and the valuation of the numerical pref-
erence as described in Definition 2.9/Definition 3.28 the search can also be expressed and the 
search results can even be valuated with the achievements of this thesis. But when expressing the 
search criteria with only one simple score, the quality characteristics regarding base preferences are 
blocked and therefore also valuable presentation arguments. Hence, several presentation prefer-
ences can not be covered with parametric search.  
 

6.1.2 Fuzzy logic 

Fuzzy logic is a form of mathematical logic in which truth can assume a continuum of values be-
tween 0 and 1 ([Zad73]). No known work in the area of fuzzy logic provides a comprehensible 
quality valuation and presentation of search results. Yet, there are some fuzzy logic approaches in 
the areas of recommender systems and decision support ([Yag03, KIW02]) that perhaps can be 
adapted for presentation. Yager’s ([Yag03]) fuzzy approach, to decide which result to present first 
aims to find a mathematical similarity between objects, i.e. here between the desired perfect match 
to be recommended according to the user’s preferences and a possible alternative. A user’s prefer-
ences are modeled by recording that he likes or dislikes something referring a basic characteristic 
([Yag03]). E.g., one can express he likes blue cars, but that does not mean he prefers blue over 
other colors. In contrast to the preference model of [Kie02, Kie04] no alternatives are mentioned in 
this model. Besides very domain dependent rule based approaches, the procedure of fuzzy ap-
proaches is mainly about the following. The preferences pi are either 0 or 1, i.e. satisfied or not. 
The similarity measurement of an object ob and the perfect object, which gives the degree of satis-
fying a complex preference, is gained by summed weighted base characteristics with weights  
wi (∑ wi = 1) in the form: 

       similarityperfect_object (ob) := ∑
=

n

1i
ii pw  
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The preference weights wi must be known for each user in order to calculate this complex prefer-
ence. Up to that point, the above approach of Agrawal and Wimmer is very similar. In the fuzzy 
logic there are also lots of variations of similarity measurements (e.g. [Yag03]), i.e. how to com-
bine the single characteristics into a complex preference statement. Yet, in the end there is always a 
number between 0 and 1. The founder of fuzzy logic theory, Zadeh, realized that people do not 
understand numbers in many domains. Therefore as described in section 3.2 he introduced human 
comprehensible linguistic variables. Zadeh also introduced linguistic selection criteria regarding 
characteristics pi like ‘at least’, ‘at least one’, ‘some’, ‘all’, and ‘at least α%’ ([Zad83]). In the re-
commender system of [Yag03] the ‘at least α%’ (see Figure 6.4) quantifier denotes a threshold of 
the similarity key data, whether a result should be recommended or not. This could be used as a 
quality filter criterion.  
 

 

Figure 6.4 Linguistic quantifier  "at least α %" 

 
Sedbrook ([Sed98]) works with some single preferences about the weather e.g. “he likes sunshine”. 
He uses several thresholds for his linguistic model about the preferred weather (Figure 6.5). Com-
bining e.g. Yager’s one-dimensional ‘at least α%’-criterion with Sedbrook’s six an -at first sight 
human comprehensible- overall quality could be calculated.  
 

 

Figure 6.5 Membership functions for fuzzy values of attribute weather 
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If the weights wi of user preferences do already exist in a user profile ([Yag03]) then the user is not 
bothered with lots of search iterations, provided that he is happy with an ordered list according to 
the similarity measure wrapped into a linguistic variable. Otherwise, the customer must specify the 
weights, which is very time-consuming. Please note that this approach would also be realizable by 
search and valuation of a numerical complex preference as described in section 3.4.3.  
 
Because of the restricted underlying preference model (“I like A” – “I dislike B”) of the described 
approaches no qualities other than true or false can be obtained for single result characteristics. 
Moreover, there are conflicts in the modeling of single characteristics, e.g. one may have a prefer-
ence POS(color, {blue, red}). In the discussed fuzzy approach this would be formulated with two 
preferences, namely “I like blue” and “I like red”. But even when the color preference of this cus-
tomer is satisfied, one preference of this restricted model is not fulfilled. The Preference Presenter 
is based on a semantically much more powerful and declarative preference model ([Kie02, Kie04]) 
that enables the modeling of much richer arguments as seen before. Hence, the discussed fuzzy 
logic approaches also prevent several discussed presentation preferences.  
 

6.1.3 Expert systems / knowledge based systems 

Expert systems, also known as knowledge-based systems, are software agents designed to simulate 
the problem-solving behavior of human experts within very narrow domains by asking the human 
several questions. One example is the multiple attribute decision making system MADM 
([MZFLZ01]). In MADM the expert systems need preference information on alternatives, i.e. the 
alternatives must already be known to an object. The goal of MADM is to rank the alternatives or 
to select the most desirable one. In contrast to MADM, the Preference Presenter never orders all 
results, but according to a presentation strategy marks one or more most desirable ones. Disregard-
ing the formalism of MADM the proceeding is, like for all of the known knowledge based ap-
proaches, a fuzzy approach. The simulated experts model alternative preference information as 
fuzzy relations and use that in a probabilistic combination to rank the results. The result with the 
best score is the one to be pointed out.  
 
Obviously, a first problem occurs with gaining preference information for the experts. A similar 
and concrete approach is given by Burke with a knowledge-based restaurant recommender system 
([Bur99]). As discussed before a recommender can possibly be reengineered to enable a compre-
hensible result presentation as described above. Yet, also Burke bothers a user several times, asking 
him to refine the search preferences, e.g. to broaden the price range for a meal etc. Then he calcu-
lates the then possible best alternatives with ranked similarity measures.  
 
As described above mathematical similarity measurements are limited expressions to formulate 
preferences. Moreover, expert systems are very domain dependent. There is no declarative manner 
for instantiating the expert system for the search in a new domain such as the one available for the 
preference search and the presentation preferences. In contrast to knowledge based approaches the 
Preference Presenter does not need several time-consuming iterations of customer interaction, be-
cause it delivers best matches according to the BMO model. No iterative refinement of search con-
ditions is necessary. Of course, with the numerical preference the preference information of the 
expert system can also be used in a BMO search. Furthermore, the Preference Presenter is able to 
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provide semantics based arguments to support a suitable reasoning, because it is based on a seman-
tically rich preference model. Presentation strategies, even with conflicting utility functions, can 
easily be formulated in a flexible, semantic manner. 
 

6.1.4 Case based reasoning 

Case based reasoning is a technique for problem solving that looks for previous examples which 
are similar to the current problem. There are many situations where experts are not happy to be 
questioned about their knowledge by people who want to capture the knowledge in rules for use in 
expert systems. In most of these situations, the natural way for an expert to describe his knowledge 
is through examples, stories, or cases, which are all basically the same thing. Such an expert 
teaches trainees about the expertise by apprenticeship, i.e. by giving examples and by asking the 
trainees to remember them, copy them, and adapt them in solving new problems if they describe 
situations that are similar to the new ones. Case based reasoning aims to exploit such knowledge. In 
contrast to expert systems and fuzzy logic, case based reasoning considers similarities between 
people, not between objects. Case based reasoning is often used to realize a collaborative filtering 
approach, which aims at exploiting preference behavior and qualities of other persons in speculat-
ing about the preferences of a particular individual. This technique perhaps might help to find the 
unique best alternative automatically.  
 
There are lots of approaches in e-commerce to assist the customer with the search engine, e.g. in 
[MA01, RAMV02, XAF03, JSZC03]. They all compute the similarities between the customers in a 
different way, in some cases combined with previously described approaches. Yet, what all have in 
common is that they introduce a score in form of a mathematical similarity measure that determines 
how similar the buying behavior of different users is. With that information they e.g. recommend 
the same products or start with the same search adjustments. If a customer is not satisfied with any 
recommended result, the PCFinder system of [XAF03] automatically adjusts some preference 
weights and tries again and again. The customer never experiences whether the offered result is 
really the best alternative for him. He cannot know when to stop this iteration. [JSZC03] also tries 
to predict the preference behavior of a customer by adjusting weights.  
 
Because the described similarity measures for an automatic alternative determination often fail 
there are also more manual approaches. But perhaps this could be a more comprehensible way for a 
customer as realized e.g. by [RAMV02]. The ITR travel advisory system acts in the frequent case 
that people do not find an exact match for their preferred holiday trip. If this empty result effect 
occurs, ITR helps with case based reasoning to relax the search constraints. Similar cases are once 
again calculated by a similarity measure. Like in a one-dimensional parametric search the customer 
is now asked to soften or to skip a search constraint step by step (see Figure 6.6). Yet, that of 
course implies a lot of customer interaction. 
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Figure 6.6 Query relaxation guided by ITR 

 
Of course, when knowing the preference behavior this ranked approach can also be modeled with 
the introduced preference search and presentation via numerical preference. The problems once 
again lie in limited expressiveness, thus in the limited presentation arguments, and also the limita-
tions regarding the presentation strategies. Because of the efficient filter effect of a BMO search 
([KFHE01]), also the user/customer interaction can be reduced enormously by presenting all rele-
vant best matches at once. 
 

6.1.5 E-catalogs 

E-catalog providers, too, have recognized that the presentation order of the results is very impor-
tant. For that purpose in e-catalog systems like ems-media’s PowerCatalog it is possible to mark 
favorites in the underlying product database. Query results whose favorite flag is true are ordered 
first, then the rest. A similar simple technique is provided by electronic catalog structures of Poet. 
Special manufacturers can be specified, to be placed higher in the presented result set than others, 
e.g. if there is a product from IBM, put it on top. This is a very pragmatic way. In contrast to a de-
clarative approach like the Preference Presenter there is a lot of work to do to administer and up-
date the data in this inflexible and static flag approach. Obviously, with a preference search these 
simple presentation strategies can be formulated with a POS(favorite_flag, {true}) and 
POS(manufacturer, {IBM}), respectively. Please note, for the manufacturer preference the database 
need not to be manipulated. The rule can be declaratively formulated in the moment of the search 
and can flexibly be managed in the Preference Repository, personalized for each customer. Fur-
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thermore in an e-catalog, there are no arguments to do a good reasoning facing the customer. Also, 
presentation strategies are hard to realize. A simple sales strategy like ‘second highest price’ is not 
combinable with the hard-coded favorites, which always appear first followed only then by the rest. 
This conflict cannot be handled by this approach. 
 
Summarizing, there is no approach which automatically can compute the only one fitting alterna-
tive for a customer wish in case of a missing perfect match. Because of the underlying semantic 
rich and expressiveness preference model, the Preference Presenter is the only known approach 
with user/customer comprehensible arguments regarding base and complex preferences for explain-
ing the results and to make clear to the customer why a particular search result is suitable. The just 
discussed approaches block arguments regarding base preferences by only considering an overall 
score. They are not able to argue to the customer and often imply a very high customer interaction 
with the system. The Preference Presenter avoids this problem by only delivering best matches 
followed by a good reasoning. Furthermore, the Preference Presenter is the most flexible and com-
prehensible approach for realizing a presentation strategy, amongst others based on search result 
qualities, by formulating them as preferences in a declarative manner. This enables even the speci-
fication of conflicting requirements. Other approaches prevent several important presentation 
strategies since they have a limited expressiveness in the query model followed by missing presen-
tation arguments. 
 

6.2 Price fixing 

Two novel approaches have been introduced in this thesis, a structure for electronic data inter-
change to enable a personalized price offer and a preference based multi-objective electronic bar-
gainer. 
 

6.2.1 Personalized price offer 

In [KLS02] the importance of a comprehensive structure for data interchange for different 
price/discount models is extensively discussed by means of existing catalog structures like BME-
cat. For an e-procurement portal, according to the business data processing specialists Kelkar, Leu-
kel, and Schmitz ([KLS02]) the following three types of pricing are relevant and absolutely neces-
sary: 
♦ Individual pricing (a personalized price for each product) 
♦ Quantity pricing (differential prices, separate for each product) 
♦ Bundled pricing (prices for product bundles, cheaper than the price sum of the single products) 
Like proposed in this thesis, the first two types are realizable by BMEcat, while bundled pricing 
and the very important calculation order is only supported by the not very popular EAN UCC33 
format that misses lots of other characteristics. In this thesis the demands according to [KLS02] are 
consequently realized with the DTD structure of Appendix B as a first standardization approach. 
This leads to the resulting personalized price offer technology. With this, all the deficiencies re-
garding the price discussed in [KLS02] of an e-procurement store are overcome.  

                                                           
33 http://www.ean-ucc.org 
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6.2.2 Preference Bargainer 

The positive effect of bargaining in e-commerce has been already realized by [LD99]. A first 
commercial attempt is done by ONE Smart World34 with signBazar. There automatically an email 
with the shopping cart and a manually added price bid is sent to the vendor side, which then manu-
ally has to calculate a price and send a reply with a counter bid. This is done iteratively until there 
is an agreement or a final disagreement between customer and vendor. With [LD99] an automated 
way is shown in which customers bargain with an electronic agent. Yet, this is limited to one single 
product and the bargaining is only about the price. Moreover, only three bidding strategies are in 
use. With the introduced Preference Bargainer, a much more powerful technology is given, by al-
lowing the flexible integration of each kind of strategy. The Preference Bargainer uses about 40 
strategies at the moment while learning and respecting the preferred strategies, personalized for 
each customer. Moreover, the bargaining is about a product bundle as demanded for the price com-
putation in [KLS02]. And last but not least, the techniques of up/cross and down selling that are 
typical for bargaining are supported fully automatically, including the underlying product seman-
tics. So, in contrast to current approaches this is a very advanced framework. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
34 http://www.one-smartworld.de 
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7 Summary and Outlook 

In this final chapter at first this thesis is summarized, especially pointing out the essential achieve-
ments. Then, an outlook and suggestions for future work complete this thesis. 
 

7.1 Summary and achievements 

After analyzing the continuing misery of today’s search engines and the problematic point of 
search result presentation in general, a further problem especially for e-procurement applications, 
i.e. a personalized offer composition was discussed. Following that, a review of the preference 
model of [Kie02, Kie04] and the achievements around this model and its semantic features have 
been given. Moreover, it has been elaborated that the knowledge about the quality of the search 
results with respect to the search preferences in a specific situation is a major issue with regard to 
several aspects, e.g. for consumer choice behavior in e-commerce applications ([Nic66, HS69, 
EBK78, Han72]). Then in chapter 3 till 5 the following achievements were introduced: 
 

 Personalized query valuation and presentation of a query result 
For the crucial process of the search result presentation a novel effective approach has been 
elaborated. 
♦ Quality valuation of single search preferences 

Following the philosophy of [Zad73] a linguistic model for the search result quality has 
been introduced. An intuitive framework has been elaborated for situated quality valuations 
by satisfying the postulate that worse results must not have a higher valuation than better 
results. Defining quality valuation functions for all base preference constructors of [Kie02, 
Kie04] with an output of linguistic quality terms an extensible framework for a human 
comprehensible search result presentation was created, followed by valuable presentation 
arguments regarding each single search preference.  

♦ Calculation of a situated overall quality 
Based on these results various situated quality valuations for complex preferences ([Kie02, 
Kie04]) have been introduced, also discussing wrong, incomprehensible valuations by an 
example. With that, an algorithm has been presented to calculate a personalized and situ-
ated overall quality of a search result, including the computation of the quality of each oc-
curring base preference. 

♦ Presentation strategies 
After respecting a so called “but-only” filter, i.e. filter criteria applied over the search re-
sults, various intuitive selection criteria have been introduced for deciding which result to 
present first or which results to proactively offer to a customer, respectively. Especially for 
the case of a sales process, selection criteria have been presented. For the first time this en-
ables the flexible application of personalized sales strategies ([Rac89, HS98]) within an e-
commerce sales process. This can be done in a declarative manner, even coping with con-
flicting presentation preferences. 
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Realized as the Preference Presenter technology in combination with a preference search en-
gine, the search and presentation process can be managed very efficiently for a user/customer. 
The customer does not have to iterate through several pages and moreover gets helpful argu-
ments why the/these result(s) are the suitable one(s). 

 Personalized offer composition 
After discussing the deficiencies of state-of-the-art e-procurement technology preference tech-
nology was used to build up an automated personalized offer composition process. 
♦ Product composition 

With the Preference Presenter a major step has been done towards a human comprehensible 
product presentation. The Preference Presenter, a preference search engine like Preference 
XPath, and the Preference Repository, have been used to provide an effective and efficient 
composition of the shopping cart within an e-procurement process. There, current search 
preferences, long-term customer preferences as well as vendor preferences are considered.  

♦ Price fixing 
For an efficient online price fixing two novel technologies have been designed. First to re-
alize a personalized price offer an XML based structure for electronic data interchange for 
complex discounts has been modeled. This easily allows the automatic calculation of a per-
sonalized price for a given product bundle. Second with the Preference Bargainer a novel 
technology has been designed for multi-objective autonomous bargaining, including the 
usage of the typical bargaining techniques up/down and cross selling.  

♦ Standardized data integration 
By analyzing current e-procurement standards like BMEcat and eCl@ss an effective way 
for a standardized integration of price and product data has been modeled. With that, the 
necessary economical knowledge for an autonomous e-procurement sales agent is pro-
vided.  

 Engineering of an e-sales agent 
The consequent realization of the contributions introduced brings evidence of effectiveness 
and efficiency.   

♦ Realization 
With COSIMAB2B ([KFD04]) a deeply personalized and situated prototype of an emotional 
sales agent has been presented and it has been shown how the novel contributions of this 
thesis can automate such a time and cost intensive sales process. The personalization man-
ager enables a comfortable adjustment of personalization parameters. 

♦ Evaluation 
Several experiments with test customers as well as of technical manner showed the appli-
cability of COSIMAB2B regarding technical aspects as well as according to the effect on 
human beings. Especially, it was shown that sales strategies applied by a computer instead 
of a human have about the same effect to a human customer. 

 

7.2 Outlook and future work 

A next step is to analyze the automation potential of the B2B buyer side. All novel technologies 
introduced are interoperable, and also a single use of a component is possible. Especially the Pref-
erence Presenter is a promising technology to support a human customer with his decision by re-
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specting his selection preferences. Even an automated decision within a buying process via Prefer-
ence Presenter is imaginable, e.g. for a company-internal BMEcat marketplace like MAN2B35. 
 
Further fields of applications for the Preference Presenter could be comparison shops like CO-
SIMA ([KFHE01, KHFE01]). In that platform a fixed heuristic that determines the presentation 
order is implemented equally for all customers. With the Preference Presenter, in such a platform 
each customer could be easily and flexibly treated according to his search quality claims and with 
respect to his presentation preferences. Moreover, some strategies of the service provider could be 
respected, e.g. to flexibly push sponsored results without conflicting with the customer’s prefer-
ences. Also an electronic trustee as described in [DFGSW04] can benefit from the Preference Pre-
senter technology. Moreover, cooperative web services can be supported within their decision 
process. E.g. in order to find the best fitting web service for a special task, in [BW03] a soft selec-
tion according to the BMO model is suggested. Obviously, the Preference Presenter is predestined 
for managing a personalized decision support. A final example is a personalized notification ser-
vice like P-NEWS ([BGWK03, WBKH04]). It is the development of a preference driven news 
service in MPEG-7 libraries ([Smi00, Smi01]). In this project the Preference Presenter technology 
has been integrated currently as basis for the illustration of the search quality and for making the 
decision which documents or objects to notify to a registered customer.  
 
The knowledge for the adjustment of the partitioning parameters is at the moment a rather manual 
task by the knowledge engineer of the search engine. For an update due to changes, e.g. of the 
product domain, information agents were suggested in this work. But many other influences can 
change the quality sensation of a customer and preferences can change with the according situation. 
This dynamic aspect for the definition of a situation is discussed e.g. by the sociologist Thomas 
([Tho23]) or from a different point of view by the human factors researcher Endsley ([End95]). 
Therefore, for the general detection of partitioning parameters for the quality functions an auto-
mated process would be very helpful. An imaginable solution could be a technique like Preference 
Mining ([Hol03, HEK03]). 
 
A completely orthogonal enhancement of this work is to combine the technologies introduced, 
especially the COSIMA architecture with further technologies for a better human-computer interac-
tion, which can be improved by means of using emotions ([CDTVK01]). As shown in [FDWK04] 
via FIPA-OS technologies like mimic recognition can be integrated. This recognition of the cus-
tomer’s current emotion can improve e.g. the bargaining process because of a better understanding 
of the customer’s actions. A next step might be the usage of emotional speech synthesis. For an 
overview of existing technology see [Sch01]. Also the recognition of emotions via speech input 
([MO99]) and the correlation with the detected emotions via mimic in such an e-procurement sce-
nario is an interesting topic. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
35 https://www.man2b.com 
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Appendix A 

The DTD for the preference quality XML structure: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
 
<!-- 
    Title:        Preference Quality 
    Description:  Document Type Definition for quality valuations 
                  of BMO search results with respect to the search 
                  preferences 
    Version:      1.0 
    Date:        18.12.03 
    Author:       Stefan Fischer 
    Copyright:    Stefan Fischer Copyright (c) 2003 Chair for  
                  Databases and  Information Systems, University of              
                  Augsburg 
--> 
 
<!-- 
    PREFERENCEQUALITY is the quality valuation root for  
    BMORESULTSETS.  
--> 
 
<!ELEMENT PREFERENCEQUALITY     (BMORESULTSET)*> 
 
<!-- 
    BMORESULTSET is a container for BMORESULTS. For each result of  
    the result set the single result qualities for each base 
    preference and accumulated preference are declared. 
--> 
 
<!ELEMENT BMORESULTSET          (RESULT)*> 
 
<!-- 
    Each result tuple is identified by the unique id. E.g. in  
    BMEcat this is the Supplier_AID. Yet, this could also be  
    specified much more complex with session id, situational 
    context etc. 
--> 
 
<!ELEMENT RESULT                (QUAL)> 
<!ATTLIST RESULT                id CDATA #REQUIRED> 
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<!-- 
    A preference quality QUAL describes the quality for a search  
    result with respect to the search preference. In case of an  
    accumulated preference the quality is recursively defined,  
    based on the combined preference qualities, which are elements  
    of this QUAL. QUALs of type base of course have no further  
    elements, all other types at least two. 
 
    The attributes of a QUAL are: 
        ATTRIBUTE               POSSIBLE VALUES 
 
        type:                   "base" 
                                "complex" 
        subtype:                for complex: 
                                 "pareto" 
                                 "prioritized" 
                                 "numerical" 
                                for base: 
                                 "around" 
                                 "between" 
                                 "highest" 
                                 "lowest" 
                                 "score" 
                                 "at_least" 
                                 "at_most" 
                                 "explicit" 
                                 "pos" 
                                 "pospos" 
                                 "posneg" 
                                 "neg" 
                                 "layered" 
                                 "contains" 
        value:                  "perfect" 
                                "very good" 
                                "good" 
                                "acceptable" 
                                "sufficient" 
        characteristic:         depends on the domain, e.g. the 
                                price, make or something 
        level:                  in QUALs with type 
                                prioritized, there the 
                                preference level will be declared, 
                                e.g. 1 for the first level, 2 for 
                                the second and so on, for the 
                                involved preference 
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        distance:               for numerical base preferences - 
                                the distance to the optimal value 
        dist_direction: ‘+’ or ‘-’ for distance from or to 

the desired value(s) of a BETWEEN 
or AROUND preference 

        measuring_unit: e.g. cm or pieces 
--> 
 
<!ELEMENT QUAL                    (QUAL)*> 
<!ATTLIST QUAL                    type CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST QUAL                    subtype CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST QUAL                    value CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST QUAL                    characteristic CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST QUAL                    level CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST QUAL                    distance CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST QUAL                    dist_direction CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST QUAL                    measuring_unit CDATA #IMPLIED> 
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Appendix B 

The DTD for the flexible discount framework: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
 
<!-- 
    Title:           Discount Framework 
    Description:     Document Type Definition for electronic data   
                     interchange of complex product bundle 
                     discounts 
    Version:         1.0 
    Date:            28.12.03 
    Author:          Stefan Fischer 
    Copyright:       Stefan Fischer Copyright (c) 2003 Chair for  
                     Databases and Information Systems, University  
                     of Augsburg 
--> 
 
<!-- 
    This discount framework provides a standardized structure for 
    GENERAL DISCOUNTs of a product bundle. 
--> 
 
<!ELEMENT GENERALDISCOUNTS     (DISCOUNT)*> 
 
<!-- 
    A DISCOUNT is the main construct for a single discount  
    information. The attributes are: 
 
  name:                 the name of the discount, e.g. regular  
                        customer discount 
  level:                the calculation level, which is decisive 
                        for the calculation basis, where this  
                        discount is subtracted from 
  value:                the numeric value of the discount, e.g. 5 
  valueunit:            the unit of the value, e.g. € or % 
  valuetype:            one of the following kinds of calculation 
                               "absolute" 
                               "relative" 
                               "user_defined_condition" 
  condition:            the condition which is decisive, whether  
                        this discount will be applied or not, e.g.  
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                        ">1000€" for a quantity discount for more  
                        than 1000€ or to be registered as regular  
                        customer for the regular customer discount 
  conditionparameters:  e.g. the boolean value of being a regular 
                        customer 
--> 
 
<!ELEMENT DISCOUNT          EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST DISCOUNT          name CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST DISCOUNT          level CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST DISCOUNT          value CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST DISCOUNT          valueunit CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST DISCOUNT          valuetype CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST DISCOUNT          condition CDATA #IMPLIED> 
<!ATTLIST DISCOUNT          conditionparameters CDATA #IMPLIED> 
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